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10331 
GUARDS MAR.CHING TO THE PARADE 

GROUND, BERLIN, GERMANY 







18728 
HELMETED GERMAN SOLDIERS 

LINED UP FOR REVIEW 

For more than half a century prior to 1914, 
Germany, with Prussia as its most powerful 
state and guiding spirit, had ?een ~olding 
itself into a more per.feet empire, am~ated 
by the idea that Germans were superior to 
all other peoples. Previous to 1864, Austria 
had been the leading state a111ong the loose 
array of Germanic pe~ples. . !n ~hat ye~r 
Prussia persuaded Austria to JOm with her m 
an attack upon Denmark, which re~ulted in 
the seizure of Schleswig and Holstem by the 

·! two assailants. In 1866, Prussia attacked and 
-humbled Austria, seized for herself alone the 
two Danish provinces and stepped into Aus
tria's place as leader of the German people. 

Then under the guidance of the shrewd 

U
atesm~nship of Bismarck, and with an ar~y 
erfected by General Von Moltke, Prussia 
Iayed upon the vanity of the Emperor Na
oleon_ III r.nd provoked him into the war of 

1870, in which France, ill-prepared for such 
a struggle, was humbled in the dust. Stand
ing upon the prostrate form of France and 
following plans long and carefully prepar~d, 
Bismarck consolidated a new German Empire 
witli Prus:;ia at its head. 

Then followed forty-three years of careful 
education of the German people in ideas of 
superiority of Gertnan "Kultur," t?e mili~ary 
training of its young manhood until practical
ly the whole male populati?11; was familiar 
with arms, and the systematizmg _of Germ~n 
industries and railroads to make them readily 
available for military purposes. Finally, in 
August, 1914, this mighty military mach~ne 
was set in motion. But the li.berty loving 
peoples of the world were able to survive th~ 
first overwhelming attack and finally to utterly 
defeat their assailants in the greatest war of 
history. . --- CoJrvriaht by Tile Kc11stone V· '"' Co:ti(Jany 







15689 
A BRISTLINU FOREST OF BAYONETS. 
. RUSSIAN TROOPS ON REVIEW 

In this array of bayonetted rifles stretching 
M far as the eye can look, one sees the evi
dence of the spirit of militarism which ani
mated all the imperialistic nations of Europe 
for many years before the World War. In 
this race for military superiority Russia fully 
kept pace with Germany and Austria-Hun-

. gary, having a peace time army of ab.out two 
million men, with as many more tramed ;re
serves. The upkeep of such huge armies was 
a very heavy financial and economic burden on 
the nations maintaining them and it is to be 
hoped that after the terrible lesson of the 
World War such armies will never again be 
brought into existence. 

Nevertheless, conditions being as they were, 
it was fortunate for the democratic nations of 
the world that Russia's armies were so large 

and that they did so well on the Eastern front 
immedhitely af~er Germany and Au.stria de
clared war in 1914. Otherwise Germany 
might 11ave gathered enough troops in the 
West to have overwhelmed France and Great 
Britain before they could have brought their 
full strength into the field. Russia suffered 
terrible defeats but she also won great vic
tories under such able generals as the Grand 
Duke Nicholas, General Brussilov and General 
Russky. She forced the Germans and Aus
trians to keep great masses of troops in the 
East and so enabled France and England to 
develop their full power on the W estetn front 
and to hold it until 1918, when the United 
States came into the war with enough men ta 
finally turn the scales. 

Copyrfght by The Keystone View Company 







z8743 
FRENCH COLONIAL CAVALRY 

Here is a picturesque scene. \i\/1th wha't 
sensations must these swarthy sons of the 
desert parade the broad boulevards of Paris, 
the handsomest city in the world I .A~cus
tomed to the wide, silent spaces of th d ert 
where for mile after mile stretch sands i 
a:me, their boundary t11c horizon ; l1ov 
to them are paved str€iets, row upo o 
tall stone buildings, the crowded thousands ®. 
the sidewalks, the roar of traffic in a great city. 

Yet an Arab disdains to show astonishment. 
Whatever their emotions, the faces of these 
men are impassive. £.-net and warlike, they 
ride proudly through these pulsing thorough
fares. They have come to figl1 t for France, 
their foster mother. And they- are redoubtable 
soldiers: They proved their worth on many a 
stricken fie!:l during this war. Unlike Ger-













VISE, BELGIUM, SCENE OF THE FIRST 
CONFLICT OF THE WAR 

This peaceful little Belgiar. town of 3.600 
people whose ancient houses are mirrored in 
the still waters of the Meuse River, or as the 
Dutch call it, the Maas, about midway between 
Liege (le-ezh'), Belgium, and Maastricht, Hol
land, was at the beginning of the war chiefly 
noteworthy as a center for the rearing of geese. 
But, unfortunately for its people, it was a way 
station on the trunk line railway extending 
from the German frontier city of · Aachen 
(a' ken), better known by its French name, 
Aix-la-Chapelle, through Liege to the Border 
of France. So Vise was directly in the path 
chosen by the Germans for crossing Belgium 
and striking France on its weakest side. 

On the morning of August 4th, 1914, the 
drowsy quiet of its streets w~s rudely shattered 
by the rattle of rifles and machine guns and 
the crash of falling shells, as the advance 
guards of tht' 10th Hanoverian Corps, under 

General Von Emmerich, of General Von 
Kluck's 1st Gern1a11 Army, swept down on 
the place from the north and northeast. Bel
gian engineers, aware of the enemy's approach, 
~1ad already blown up the Vise bridge across 
the Meuse, and a handful of local Belgian 
troops made a spirited effort to halt the Ger
man advance in the streets of the town. They 
might as well have thrown their puny strength 
against a descending avalanche. The gray-clad 
hosts of the invaders swept them aside like 
leaves and rolled on toward the doomed for
tress city of Liege. Behind them the Germans 
left Vise, battered as we see it after even those 
few brief moments of battle; a grim harbinger 
of the infinitely greater devastation which was 
to mark the pathways of the German armies 
wherever they trod in the fair lands of Belgium 
and France. 

Co1>y•i.q/1t by The Kcysto"c View Coinpan:. 



















19251 
SKODA WORKS, PILSEN, BOHEMIA, 

WHERE THE FAMOUS SKODA 
MORTARS WERE MADEc-:0 ~,,,~,..-,,«_,,,.,.-.... ~:·.·--'·""' 

We are looking at just a corn~r of on~ of 
the many huge buildings ::onstituting. the ar
tillery foundries operated by Baro.n Skoda at 
Pilsen, Bohemia. But it is sufficient to indi
caite the great proportions of the plant and 
the formidable nature of its products. In the 
manufacture of heavy artillery the Austrians 
at the Skoda works had gone ~head of ev:en 
the Krupps at Essen, Germany, and the huge 
Skod;i. mortars were probably the most de
structive in existence at the beginning of the 
war. They were supplied to the Germans in 
large numbers, and the world was astound,,ed ~ 
at the ease with which their high explosive -
shells demolished the reinforced concrete 
walls and steel gun cupolas of the forts at 
Liege, Namur, Maubeuge and Antwerp; forts 

which were the latest word in defensive 
strength and which were supposed to be 
impreg?a:Jile. 

The gigantic howitzer before us is not com
pleted but the length and massive thickness 
of the tube, reinforced by steel bands shrunk 
on, and the size of the projectile poised at 
the open breech, give an impressive idea of 
its power. Such guns, even though firing 
at a high angle, had an effective range of 7}1; 
miles or more and their shells, plunging down 
with terrific energy, buried themselves deeply 
in.: JVhatever material they struck, whether 
eaiiili, concrete or steel, before the delayed 
:·.ction fuses set off the bursting charge. 
Then the resulting explosion i:.ent the target 
hito fragments. 

CO/>Jlright bJI The KcJ1stone V iew Comban30 













18769 
WALL IN DINANT WHERE LOYAL 

BELGIANS WERE SHOT 

There is little in the peaceful scene before 
us to recall the terrible tragedy enacted on 
this very spot in August, 1914. Here, in that 
fateful month, 116 citizens of Dinant were 
pitilessly massacred by German soldiers acting 
under the command of their officers. With 
the butt ends of muskets, men were separated 
from the women as the terrified citizens 
huddled together in the street, stood up 
against this wall, and shot. 

On Friday, August 21st, the sack of the 
town began, and its fate was more terrible 
than it was when Charles the Bold captured 
the city five hundred years before. The 
citizens were all indoors, the "guarde civile" 
had given up their arms, when the enemy burst 
iJ1to the streets, fired into the windows, smash
ed in the doors, dragged people into the street 

to be shot and stabbed. Then began the pill
age, and when the invaders had glutted them
selves with spoil, grenades were thrown and 
houses set on fire. Of· 1,400 houses not 200 
were left standing. One of these we see; oa 
the wall a plaster plaque to the memory of 
the slain, before it a memorial wreath. 

Dinant is a Belgian town on the banks of 
the Meuse. In the fifteenth century it was a 
:flourishing city of 60,000 people, but its com
mercial importance has declined. It is l'IOW 

principally a summer resort,--or was, before 
the war-a charming town with quiet streets, 
quaint architecture and lovely vistas. All 
this the war has leveled to a heap of ruins. 
to piles of unsightly stone ·and mortar. 







Vl8939 
WRECKED ALTAR OF MALINES 

CATHEDRAL 

Malines, one of the most charming towns of 
Belgium, undefended, was bombarded several 
times, apparently in a spirit' of pure malice. 
On one of those occasions a hundred shrapnel 
shells exploded in the town. The church of 
Notre Dame was damaged, great holes were 
knocked in the walls and roof of the Cathedral 
of St. Rombaut, houses were battered down 
and the town hall was smashed. 

In the intervals between the bombardments, 
the terrified inhabitants carried away to safety 
many valuable works of art that had hung in 
their places of worship. But there were many 
they had no opportunity to carry away when 
they, themselves, were forced to flee from 
bursting shells. The beautiful altar of the 
Cathedral, with its richly embroidered cloth, 
the fine metal candlesticks, the masterpieces of 
great artists which adorned the walls, the 

lovely stone pillars, were ruined. Bursting 
shells tore the pictures to shreds, knocked 
pieces out of the stone pillars, piled a litter of 
stone and dirt at the foot of the altar. The 
rains of heaven poured through the broken 
roof and completed the destruction man had 
begun. 

But a fraction of the destruction wrought in 
the Cathedral is visible to our eyes. We see 
but one spot, yet that is typical of many others. 
We cannot see the shattered walls, the gaping 
holes in the roof, the splintered arches; yet 
they are all there, evidences of the destructive 
policy of the invader. · 

Malines was a town of g-teat antiquity. It 
was formerly called Mechlin and it was there 
that the famous Mechlin lace was made. 

Cot>yrinl1t by Tl1c Keystone View Col'lt>Ott'I' 













V19270 
FRENCH RFUGEES FLEEING INTO 

AMIENS FROM THE SOMME 

In the densely peopled regions of Belgium 
and northern France over which the tides of 
the German invasion advanced and receded, 
tens of thousands of women and children were 
forced to flee before the enemy, carrying with 
them little or nothing of their possessions. 

In front of every German advance during 
the World War, J.ike leaves before a wind, 
these throngs of fugitives filled all the roads 
of France or were crowded into the fields 
beside them by the columns and trains of the 
French, or British, or American troops ad
vancing .to meet the foe. They were there 
in countless multitudes when the tide of battle 
first swept down from the borders of Belgium 
in 1914, when the German armies made their 
last desperate plunges westward. 
, The unfortunates whom we see before us, 

crowded, with a few poor little personal be
longi:ngs, upon the rough floor of a bumping 
farm wagon, are some of those who made 
their way into Amiens when the Germans 
broke through the 5th British Army in March, 
1918. In spite of their misfortunes, the 
steadfast courage and patience of the typical 
French peasant is in their faces. "C'est la 
guerre," ("It is the war,"), with a little shrug 
of the shoulders :-that phrase summed up the 
philosophy of resignation of the French vil
lagers and country people in the face of 
appalling personal calamities. And in such a 
spirit lay much of the unflinching endurance, 
the t.tnshakable courage, which finally won 
through to victory in the face of seemingly 
insurmountable difficulties. 

Copyright by The Keystone View Company 
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V18825 
TANGLED RUINS OF MARNE BRIDGE 

BLOWN UP BY GERMANS AND 
RED CROSS TRAIN WREC~ 

After the Germans were defeated on the 
Marne in 1914 they did everything cou.sistel1t 
with a hasty retreat, to hamper the pursuing 
French. In this case they have wrecked a 
railway bridge to cut what would otherwise 
be the route of the supply trains for the 
French army. The fact that a Red Cross 
train was on it:he bridge was not considered of 
any consequence. 

The "Nord" one sees on the engine is the
French word for "North," and alludes to the 
railway system to which it belongs, the Che
min de Fer du Nord. There are only six 
great railway companies in France and th_e 
systems of the Northern and Eastern com
panies are the ones whose lines cover the 
country which was devastated in the war. 

13ut without them neither the Allies nor the 
Germans cc; have carriC-: on the war 01 

supplied ti.Jeir va.st armies ,ts they did. After 
gaining pqsse~sion of large portions of these 
systems, the Germans repaired them and kept 
them in a high state of efficiency. It was a 
combination of some of the double track main . 
lines of the Chemin de Fer du Nord and 
the Chemin de Fer du l'est running from 
Metz to Lille which connected the whole 
central and northern sections of the German 
battle front and enabled them to shift their 
troops rapidly from one place to another 
as they might be needed. When the first 
.:American Army attacked in the Meuse-Ar· 
gonne in 1918, it struck at the portion of thii 
line lying between Metz and Sedan, and be 
fore the armistice came it had forced its wa' 
to Sedan and broken the line there, literal(i 
splitting the German armies in two 

CoJ>!Jlrig/1t b!JI The KE'Vstor TrJo• .. •: ..... - -
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192 
CANNON ABANDONED BY GERMANS 

IN RETREAT AT ACY, FRANCE 
No words could so eloquently describe the pieces of 77s which were used by the normal 

· f l fi f fi """' li German "a:rmy corps. terrible effectiveness o t le re o t e .L' renc The gu,ns before us belonged to the army of 
75-mm. field guns as this glimpse of the con- Genera.I Von Kluck. When knocked out at 
dition to which their shells have reduced tnis Acy they were helping to defend the hard-
battery of German 77s on the broad, open :pressed right flank of that army against the 
plateau north of Meaux, in the early days of furious attacks of the 7th French Corps, 

fi b 1 £ which: was trying to turn the German flank. It 
September, 1914, during the rst att e o was the large measure of success achieved by • 
the Marne. The German 77-mm. gun, man- this attack which forced Von Kluck to re-
ufactured by the Krupp works at Essen, was treat from his positions south of the Marne 
to a great extent an imitation of the French and east of Paris. We see here, also, how 
75. But it was never the equal of the latter little ·cover was considered necessary for artil-
in power and rapidity of fire, stability, adjust- leiw in the early battles of the war. The fight-
ment or many other minor qualities. When i!lg :was literally of the "open" kind which 
batteries of the two types engaged eacli 0tl1er> had obtained generally in all previous wars. 
on anything like equal terms, the French gufis- But the deadly accuracy of modern weapons 
were usually victorious, for it was estimated and the use of airplanes for observation pur-
that the 120 pieces of 75s which make up the poses soon forced the artillery to take all the 
normal equipment of a French army corps are concealment possible. 
more than equal in fig-htin _:v~a~l~U!e_;t~O!....]th!]ew1~44~--~....:.&.~•:i;i"aJ.l~·t.Jb~Tl.1'll.£.C.J1'~\: ;l:'S!!:tn~11!£..1V~ie:.;_~~'2.';!:.,' -~-----







V18810 
FRENCH RESERVES FROM U. S. A. 

No sooner had the war broken out than like an avalanche. It seemed that nothing 
thousands of Frenchmen living in our country could stop it. Men spoke with bated breath 
flocked homeward to defend the land of their of that wonderful war macnine, trained t!uring 
birth. \Ve see a company of these men, re- a whole generation for this day. 
serves, men approaching middle age; men who At the Marne Joffre stopped this victorious 
had no illusions as to the hardships of war; army; not only stopped it, but sent it reeling 
men who, like their brothers at home, had not back like a drunken mari. For days before-
sought war but fought because the fate of their hand French and British armies, overwhelmed 
country was at stake. And they fought well. by numbers, had been slowly falling back, 
The battle of the Mame was a turning point fighting hard every foot of the way. On the 
in the world's history. Had the Germans won Marne they turned at bay; on the Marne they 
it, nothing could have prevented them from struck like a thunderbolt, and Paris breathed 
taking Paris and in all probability imposing freely again. For days the city had been in 
their will on mankind. suspense. Thousands had fled; the public 

For two weeks the foe had been on French archives had been sent away. Any day the 
soil. The British had been beaten at Mons, dreaded foe was expected to set his foot on its 
the French at Charleroi; Namur, that strong streets. After the battle of the Marne France· 
fortress, had bee:a smashed in a few days. and the world knew that Paris was saved, and 
Everywhere, in wide lines, along several great with Paris, the world. 
roads, the German army had been rolling on Copyrigh1 l>y The K"'Yslonc • .., compa.ny 
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Vl6823 
FRENCH TROOPS CROSSING THE 

MARNE BY PONTOON BRIDGE 
The first battle of the Marne ;-.x~ ~~

single battle but a series of ten;ihc comoats 
..:>.tending from Verdun to the pfateau oi the 
Ourcq ( oork), 35 miles northeast of Pa.tis. 
On Sept. 5, 1914, General Joffre (zhcY-fr') 
halted his troops in their long retreat from the 
frontier of Belgium and the next day assumed 
the offensive on the whole 150 miles between 
the Ourcq and Verdun. Then for four days 
the battle raged indecisively, 2,000,000 combat
ants ranged in 5 German armies and 6 Allied 
armies ( 5 French and 1 British), striving to 
gain the mastery. 

The German plan was to push their right 
flanlC army under General vop Kluck, :whi~.--·-:o:.·.~·'·"""''""" 
was nearest to Paris, down to the east of the 
city, cutting it off from the Allied armies in 
the field, rolling the latter back against the east
ern frontier, and then taking the French capi
tal. But J off re hurled a strong army under 



















HS099 
13ESTOWING MEDAILLE MILITAIRE 

UPON ADJUTANT DAMBRINE, 
SEVERELY 'WOUNDED 

fhe custom of using medals as decorations 
of honor for those who rendered some special 
service in time of war is quite modern. Among 
the French, who particularly esteem valor, this 
custom has developed perhaps more than in 
any other nation. The French soldiers have 
undoubtedly taken their share of decorations 
for conspicuous bravery. The gay and the 
thoughtless French soldier of tradition has 
given way, in the severe test of war, to the 
"poilu'' we know today, brave, fearless, eager 
for the offensive, quickly roused to action by 
the ruthless destruction of the enemy, gladly 
sacrificing everything for his beloved France. 

Among the decorations of honor the French 
government has bestowed for valor in this past 
war are the War Cross, the Cross of the Le
gion of Honor and, most famous of all, the 
Medaille Militaire or Military Medal. The 

giving of a decoration is, as you will note from 
this view, a matter of much ceremony. A large 
number of soldiers with glittering bayonets 
in attendance, French officers with flashing 
swords, and a band which frequently breaks 
into the "Marseillaise," make the event one 
long to be remembered. The decoration itself 
is pinned upon the recipient by some high of
ficer who makes a little speech, kisses the one 
so honored upon the cheek-a French custom 
-while the soldiers "present arms" and each 
officer's sword is at his chin. It is interesting 
to know that a large number of American sol
diers won French decorations for bravery. 
Also, that a new French "Medal of Gratitude" 
was issued in recognition of services rendered 
by foreigners. 

Copyright by The Keystone '(/;ew Cnmpan;» 

























18786 

YPRES CATHEDRAL IN RUINS-BRIT
ISH LORRY IN FOREGROUND 

The once magnificent Cathedral of St. Mar
tin's, imposing even in its ruins, was before the 
war a landmark visible for miles as it rose 
above the quaint Flemish roofs of Ypres. The 
main structure, built between 1221 and 1254, 
was surmounted about 1433 by the massive 
stone tower whose lower part, battered almost 
beyond recognition, still rises before us to a 
height of more than 100 feet, all that is left of 
its original 190 feet. The fact that it was so 
conspicuous made it a favorite target for the 
guns of the Germans, ranged for four years on 
the northeast, the east and the southeast sides 
of Ypres. 

We are looking almost due east at the cathe
dral. Behind it in that direction the German 
front line trenches are only about 4,000 yards 
distant from where we stand. Zonebeke, 

Abraham Heights, Passchendaele ·Ridge and 
many other places celebrated in the many 
fierce struggles around Ypres, lie on beyond. 
The famous Cloth Hall, standing beside the 
cathedral, is just to our right. 

In the shell-swept confines of the crumbling 
city during the war any refuge from projectiles 
was welcome. From time to time manv 
British soldiers, ignorant or unmindful of the 
condition of the shattered cathedral walls, shel
tered themselves in the ruins only to be buried 
beneath the avalanche of stones brought down 
by the next shell. In the spring of 1919, after 
the armistice, British burial parties estimated 
that 150 bodies still remained beneath the huge 
mass of stones which we see between the tower 
and the archway further back. 

Copyright by The Keystone View Company 







V188 0 
SHELL BURSTING IN THE GRAND' 

PLACE, YPRES, BELGIUM 
Looking southwest from the front of the 

ancient Cloth Hall across the Gr:p1a' 18.ce of 
Ypres, we have here before us for all tjl:Qe to 
come a vivid glimpse of war as it actuiilly was 
during four long years in that old Flemish city. 
Ypres was once a treasure house of the quaint 
and graceful architecture of the Middle Ages. 
sought by artists, architects, poets, lovers uf the 
beautiful from the whole world. Now it lies 
shattered by German shells. 

On this summer day the distant artillery of 
the enemy is "strafing" the ill-fated city, as it 
did at frequent intervals all through the long 
years of the war. Not a British soldier. is in 
sight. Most of them are out in the trem;b,es, 
north and east and south of the town; those :w1io 
are within it are sheltering themselves from the 
bombardment in dugouts among the ruins. The 
photographer himself who caught for us this 
view of a shell bursting close to the corner of ColJ:vriohl l>Y The Ke:vstone View ComlJan:v 







The ruined Belgian city of Ypr~~nce of Ypres itself lay mucli less 
known as "Wipers" to the thousands of Brit-. in the,fa~ ihat it was a city of some size than 
ish ''Tommies" who struggled i~ ancl a~®d. ia ~ "if.®t Wlat the British made it the center 
it during the long years of th~ wa mile) o a':iliug~ 'iastion jutting out into the German 
remember it as one of the worst o.f t'Vi tti)ny front. numerous furiot•s attacks the Ger-
terrible places on the British frotlt, f9r in ihe m~n~ sought to crush i~this bastion, which 
low, flat country rc~r. J'ttt it, criss-cr~~ed s~y protected the British base r-01is on the 
with trenches, wire dlltiglements arid drain- Cnannel; Dunkirk, Calais and Boulogne; places 
age ditches, battle after battle was fought. tliat could not be taken until Ypres itself was 

How close and bitter were these struggles ~ptured. On the other hand, the British 
is witnessed by this scene in one of the many undertook formidable offensives for the cap-
villages near Ypres where British and ~rrtlan ture;;of pieces of high ground in their front, 
fought for possession until the placi! Bis as Messines Ridge and Passchendaele 
reduced to a rubbish heap. Often tr~neh ge, possession . ! which would strengthen 
such as this one ran so close together tha,t · positions. The situation before Ypres 
a few yards separated them. The contest toP- ~ot change decisively until the general 
villages was usually even more intense than in breakdown of the German defenses in the fall 
the open country because there were defensive of 1918. 
advantages to be found among the ruins of tbe 
houses 







V18818 
CREEPING UP ON THE ENEMY OVER 

THE SAND DUNES, BRITISH CON
TINGENT IN BELGIUM 

From Zee-Brugge to Nieuport for miles 
inland, the Belgian coast is level and but slightly 
higher than the sea. In fact there are areas 
of vast extent that are below sea level. Jn the 
fall of 1914 at a desperate stage of the battle 
of Flanders, Field Marshal J off re took advan
tage of this to inundate the land and thus hold 
back the Germans. The whole country for 
miles is intersected with canals and ditches, the 
surface of the land for ten to fifteen miles 
~nfand but two or three yards above s~ level. 
Owing to the constant rains at certain seasons 
of the year these canals would overflow but for 
the fact that at low tide their waters are d~jfea 
into the sea. To flood the land the gateS ~ere 
opened at high tide and the sea forced the 
swollen waters of the canals back. The terri
tory held by the Germans became a marsh, then 
a vast lake. They could dig no trenches, could 

During certain seasons high winds sweep 
over the land, whirling the sand into grotesque 
shapes, piling it into great dunes here, scooping 
deep hollows there. As these dunes become 
more or less permanent, coarse grass and 
scrubby bush take root and flourish. Our 
Allies were quick to take advantage of thi~ 
screen in advancing to attack, whole companies 
creeping forward under its c(i)ver. 

Co/;>"Jri(llif by T/1c Keystone Viett1 Compo,.y 







18707 
BRITISH ROYAL ENGINEERS CON

STRUCTING SECOND LINE 
TRENCHES 

You probably will not believe it, but this is 
what these men wear when they have on their 
full dress uniforms. They wear a scarlet tunic 
with garter, blue cuffs and collar, yellow shoul
der cords and piping, blue trousers with a red 
stripe, a helmet with the royal arms on the 
plate, and a spike. The men wear a white waist 
belt, and the officers wear a gold laced leather 
belt with a pouch belt of russia leather with a 
wavy gold lion in the center. But now they 
are not marching down some city street lined' 
with admiring throngs, keeping time to martial 
music, a part of some big celebration, they 
are playing the grim game of war. It is not a 
time for showy trappings but for the sturdy 
khaki (ka'k~). 

In 1909 there were 5,02r inen in the 1'!."itish 

Royal Engineers, but this number was greatly 
increased after the European war began. In 
peace times each army division included two 
field companies and :::me telegraph company 
of the Royal Engineers. ·In the army troops 
there are supposed to be four field troops of 
the Royal Engineers and one telegraph com
pany. The Royal Engineers are organized 
into mounted field troops, field companies, 
fortress, telegraph, railway, searchlight, balloon, 
wireless companies and bridging train. The 
European war was a mobilization of material 
as well as a mobilization of men. The trained 
knowledge of the Royal Engineers helped them 
to do their part in the mobilization of 
material. 
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"Scrounging" was what the 
mies" cdled such souvenir hunti 
dier is doing, and they had alm 
relish for gathering souvenirs 
cal'ls. On the first day's tramp 
laud the men of the Army of Occu 
loaded down with all sorts of trophi 
up on the field, helmets, Lugers, saw tS, 
belts, watches. As the days wore on and :ttie 
miles were left behind these grew heavier ntl 
heavier, and one after another were thr wn 
into the ditches by the wayside. 







V19283 
WHERE HELL WAS LOOSED-LENS 

For miles on every side of Lens, that ancient 
city and former metropolis of the French coal 
fields which in 1914 was a prosperous place o.i 
nearly 30,000 people, the country was de~
tated in just this way. The bones of thou_sanOS: 
of British, French and German soldiers were 
scattered beyond recovery in this soil which 
was churned over again and again by the shell 

fire of successive battles. 
During the "race to the sea" in the fall of ' 

'14, the Germans seized Lens and managed to 
ihold it just withiJ.:. their lines during the rest 
of the war. Loos, taken at the cost of bloody 
losses by the British in May, 1915, lies just 
north of Lens ; Vimy Ridge, finally carried by 
the Canadians in their superb attack .of April, 
1917, is only about four miles south of it. The 
whole country between was fought over for 
years by the contending armies. , 

The "elephant iron" hut, riddled by shell fire, 
lying before us is a type of the vast number of 
milttary works built and then swept to ruin in 
tbjs area; the unfortunate British soldier lying 
i:lead on the edge of a shell hole is but a symbol 
of the harvest reaped by death on these fields 
of unexampled slaughter. 

Co1>vrinht by The Keystone View Company 







V18840 
NO MAN'S LAND NEAR LENS, 

FRANCE, 
Look as carefully as you can over this field 

of desolation and carnage and you will find 
hardly an inch of ground that has not been 
blasted over and over again by explosive 
shells. Those stumps, the remains of a beau
tiful orchard, show what kind of ground this 
No Man's Land was before the ·Allies and 
their foe came to grips here in the tremendous 
battle that raged for the channel ports in 
Northern France and Belgium. 

Shell holes without numh~ as far as the 
eye can reach, filled with s~agnant gas-filled 
water, as deadly as the wells that the Germans 
poisoned cts they retreated. At the edge of 
the hole nearest to yott is discernible a rifle 

and bayonet; at your feet is a 
ooveri~ the head of its owner. 

Farther on toward the largest tree stump 
you can see the body of one of the dead. 
Hundreds like this soldier have lain between 
the lines of the armies, for days, weeks, 
months, when the fighting, fiercer than ever 
before, raged all a bout them. On the extreme 
right there are the remains of another of the 
men who strove in the dusk of some grey 
morning to make his way to the enemy's lines. 

If you had gone the length of the line held 
by the British in France you would have seen 
miles and miles of terrible desolation like this, 
"where all is still and cold and dead." 

C0/1::1righl b::1 The Ke~done Vin11 CotniJMtY 













18766 
TEMPORARY HOMES IN DEVAS

TATED LENS 
Who has not heard of Lens, "the heart of 

the great coal region in northeyif ~'ti:ce ?"' 
Who has not read of the desperate battles 
there in 1915 and 1917, of the fi~l e'.'{a&ti'oii 
by the Germans in October, 1918, wlien tlieir 
whole line, from Germany to the s~. :was 
splitting to pieces under continuous attack? 
They swept over Lens in August, 1914, held it 
for four years, worked its mines, turned them 
finally into a vast subterranean fortificatfon, 
and when they retired left it a ruin-mines 
flooded, machinery destroyed, not a house, nay 
scarcely a wall left standing in the town. 

Such were the conditions to which refugees 
returned as soon as the invader ha~ been 
driven out. The French are attached tq,.1;li~ 
home towns to a degree we can hardly con
ceive. For generations families live in the 
same house. If driven away, as so many 
~housands were in this war, they feel lost, 







Vl8874 
PROUD MEN OF THE NORTH WHO 

FOUGHT ON FLANDERS FIELDS 

On this shell-torn waste, pitted and pimpled 
by high explosives, with the barbed wire curling 
dangerously around, and the blackened stumps 
of trees rising here and there, we see the fallen 
flower of Scotia's manhood. 

The men of Scotland have through all history 
distinguished themselves by their love of a just 
cause and their readiness to sacrifice their lives 
for freedom. Their blood has mingled with 
the land of every continent. They have been 
leaders in the cause of liberty wherever it was 
endangered, whether the offender was a royal 
Edward or a Prussian William. 

Here before us is the mute evidence that the 
blood of heroes still flows in Scotch vf'ins, for 

these men died facing the machine guns of 
the enemy. Statistics show that the losses of 
those famous Scotch regiments were among the 
very heaviest. The Germans spoke of the 
Scotch as the "Ladies from Hell" because of 
their fierceness in attack and their bravery 
under fire, alluding also to their peculiar attire, 

The strange dress they insist on wearing has 
been an inspiration to many a harassed people. 
The French loved them, and a story is told 
of a tribe of Afghans who, wishing to show 
unflinching valor under fire, dressed in kilts 
and marched to the tune of improvised bag· 
pipes. 







v 18865 
"DOWN IN A SHELL CRATER WE 

FOUGHT"-BATTLE OF 
CAMBRAI 

This terrible war, started by Germany in 
ht!r mad lust for empire, abounded in situa
tions which tried men's souls to the limit and 
.:a.lied for the exertion of every ounce of cour
age and resolution they possessed. This was 
one of those occasions. In the ebb and flow 
of battle, deafened by the explosion of great 
shells, blinded by fog and smoke, stifled by 
sulphurous fumes, men became separated from 
their commands, lost their sense of direction 
and often took refuge in shell craters such as 
this, from the hail of machine gun bullets 
whipping over the surface of the ground. 

Sometimes isolated German soldiers blun
dered into craters held by our own mea. 
Swift combat instantly flared up, bomb and 
bayonet did their deadly work, quarter was 
neither asked nor given, 

The battle of Cambrai was in some respects 
the most dramatic of the war. There, for the 
first time in hi3tory, the dazed Germans saw 
whole squadrons of huge ironclad monsters 
like the one lying disabled i!1 the background, 
come lurching and sprawling upon them, tear
ing into shreds their vaunted barb wire de
fenses, crashing over the trenches, flattening 
out concrete "pill boxes" and the machine 
guns inside. Through the gaps made by these 
juggernauts came British soldiery, horse and 
foot, shooting, cutting, and bombing. No sur
prise was ever more complete or more dis
asti::ous. German soldiers crawled out of their 
deep dugouts by the thousand, their eyes blink
ing with sleep in the early dawn, and by thou
sands were they shot down or captured, 
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VT880:Z 

SCOTS ENTRENCHED AND CHEERll.Y 
AWAITING A COUNTER-ATTACK 

Somewhere in the distance the Ge:rmans are 
scanning the plain, trying to determine just 
where these sturdy Scotsmen are and how 
many of them there may be, but the scene that 
greets their eyes is just as monotonous, just 
as desolate and devoid of life as those tumbled 
fields of earth that stretch between you and 
the horizon beyond that row of stark trees, the 
mute evidence of the place where there once 
was a road. 

One would hardly think that there was any 
system to war while looking at this jumble of 
men and material. But those things that have 
been cast aside are useless, those ammunition 
cases and hand grenade boxes are empty. The 
plank was in the way in the trench, so they 
threw it aside. You can see th< handles of 
broken shovels and the tail ~;ock handle of a 
trench artillery carriage. The trench was one 

of those built in the late months of the war. 
The war then was more uearly approaching a 
war of raovement and consequently the trench 
w.as made less elaborate and without tht 
expensive timber work. 

But look at the men. They are far from use
less and unserviceable with their rifles, bay
onets fixed, close at hand. Their gas masks · ar 
the "alert", steel helmets strapped to their 
heads waiting. Passing the· time with ciga
rettes and gossip, waiting for the Germans to 
attack, and then-those rifles will spit flame 
anq steel. Some of these intrepid Scots will 
fall but others win live, brush the mud and 
grime from their kilts and -ca1mly await 
another attack which the Germans are likely to 
launch. 







V19277 
TURKS EAGER FOR WAR- Qtrt. 

MANY'S MOST DISTANT ALLY 
MOBIUZING HER ARMY 

Whatever we may think of the Turk, and 
certainly American opinion of him in general 
is not very high, it must be admitted that he is 
a courageous soldier. His record has shown 
that ever since he first appeared upon the stage 
of history as the chief champion of Mohamme
danism and his vigorous support of that aggres
sive religion has given him plenty of opportun
ity down the ages to indulge his appetite for 
fighting. Fortunately for us the natural cour
age of the Turk, however, has seldom found 
itself equipped with the improved weapons and 
the organization and discipline necessary to 
carry it to decisive victories. 

Germany for years made great efforts to 
increase the efficiency of the Turkish armies. 
Long before the World War they were com
pletely reorganized under the direction of Gen
eral Baron Von der Goltz, Imperial Ottoman 

Field Marshal and Adjutant General, and dur
ing the war one of their ablest leaders was the 
German, Gerieral Liman Von Sanders. The 
Turkish defense of the Gallipoli Peninsula and 
the Dardenelles in 1915 was a really magnifi
cent military accomplishment, and they fought 
well against the British in Mesopotamia and 
Palestine. But when they began to go to pieces 
they went rapidly and before the whirlwind 
campaign of General Allenby in the Holy Land 
northward from Jerusalem to Damascus, and 
General Marshall's advance along the Tigris 
from Bagdad to Mosul, both in the autumn of 
1918, their armies were scattered to the winds. 

On October 31 the Turkish Government was 
glad to conclude an armistice which was virtu
ally a surrender to the Allies. 



















v 18815 
SERBIAN RESERVES IN BA~ 

MOUNTAINS WAITING THE 
ORDER TO ADVANCE 

The Balkans have long been known as "tlie ta.ins, an agricultural community, a land of 
cock!'it of Europe." For a thousand years s~all fam:is, tilled by a brave and spirited 
this strip of territory, about as large ~dlie people. Hl 1912 they arose as one man 
state of Pennsylvania, lying between the )lgainst T'urkish tyranny and beat the Moslem 
Aegean and the Black Sea has been the scene ba(l:k to the gates of Constantinople. In 1913, 
of almost uninterrupted conflict. Bulgarians, a~cked by Bulgaria, they turned savagely on 
Serbians, Roumanians, Montenegrins and th~ foe and routed him. In 1914 Austria, a 
Albanians have alternately fought the Turk miglftier foe, a nation of forty million people, 
and fought each other. Race animosities and jealous of their growing power, swooped down 
religious prejudice have kept them at each upon them, using as a pretext the assasination 
others throats. For generations the Great of the Crown Prince, the Archduke Francis 
Powers of Europe have been striving to bring Ferclinand. Dismayed, impoverished by two 
about a lasting peace among them, fearing that W&J:S, the Serbians nevertheless rallied gal.-
an outbreak in the Balkans might inaugQ~'""te~···""'"'~=~ly to their colors and fought with despera-
a general European war-as it did, finally. '<tion only to succumb finally to overwhelming. 

Serbia, one of the Balkan states, has a popu- numbers. The men before us await the call 
lation of about four ,.millipn.. s.ouls. It is a to battle, ~ady to pour out their blood on the 
land of broad plains and ·fertile valleys, altar of their: country. 
hemmed in ::ind tr~versed by rugged moun-







No country suffered so terribly 
war as did Serbia. The first bl:~~ie111ia1i>0111~..J.it.Yti«; 
her, the bombardment of Belgrad 
beginning on the 29th of July, 1 
tinuing with intermissions- until t 
mass of mins. The Austrians 
crossed the Danube and invaded 
hut after a year of desperate fi.ght\li~~ ~tf.li:~ 
driven out, with, enormous losses. Fo ~~ile 
Serbia had a respite from the horrors of war, 
hut disease fell upon the land, typhus in its 
most virulent form raging everywhere. ]he 
land was one vast ~emetery : nearly a quarter 
of a million m:opJe dieq. Then came famine, 
and later the ebmhlned German and Bulgarian~;;~~ 
attack, the forn;iw in frO't11;. the latter t1 ~; 
rear. Caught between the upper and ~~tlle"'t 
ll'lill'SN1he, Serbia: was crushed although fight~ 
ing with desperation against overwhelming 
odds, sometimes as much as ten to one. As Co{>:yright l:y T/.~ Ke:ysto11e View Comt>an:y 



















v 
BRITISH FIRST LINE TRENCH IN 

BALKANS 
The sturdy soldiers of the British Empire 

have been accustomed for generations to fight
ing in every quarter of the world, for Britain 
with her vast dependencies has always a little 
war somewhere. These men were serving in 
a big war, in the greatest war the world has 
ever seen, the Great \i\Tar, which ended with 
the signing of the armistice on November 11th, 
1918. 

They are typical British "Tommies", first 
class fighting men, and destiny called them to 
the Balkans, that strip of country in perpetual 
conflict, lying between the Carpathian Moun
tains and the Aegean and Black Seas. There 
they had dug their trenches and there they 
faced the Austrian and the German in the last 
vear of the war. Under General Franchet 
d'Esperey, Commander in Chief of the Allied 
forces in that section, with French, Italians, 
Greeks and Serhians as companions in arms, 

they nad swept up from Saloniki to meet the 
common foe. 

They not only met him, the~ beat him. The 
Bulgarian army was first cut m two and then 
forced to surrender. Then came the turn of 
the Austro-German forces, who were driven 
headlong from the country and freedom re
stored to Serbia. We see these men while the 
conflict was still raging. One keenly observes 
the enemy's lines through a periscope, the 
other stands by his weapon, ready for instant 
action. Theirs is a well-built trench, dug in 
firm ground which does not cave in, and pro
tected with sandbags. The heavy clothing of 
the men attest the rigor of the climate. Their 
boots show signs of rough service. The men 
look the good soldiers they proved themselves 
to be, fully equipped, alert and vigorous. 
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Vlt\880 
SEA OF BARBED WIRE IN FRONT OF 

BULGARIAN LINES, SALONIKI 

1'hose iron stakes laboriously driven into 
\:he ground in the black of night and as labor
iously strung with barbed wire are a part of 
the defenses that the Bulgarian soldiers 
erected to hold back the Allies along the 
fighting front, north of Salo,niki. 

The upper ends of those stakes which you 
see have a loop in them to hold the wire and 
the ends are sharpened in order that they may 
prove dangerous to the advancing soldiers, 
even when partly leveled by artiiiery fire. 
The function of barbed wire defense is to 
delay the advancing soldiers by ~atching their 
clothing or tearing their flesh. The other 
:>nds of these iron stakes, the ends that are 

driven into the grcund, are shaped like a cork
screw in orde.· that they may be firmly im
bedded in the soil. 

You can estimate the depth of this barbed 
wire defense and understand how impossible 
it would be for soldiers to advance through it 
in the face of ho91:ile fire. For that reasor. 
an attack on trenches defonded in this man
ner was seldom attempted without a fierce 
preliminary bombardment with high explo
sive shells to level the wire or to open lane:: 
through it in order that the infantry could 
advance with a degree of speed great enough 
to reach the trenches be fore being shot down 

Copyright b:y The Ke3•stone View CAnzPa11fJI 







V18881 
RIFLE GRENADE IN BRITISH TRENCH 

IN BALKANS 

Grenades were usually thrown by hand and 
did fearful execution at close range. At first 
they were crude affairs, often as dangerous to 
those who carried them as to the enemy. But 
clever minds soon found a way to remedy their 
defects, and towards the close of the war they 
were lozenge-shaped shells about as large as 
a big lemon, filled with high explosive. Some 
of the shells exploded by percussion, the im
pact igniting a cap within the bomb. Others 
exploded by means of a time fuse, the soldier 
withdrawing a surface pin and quickly throw
ing the bomb which usually burst about five 
seconds later. 

The British conceived the idea of fitting 
shells of this type upon a steel rod which could 
be inserted into the barrel of a rifle. These ---

were called rifle grenades and proved to be a 
valuable addition to the offensive equipment 
of an army. They were used to a large extent 
in the battles in Flanders, whole platoons firing 
them off at a time. These grenades contained 
four ounces of explosive and burst into twenty 
four pieces. They could be thrown with ac
curacy from 150 to 200 yards, according to the 
powder charge. The grenade which this sol
dier has, extending as we see beyond the barrel 
of the weapon, is of another though similar 
typ~. Here a specially constructed gun barrel, 
devised solely to fire grenades, is used. 

Secure from all but a plunging fire, assured 
of his range, the soldier could bombard enemy 
trenches with impunity. 
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Vl8889 

AWAITING PHONE CALL TO FIRE 
ILLUMINATING ROCK&T 

These men were in· a Serbian dugout on the 
side of a mountain, cleverly screened as wcll 
as protected by heavy stones upon the roof. 
An observer in an enemy plane would not be 
apt to suspect the existence of this shelter. A 
tdephone wire ran from this shelter to a listen
ing post nearer the front, on the edge of "No 
Man's Land" in fact. At the listening post a 
sentinel was keenly alert. Ofttimes the move
ments of the enemy were concealed by fog. 
Often he attacked at night. At such times, 
when nothing could be seen, an alert soldier 
at the listening post could often determine 
when an ·attack was coming by the scuffle of 
advancing feet, the rolling of a displaced stone, 
the tinkling of empty cans hung on the barb 
wire which always stretched in front of the 
trenches as a screen. The moment suspicious 

sounds broke upon his ear,. he phoned. In
stantly these men, lolling at ease before us, 
sprang to action. The rocket was fired, 
spreading over "No Man's Land" as it slowly 
settled down, a brilliant glare sometimes last
ing three or four minutes, and bringing into 
bold relief not only the attacking party but 
every stick and stone as well. The defenders 
of the position then opened on the attacking 
force with machine guns, grenades and rifle 
fire. 

Soldiers were trained to "freeze" as soon 
as a glare lighted up the field, that is, to remain 
~rf.ectly still in whatever position they hap
pened to be, on the theory, demonstrated by 
experience, that a motionless body was more 
likely to escape detection than one in action. 
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\'18890 
LOADING A TRENCH MORTAR IN A 

HILLSIDE DUGOUT ON THE 
SERBIAN FRONT 

These highly destructive weapons, of which 
a great variety of models and sizes were in 
use by the different armies during the World 
War were evolved from the crude mortars 
which have been used since the earliest days 
of gunpowder for lobbing projectiles into an 
enemy's lines at high angles and short ranges. 
The wooden "Coehorn" mortars used by 
Grant's army at Vicksburg and Petersb?r~, 
in the Ciivl War, were weapons of the pnm1-
tive but quite effective earlier type. They 
depended for their range entirely upon the 
amount of powder used in the firing charge. 

Between such crude mortars and the accur-

ate Httle rifled piece which we seE' before ub 
there is a wide difference. A trench mortar 
of this size has a range of between 170 and 
1200 yards and its projectile, filled with high 
explosive, is very deadly. The Germans, 
especially, made great use of trench mortars, 
or "minenwerfers," as they called them, and 
these were fitted not only with elevating and 
traversing mechanism but with oil and spring 
recoil buffers. Some of the larger German 
mortars fired a shell containing 220 pounds 
-Of high explosive, which would make a crater 
20 feet deep and more than 30 feet across; 
large enough to engulf a good sized house. 
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V18886 
SERBIAN REST CAMP IN nJE 

BALKANS 
From the dawn of history until the World behind the front," beyond the range of big 

War, soldiers fought more or less continuottSly guns; camps in which men could for a vhile 
throughout a campaign, but in the World War escape the d,in, the smells and the sights <..f the 
rest camps became a necessity. In n.o p.r~¥ious 'Uattie field; camps which afforded quiet, and 
war have men ever been subjected to ,suCh leisure, and some form of placid amusement. 
terrific nerve strain as in this one; the cea'Ee- To these camps men were sent once every few 
less concussion of high explosives, the whine weeks, as frequently as they could be spared 
of approaching shells, the constant tension in from the front. In these camps their frayed 
time broke down the hardiest. In no previous nerves recovered composure, their health im-
war have men had to exist in the midst of proved and their spirits were freshened. 
such horrors as this war produced. The smell The camp at which we are looking was lo-
af rotting human flesh ever tainting the air. cated in Serbia. It is a very plain camp in com-
Fragments of human bodies were ever before parjson with those which the great powers had 
their eyes and under their feet. Standing, fo~ their soldiers, it lacks many of the com-
often for hours, in filthy water up to the' forts which the others had, nevertheless these 
knees, gasping in poison gas, shriveled in tH·"'e-~'m;;-"e.:n before us enjoyed their respite from war. 
hot blast from flame throwers, these things From -this camp they· returned to the front to 
broke the morale of the troops, shattered the fight with renewed vigor and determination. 
health of th~ men and impait"ed their cou~ 

So rest camps were established, camps miles 







ot much time for practice the actors 
~ompletely forgot their lines and a 
as always necessary. In the scene 

_ ,,...,,,.,.-h,e sat with his book in a shelter 
c ncealed him from the spectators. The 

pd.was stationed in front of the stage, clari&-
ets and a French horn plainly visible. Further 
ack, mingled with the soldiers in the audience, 

<Were a few officers, distinguishable by the 
~it~ rosettes on their visored hats. 
'J:We hilly background of this open air theatre 

g' s: a splendid idea of the native hills of these 
li<i¥dy soldiers. They lived by thousands in 

g_dsst little cottages like those which dot the 
side of the hill, leading bard and laborious lives 
with little but the necesaities of life as reward 
for their labor. 
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WATER FRONT OF TRJl'Sl'E,. THE 

PRIZE TAKEN BY ITALY FROM 
AUSTRIA 

The beautiful city of Trieste (tt'~-~st'), ar 
the head of the Adriatic Sea, goes back for its 
origin to the days of Rome, when 1t was mown 
as Tergeste. It became an Austrian p,<5.ssession 
so long ago as 1382. Yet racially of its 229,000 
inhabitants in 1911, 170,000 were Italians, 
43,000 Slovenes and only 11,000 Germans. So, 
because it was thus practically an Italian city, 
Italy had long greatly coveted it and when she 
entered the World War on the side of the 
Allies on May 23, 1915, she immediately 
launched a campaign against Trieste. The Aus
trians, however, fought stubbornly in its 
defense and for two and a half years held,_:,\li\r. 
Italians practically to the line of the lso~;: 
River about 20 miles from the city. 
'Then, in October, 1917, the Austrians broke 

through the Italian armies in the battle of 
Caporetto and drove them back in confusion 

more than SO miles to the line of the Piave 
River. But the Italians, with admirable spirit, 
rec.ov,ered from the blow, General Cadorno 
was repfaced by General Diaz (de' as), and in 
the following June a second great Austrian 
attack was repulsed all along the front. On 
October 24, 1918, the first anniversary of the 
Oiporetto battle, the Italians opened an offen
sive which in ten days not only drove the 
enemy's armies out of Italy but reduced them 
to a panic-stricken rabble. The Austrian arm
ie& and the Austrian government surrendered 
µ1;1conditionally on November 4, after having 
tds.t 300,000 men in prisoners alone. Italian 
fo~ triumphantly entered Trieste on the 
same day and a few months later Italy's pos
session of the city was confirmed by the Peace 
Conference at Versailles. 







19253 
MOUNT GRAPPA AND RUINS OF 

QUERO, ITALIAN BATTLE FRONT 
The magnificent panorama of Alpine scenery 

spread before us gives an impressive idea of the 
grandeur of the greater part of the long battle 
front between Italy and Austria at the same 
time that it makes clear the almost insurmount
able difficulties in the way of carrying on war
fare in such a country. That the fighting was 
of similar intensity to that in France is plain 
enough from the conditi?n of the town. of 
Quero, in the edge of which .we are standmg, 
which has been reduced to rums by shell fire. 

The mighty bulk of Mount Grappa was 
throughout the war one of th~ chief st~ongho!ds 
of the Italian armies defendmg the nch plams 
of northern Italy lying directly south of them. 
It .. was the hinge - between their left wing, 
extending west and then northwest through the 
mountains to the border of Switzerland, and 
their right wing, reaching down to the plain 
and thence southeastward to the shore of the 

Adriatic Sea. In order to get supplies and 
reinforcements to the troops defending these 
mountain heights the Italian military engineers 
built many miles of roads fit for use by auto 
trucks where it seemed impossible that any road 
could penetrate. In other P.laces ; ".\\There not 
even the genius of th~ Italian ~ngmeer c~uld 
carry roads, the teleferzca, or aenal tra~, raised 
men and provisions, guns and mumtlons, to 
battlegrounds among the clouds and lowered 
the wounded to hospitals in the valleys far 
below. On the lofty Aclamello 6 successive 
hoists by as many teleferica lines raised the 
Italian soldier between 3,000 and 4,000 feet to 
the reserve positions behind the main front 
line; and when Monte Grappa became the 
mountain buttress of the Piave (pya' va) front, 
great numbers of ~hese aeri~l cables were use.cl 
to aid the roads m supplymg troops on this 
important height. 
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Vl 8842 
HOW ITALIAN GUNS WERE CARRIED 

UP STEEP NARROW PATHS OF 
ALPINE FRONT 

These Italian soldiers with mules oi; moun;,; 
fain ponies had one of the most difficult and 
hazardous tasks in the war. These mountains 
in which they did practically all of their fight
ing during the Great War made necessary 
great changes in methods for transporting 
artillery. 

Those peculiar saddles with which the 
mules are harnessed were made especially for 
carrying .this light cannon up the steep slopes 
to some spot where it could be effectively 
used against the Austrians. 

On the mule nearest to you has been pacl<.e .. ,,a .. _.,,.,....,,. .. _,., 
the barrel of the gun. You can see the trun
nions which support the barrel in the frame 
when it is set up for use. That breech block 













Camp of Italian Olatpoat on Steep Alpine Slope. 
While tlie deeds of the Allied armies on the The day is filled with sunshine an.a most of 

western front in France were filling the world them have thrown their blankets over the tops 
with admiration these soldiers of the Italian of the tents to air them. The soldiers who 
governl\lent were doing their part in the war selected the l?west ledge that you can see 
against the enemy with a fortitude and daring elaborated the1; tent and have a sort .of ve
that merited as much praise as the mor~ spec- randa fr~m which they have run that piece of 
tacular fighting in F'l"ance! clothes line. 

_ • . • . : _ • - _ . That soldier walking to his tent apparently 
Perclied h1gli. 1ll t~e Alps! tli~se men has just been relieved from duty for he has his 

weathe~ed the winter with n~thing more than rifle and his pack with him. The life of these 
those little tents for protection from the ex· little detachments that were scattered through 
treme cold. You can see the snow every. the Alps was far from easy or pleasant. 
where, in the midst of which these men were Mountain pine is practically the only vege
c~mpelle~ to find ' pi~r~ lc!iie 9n whicQ, to tation that .flourishes 9n tb,ese cQld and rQcky 
pitch their tcntf? mountain SJdes. · 
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FIRE SPRAY CAProRED FROM THE 

AUSTRIANS 
'i\fhen Germany began the great sttuggle 

that was to plunge the whole world intQ war, 
she had in reserve destructive inventio:es which 
chemists and other scientists had given. to tlle 
German General Staff. One of the most bar
baric of these was an engine to throw liquid 
nre into the face of the enemy's troops. This 
was planned and perfected several years before 
the war and its history can be traced to the 
German patent office. It was upon engines 
such as this, together with her poison gas, Zep
pelins and submarines, as auxiliaries as well as 
to her supposedly unconquerable army, that 
Germany based her confidence of victory.. 
It was the use of such agencies as these that 
roused the whole world against Germany and 
led to her ultimate defeat. 

In the first flame engines which they used 
.Y_uring the war the combustible fluid was pro
~Ued from ~ nortable- or fixed reservoir and 

was lighted, as it escaped from the nozzle. This 
engine W¥ not effective at a distance of over 
45 or 50 yards, and gave off too much heat at 
'the mouth of the apparatus for the comfort of 
the. operator. Later, a double-barreled liquid 
gun was devised in which the upper barrel is 
smaller, and pivoted so as to tun1 independ
ently. The fluid is shot from both barrels but 
only .the upper one ignites automatically. Its 
stream can be directed upon the one from the 
lower barrel at any desired point for the pur-
pose of igniting it, and can then be shut off. · 
By this arrangement combustion takes place 
where it is desired, a11d the field may be cov
ereq by a rain of fire in any direction. The 

1.iquid is forced from the gu1'1 by a pump or a 
series of pumps, and the combustible most used 
\. ~ compound of gasoline and pitch . 







capture of Gorizia early in Au-
~y the army of the Duke of Aosta, 

s retired under heavy pressure 
one to the edge of the Carso. Our 

s~bws one of the machine gun trenches 
~!i>..nstnueted by the Italians in the Vallone 
~i~~ after it had been taken from the Aus· 
trians. Concrete is used in its construction 
and the portholes are protected by hinged 
~ron doors. The square-shaped constructions 
liR :that at the end of the trench in the fore

nd were built for machine gun supports. 
by constructing such trenches and man-

ithem with machine guns that the Italians 
e this territory in the advance against the 

great Southern city of Trieste. 
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BRITISH "INDOMITABLE," 
WHICH SUNK THE GERMAN 

"BLUCHER" 
Most of the important naval lfaIDes of' the 

war occurred in the North Sea, which washes 
the coasts of both England and Germany. Tne 
storms which often sweep the North Sea, its 
frequent fogs and rains, make it a disagree
able and dangerous body of water even in ordin
•:1.ry times. But during the World War its 
natural dangers were many times multiplied by 
the vast mine fields laid by both the British and 
the Germans, by the submarines prowling 
beneath its waves, the patrol boats on the sur
fal!e and the airplanes scanning its wastes of 
waters from the sky. 

·The three greatest naval engagements of the 
war in the North Sea were; the battle of the 
Bight of Heligoland, Aug. 28th, 1914, the bat
tle of the Dogger Bank, Jan. 24th, 1915, and 
the battle of Jutland, May 31st, 1916. 

The Dreadnou~ht battle cruiser "lndomit-

1iole" is a vessel of 17,250 tons, carrying eight 
12-inch ~ms and capable of steaming at 27 
kno~, more than 31 miles, per hour. On Jan. 
24th, l915, she, with other British ships, was 
cruising in the North Sea when they 
fell in with a squadron of German battle 
cruisers which had slipped out under cover of 
thick weather to raid and shell towns on the 
English coast. Discovered while still 30 miles 
from their goal, the Germans turned and fled 
for home, the British on their heels. 

The German battle cruiser "Bliicher", cap
able of 25 knots and carrying 12 8.2-inch and 8 
6-,inch guns, was injured in the running fight, 
fell behind and was sunk by the "Indomitable." 
In the battle of Jutland, during the following 
year, the British fleet won a decisive victory. 

CoJJyright by The Ke.v.•tnru View ::om/Jan 
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GERMAN TORPEDO FROM S. S. "EM

DEN" AND FLOATING MINES 
To the crowds at the great war exposition 

this huge torpedo with its charge of high explo
sive sufficient to blow in the side of the biggest 
!iner was undoubtedly of the greatest interest 
because it was a relic of the famous German 
cruiser, "Emden". This speedy little vessel of 
only 3,600 tons burden, armed with 10 4-inch 
guns and commanded by Captain Karl von 
Mueller, in the autumn of 1914 ran a career as 
commerce destroyer perhaps more amazing than 
that of any other ship in history. The opening 
of the war found her lying in the harbor of 
Tsing-tau, China, from which she steamed out 
and on Aug. 6th fought an action with the much 
heavier Russian cruiser, "Askold." The "Em
den" escaped and several weeks later suddenly 
appeared in the Bay of Bengal and in 4 days 
captured 6 British merchant ships, valued with 
cargoes at over 4y.! million dollars. The news 
stunned th~ Rritish Admiralty and within a few 

days some SO British and other Allied warships 
were hunting for the "Emden". 

Wonderfully successful in her raids during 
September and October, she was tracked 
down by the Australian protected cruiser "Syd
ney", and after a gallant fight was destroyed 
on November 10th in a harbor of Cocos Islands. 

Through all the thrilling months during 
which he destroyed British shipping worth 
about 10 million dollars and took hundreds of 
prisoners, Capt. Von Mueller never wantonly 
sacrificed a singk life, but treated his captives 
with old-fashioned chi~lry and sent them 
safely ashore. The British people, with their 
great sea-faring traditions, know how to admire 
a gallant sailor, be he friend or foe. When 
Capt. Von Mueller arrived in England as a pri
soner of war he was accorded almost a 
triumphal reception. 

Cot>srig/11 b;i: r1,. T<'•"•lone View Company 
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ALGERIAN ZOU.AVES IN ARGONNE 
FOREST 

The black troops from the French colonies 
in North Africa, especially 1\Iorocco and 
Algeria, were among the best that France pos
sessed. They were often used as "shock 
troops" to attack particularly formidable Ger
man positions and on many a hard fought field 
their desperate courage and unwavering loyalty 
fo France shone forth brilliantly. After the 
Americans came into the war in force,. Ameri
can divisions several times fought side by side 
with the French Colonials and always found 
them keen rivals for honors in making the 
deepest penetration into the enemy's lines. 
Thus the Moroccan Division fought between 
our 1st and 2nd Divisions at Soissons. 

The Algerian Zouaves upon whom we are 
looking are halted upon a road in the Argonne 
Forest at some time long before the Americans 
came into that sector. The forest does not 
look particularly forbidding at this point, but 

the greater part of it consisted of much rougher 
country than this. How powerful were the 
German defenses in the Argonne Forest, how 
dense and impenetrable were its thickets and 
tangles of woodland, and how steep its hillsides 
and ravines will never be forgotten by the Penn
sylvanians of the 28th Division and the Geor
gians, Alabamians and Tennesseans of the 82nd 
Division, who captured large sections of it by 
a flank attack from the valley of the Aire River, 
early in October, 1918. But more vividly still 
will they ever be remembered by the New 
Yorkers of the 77th, "Metropolitan", Division, 
who tore their way foot by foot through the 
length of the Argonne in three weeks of des
perate fighting beginning on September 26th 
and ending only when they had reached 
Grandpre, on the further side of the Aire 
River, on October 16th. 

Cop;yriolit b;y The Keystone View ComPan:y 
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"AND THEY DID NOT PASS"-MAIN 

F..NTRANCE AND GATE INTO CITY 
OF VERDUN, FRANCE 

For generations Verdun ( ver' dun') will be 
to the French nation a synonym for the most 
heroic courage•, the most devoted patriotism. 
For five months French soldiers held at bay 
and finally defeated the elite of the German 
army under the personal command of the 
Crown Prince. The great battle began on Feb
ruary 21, 1916. Germany began her prepara
tions months beforehand. Unheard of masses 
of heavy artillery were assembled; macadam 
roads were built; strategic railway spurs were 
constructed between the hills; 300,000 of Ger
many's choicest troops rehearsed for weeks the 
method of attack. \\Then the storm broke on 
this February day, the first line trenches of the 
French army were wiped out of existence, the 
very tops of the hills were blown off. But the 

l 
'French "poilu" held fast. Buried under crumb
ling trenches, choked by poisonous gases, 

--~~-

burned to cinders by liquid fire, he still held 
fast. "They shall not pass", he said-and they 
did not. 

The modern fortifications of Verdun con
sisted of 18 principal forts and as many 
redoubts and batteries crowning e v e r y 
important hill around the city on a circumfer
ence of 30 miles. The northern half of this 
circle of forts, with the many pretty villages 
around them, was completely demolished in the 
German attack of 1916 and the subsequent 
months of continuous fighting. 

At the very end of the war, during the battle 
of the Meuse-Argonne, the troops of the 1st 
American Army had the honor of fighting 
before Verdun, and it was American bayonets 
which finally forced the Germans back and away 
from their powerful defenses north and east of j 
the heroic fortress city. 
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their rifles with bayonets &Xed 
de the entrance to the bOJ.TJJ.>. 
that is their security in times of 

u:d.l!D.eia't because of its depth and the lay
d bags above it. Over the door is a 

, ~-During gas attacks the blanket is 
tenet! with water or some prepared liquid 
drawn tightly over the door,_ for the sol
have discovered that a wet blanket offers 

t'llllfllFIWHJeatest protection against the clouds of 
gas with which the Germans deluge 

enches. The hom that you see near the 
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SERVING FOOD FROM A MOVABLE 

KITCHEN 
To the soldier in active service no call is so 

welcome as the mess call. Life in the open 
gives him a hearty appetite. He is not finicky 
about his food. It is only in the barracks that 
he grumbles at it. In the battle lines hot 
food of any kind is a treat. Too often must 
the soldier fall back upon his emergency ration. 
Too often must he wait long hours for any food 
at all. 

The French poilu (pwa' Iii') was content 
with a much more simple diet than our boys 
enjoyed. He seldom received more than a 
plain soup in which a few pieces of vegetable 
lay, a hit of meat and a piece of hard bread. 
With this he was well satisfied. On this he 
marched countless miles and fought as hero
ically as any soldiers have ever fought. 

Field kitchens like this followed by thou
sands in the wake of the French army. Many 
times thev cnnld not get near to the firing 

line so heavy was the rear barrage thrown 
out by the enemy. Then men had to sling a 
can of soup between them and set out for the 
front, dodging the shells · as best they coulO. 
Ofttimes stricken on the way, they never 
reached their destination. Often the smoke 
of the kitchen fire betrayed its whereabouts 
and a long range shell strewed men, wagon 
and horses over the fields. The movable 
kitchen was indispensable in the Great vVar. 

The scene before us is typical. The men 
are French poiltts in the prime of life, active 
and vigorous. The landscape is French, even 
to the shape of the farmhouse dimly seeri 
beyond the kitchen, and the low barn away to 
the left. It is on the Somme ( s6m), yes, but 
the guns were silent in that sector when those 
men had this simple meal. 









____ ,.., 
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THE WORLD RENOWNED CATHEDRAL 
OF REIMS, FRANCE, RUINED BY 

THE GERMANS 
Before us, marvellous in symmetry and 

beauty, even though shamefully defaced, tow~rs 
the Cathedral of Reims, one of the architectural 
glories and historic shrines of France. 

This magnificent sanctuary of religion was 
'bombarded and cruelly shattered by the Ger
mans after they were driven out of Reims in 
September, 1914. They tried to justify their 
action by the false claim that the towers were 
being used for purposes of observation by the 
French, though as a matter of fact the great 
build.ing was in use as a hospital. Never
theless the enemy shelled it until the roof 
fell in, filling the interior with ruins, while 
some of the delicate stone columns of the 
towers were demolished and the priceless 
stained glass windows and countless pieces of 
exquisite stone carving were shattered. 

It was concer:ning the wanton mutilation of 

the Reims Cathedral that a distinguished Ger
man officer, Major General von Ditfurth, 
made his arrogant and infamous declaration in 
a leading German newspaper, the "Ham
burger Nachrichten", in November, 1914, say
ing :-"It is of no consequence if all the 
monuments ever created, all the pictures ever 
painted, and all the buildings ever erected by 
the great architects of the world were 
destroyed, if by their destruction we promote 
Germany's victory over her enemies. Let neu
tral peoples and our enemies cease their empty 
chatter, which is no better than the twittering 
of birds. Let them cease their talk about the 
Cathedral at Reims and about all the churches 
and castles of France which have shared its 
fate. These things do not interest us." 
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FRENCH 320'5 DEFENDING REIMS 
This is a battery of four of the huge railroad 

guns used by the French in the defense of 
Reirns. Hurling projectiles nearly 13 inches 
in diameter to distances of more than 12 miles, 
these guns are so hea \')' and exert such a tre
mendous recoil when fired that their steel rail
way platforms have to be extremely strong and 
rigidly reinforced, as may be seen in the battery 
before us. Such weapons were used so far 
behind the lines and were so easily and quickly 
moved from place to place on the railway tracks 
that camouflage was hardly needed to conceal 
them. It is an interesting fact that the shells 
from guns like these travel so far and take so 
long in making the flight to their targets that 
one of the elements that has to be taken into 
account in figuring firing data for them is the 
rotation of the earth, which turns a considerable 
distance on its axis while the projectile is in 
the air. 

The Americans had only one fully equipped 
brigade of Railroad Artillery; the 30th, under 
General vVilliam Chamberlaine. But it was 
very powerful. consi~ting of 32 guns of 194-
mm. ( 7.6-inches) calibre ; 16 gnns of 240-mm. 
(9.4-inches) ; 12 guns of 320-mm. (.12.6-
inches) ; 2 gnns of 340-mm. ( 13.4-inches) ; and . 
4 guns of 400-mm. ( 16-inches). In addition, 
there was a detachment of na\•al gunners under 
Rear Admiral Plunkett with 5 American made 
14-inch naYal guns. These hnge pieces accom- .: 
plished great damage to the enemy while they 
were in use. Their last sen·ice was early in 
November, 1918, when advancing behind the 
1st American Army they were able to break up 
the traffic on the main railroad line supplying 
the German armies by firing ·on the junctions 
at Montmecly, Conflans and Longuyon, t:istant 
12 miles or more. 

Cof'l1 rinltt brv Tis.a Keystone View Company 



















Ruined Stronghofci of Fort de la Malmaiaon, Chemin des Dames. 

Fort de la Malmaison, a part of the iiefenses !'Xhi:e~. When the French had driven the 
of the Chemin des Dames, lies to the north of Germans back from the River Aisne, that flows 
the city of Soissons. This utterly demolished through Soissons, to this point, the greatest 
stronghold, of which all that you can see is a artillecy bombardment that the war had 
few arched entrances and huge piles of stone, brought forth was undertaken by the French 
mortar and dirt, was the pivot defense of the to reduce this fortress. • 
Germans in October, 1917, when the French, During the four days that preceded the at
by a series of powerful attacks, regained pos- tack millions of shells of all calibres were 
session of the Chemin des Dames ridge. hurled upon the Germans. When the attack 

Tumbled and mixed like the waves in a gale, was delivered there was not a square yard of 
the Germans found it untenable and retracted the fortress or the elaborate trench system that 
northward· behind the Aisne canal where they had not been thoroughly demolished. The 
remained until the spring of 1918. The,;y, tliett captur.e of the fort lives in the annals of the 
swept over this very ground in their fiftli great French army as one of the greatest achieve
~ffensive that enveloped SoiHona and Chateau- menta of the war 
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t\ERRY-AU-BAC AFTER FOUR YEARS 

OF f1GHTING, FRANCE 
Ii you had no conception of the power of 

l'.llodern weapons you might think that the sur
face of these once peaceful hills had been 
tossed about by the titanic forces of an earth
quake. But all this desolation is the work of 
man and his engines of war. Berry-au-Bae, 
in the vortex of the fighting throughout the 
war, . suffered particularly during the battles 
along the Chemin des Dames, which lies a few 
miles west of it. The most sanguinary of 
these battles were fought in January, 1915, in 
April and May, 1917, and finally in May, 
1918, when British troops holding . Berry-au
Bac were forced back by the Germans when 
the latter broke through the Chemin des 
Dames defenses and poured southward to the 
Marne. 

From where we stand we are looking west
ward into the valley of the Aisne, with the 

viltage in the distance. At first glance it 
appears to be dotted with houses, but they 
are only empty shells, swept by fierce fires 
and habitable only by the rats which swarm 
everywhere over the battlefields. The hill 
crest in the middle distance shows the enor
mous crater blasted out by the explosion of 
one of the mines which would toss even whole 
villages, high in air; and immediately before 
us the earth is churned like the waves of the 
sea. Observe the muzzle of a demolished gun 
protruding from its deep emplacement there 
at the right, the tangle of broken and twisted 
barbed wire littering the ground, the shattered 
trench with bits of rag tied to the strands of 
wire stretching across it to warn the defenders 
against tearing their flesh upon it. Fighting 
in such a place was nothing less than hell on 
earth. 
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2 
SEARCHING THE RUINS 
;~SOMEWHERE IN FRANCE" 

Before us lie all that shot and shell have left 
of a peaceful village. The Germans have 
p"l.ssed by and left their unmistakable mark. 
Church and dwelling are involved in com
mon ruin. Even the trees are . shattered 
and shell~torn. 

French soldiers are searching the ruins to 
inter the dead and to recover what they can 
of value. 

In their retreat before the British in 1917, 
the Germans laid waste thousands of acres of 
fair and smiling farmland. Houses were 
burned, fruit trees cut down, and stately 
shade trees lining the roads were sawed off. 
The very roads were torn up and destroyed. 
As far •as the eye could see, all was desola
tion. Cattle, household effects, furniture; 
even the spoons for the table, the knives and 
forks, and the cooking utensils, were carried 
Dff. \Vhat the Germans could not take away 

they destroyed, so that the villagers returning 
in sadness to what had once been home and 
seeking to construct from fallen bricks and 
beams some semblance of a shelter, found not 
the first necessary household article. 

'With open heart, America sent men to re
construct these devastated villages. For the 
first time in history frame houses sprang up 
on the soil of France. Plain they were, aud 
humble, but they were a shelter; they were 
warm and comfortable. The work was not 
completed before the Gennan tide of invasion 
again rolled over the same countryside-the 
Hindenburg drive in the spring of 1918. The 
American workmen had to retreat before it, 
abandoning their work, but lingering to the 
last hour to help the distressed people pack, 
for the second time, · their small possessionL 
and tramp sadly away. 

Copyrioht b-v Tltr! Ke'Vstone Vt0
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German Ammunition Depot Destroyed by French Airmen, Alincourt, 
France. 

~very detail of the terrible destruction that dead horses must be disposed of and the debris· 
the bombs of the Allied aviators wrought on cleared away,-work for hundreds of men. 
the strategic points in the rear of the German Close to you is a cart overturned by the force 
lines is here before you. In your imagination of the explosions. You can see how the Ger
you can picture the scene of the day before this man~ packed ~heir shells for transport by oh 
raid. There were railway sidings filled with serving what is left of one of the crates in the 
freight cars, every car loaded with ammuni- foreground. 
tion which the guns of the enemy sorely Farther back is a whole row of shattered 
needed. The ammunition trains of wagons cars and to the: left y~u can see one that ap
drawn by horses came to the cars, loaded, and parently was directly m the path of a falling 
departed for the lines. oomb. 

The French aviators did a very satisfactory 
And now ~hat do we see? An acre of job but not quite complete for you can see 

wreckage that is as uaeleaa to the Gennans as •<;>me of tht:: stock of shells still untouched 
PR empty field. W one tAan. 1111.IOH, fer these piled neatly in their wicker cases. ' 







ly observed by the buildings and 
ell holes which are everywhere . ....,,.«!«,_ . .._,, 

e ~rench soldiers are making an inven
f<-these materials, which are part of their 

~s. Besides the enormous quantities of ma
••P'~""'- which the Germans had to leave behind 

e.1l111ft 1~n-u
0

• retreat, the Armistice provided that 
tr · nal supplies were to be turned over to 

tors. Huge quantities of rifles, trench 
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IN A FRENCH TRENCH, SANDBAG 

PROTECTED 
This is an exceptionally well fpade trench, 

and the men in it are typical Fltt"<!;leh~~gus 
(pwa'lii'), or common soldiers, the bf\¢klltine 
of an army. The pointed contrivanc~s: gstjy;ks, 
;tanding against the wall or held by-the soltHer 
in the background, are signal rockets, and the 
articles which the kneeling soldier is removing 
from the case are crude hand grenades used 
for close fighting when the trench was attack
ed, or thrown under barbed wire entan5le
ments to blow them up during an advance. 
Curiously enough, the hole in the entangle
ments was made, not by the flying fragments 
of iron, but by the wind of the explosion. 

The rockets were used for signaling to the 
artillery supports when, as often happened, 
the enemy laid down a barrage which destroyed 
all communication by telephone. These rockets 
were made of a composition of charcoal, salt-

petre and sulphur as a rule, and when ignited 
1;bey bu st into stars of various colors and 
a'esig'ns o~ of which called for one type of 
cotinter; artery work, some for another. When 
fired, these could always be seen by the artillery 
observation post in the rear and from them tpe 
observor learned the kind and intensity of 
counterbattery work desired. The rocket head, 
usually of stout paper or cardboard compo&i
tion, was affixed to the stick in order to direct 
and steady its flight. 

The simple French poilus performed mir
acles of valor during the war. The Marne, 
the Aisne, the Meuse, and especially Verdun 
will be forever recorded in history as occasions 
on which they disp1ayed the highest virtues of 
a soldier, and a courage and devotion which 
has seldom been equalled and never excelled. 

Co/Jyriqi.t by The Kcys;o,,, Vigw Com/Jany 
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1863.3 
FRENCH SOLDIERS RESTING IN 

THE TRENCHES 
Never have trenches been u,sed SC' extensive

ly in war as during the years 1914 to 1918, in 
the progress of the World War, precipitated 
by Germany in her attempt to secure the dom
ination of the world. 

Foiled by Marshal Joffre in their attempt to 
seize Paris in the summer of 1914, the Ger
mans fell back upon lines of intrenchments 
which had been prepared beforehand, the men 
living in dugouts which communicated with 
deep trenches. Sometimes these dugouts were 
20 to 30 feet underground, bomb-proof, and 
fitted with crude comforts, but more frequent
ly they were simply underground shelters with 
earthen floors, shelters which afforded the 
soldiers some protection from the elements, 
from shells and from bullets. 

These dugouts communicated 'by narrow 
passages with the front line trenches. When 
the trench was not being; attacked, or when 

men were not about to leap from them to go 
"over the top,'' these front line trenches were 
garrisoned by sentries only, the majority of 
the defenders being in the dugouts, compar
atively safe from bombardment. 

Back of the front line trenches there were 
usually two, and sometimes three lines of sup
porting trenches. Communicating trenches 
were dug to connect these support trenches 
with each other and with the front line trench, 
in order that the soldiers could pass from one 
to the other in comparative safety. 

The men before us are. resting on the bottom 
of one of these communicating trenches, wait
ing for the hour when they are to relieve those 
who are holding the frorit lines. All trenches 
were connected with headquarters by telephone, 
the wires plainly visible on the wall to the left 
in the trench before us. 

Co1>yrig1" by The Keyslone Vieu. Com1>an" 







Red Cross "Dog Encampment" Behind the Linea in the French Sector. 

Seeing such an encampment. as this helps us bearers back to the first aid station when 
to realize the extensive service rendered by darkness and unfamiliar surroundings would 
dogs in the World War. Their aid was in- otherwise have made this extremely difficult 
valuable in numerous capacities. Being both or impossible. . 
intelligent and courageous they could be These dogs also carried flasks of brandy or 
trained and depended upon to act as i;;entries, soup and a roll of bandages about their necks 
messengers, scouts and ambulance workers. for the relief of wounded men and often as
After a battle the dogs would assist in locat- sisted in dispensing food in the front line 
ing the dead, wounded and missing. They trenches. 
were speedy and thorough and at night had the See the dog-drawn cart in the foreground! 
great advantage over their human brother This is a familiar sight in many parts of Con
workers in being able to work without light, tinental Europe, especially Belgium, even in 
being guided merely by scent. peace time. 

By following the tinkle of the bells on the These dog barracks received no less care 
dogs' necks, stretcher bearers knew where to go than those for the soldiers. Cleanliness and 
and a low whine from the dog announced that freedom from draughts are as necessary to the 
a man had been found. By the same faculty dog as to man ; these guard against the disease 
which enabled them to discover the wounded known as distemper, to which the animals are 
thev were able to safely guide the stretcher otherwise easily li8:ble. 













V ltS856 
DOG REPORTING ·1·0 FIRST AID 

SQUAD WITH HELMET OF 
WOUNDED SOLDIER 
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BRINGING IN WOUNDED FROM 

FRENCH FRONT 
Pathetic scenes like this, poor fellows maim

ed, ~rippled, suffering, were multiplied hun
dreds of thousands of times, during this great 
war. France alone had two million wounded, 
a vast host, one in every ten maimed for life, 
fated to live the balance of their lives a charge 
to friends and relatives. A sacred charge, 
for these men gave their vigor and young man
hood to their country. After a great battle. 
"blesses," as the French call the wounded, lay 
by thousands on the stricken field, sometimes 
solitary and alone, again in groups, one fallen 
upon the other. Stretcher bearers sought 
them out and bore them to the first aid sta
tions. There, after hasty cleansing of their 
wounds, they lay in rows waiting transfer to 
the ambulances. Even while the battle raged 
stretcher bearers brought in wounded. Often 
they themselves were stricken and the wound
ed man suffered fresh 'lgony as he was drop-

ped to the ground. Even in the ambulance 
1'.lis sufierings were not over, for the roads 
were torn by shells and though driven as care
fully as possibJ.a the car jolted over the rough 
surface, each Jl'!.t b!'!nging fresh suffering to 
the wounded men. 

The work of the stretcher bearers was 
hazardous in the extreme. It was never safe 
for them to go on the field without masks, 
for at any time they might walk into a fo~ of 
low-hanging gas. Many paid with life for 
their devotion to duty. Surrounded with suf
fering and horrors, it was a task to try the 
nerves of strong men. None but strong men 
could endure it. Something of this shows in 
the faces of the men who are carrying the 
patient before us. All that can be done for 
him has been done, and he is now on the way 
to the ambulance, a silent. tortured figure. 

t:op;yrighf b;y The Ke;ystpne View ComPt,.''. 













18703 
BRITISH RED CROSS AMBULANCE 

IN FRENCH SERVICE 

Our picture gives us some idea of tlie care
ful attention that is given to those who are 
wo11nded in battle. The ambulance or~niza
tion which every civilized nation now has as 
part of its fighting force is a comparatively 
new thing. It d;ites from the last part of the 
18th century, and is therefore much younger 
than some other parts of military organization. 
Before this date wounded soldiers were carried 
to the rear by their comrades or left on the 
battlefield unattended until the fighting was 
over. In 1792 the French introduced a system 
of flying field hospitals which could move 
quickly from place to place. They were in
tended to give the necessary surgical aid and 
remove the wounded from the place of fight
ing quickly. A.bout the same time the French 
also organized a corps of stretcher bearers. 
Through the terms ur tile Gem:va Convention, 

the staff of ambulances and their equipment 
were to be neutral in warfare. That is, in all 
wars the men who were in the ambulance 
service could not be taken p:::~soners and the 
ambulances were not to be captured by the 
enemy. 

Each country now has its own ambulance 
system. In England the Red Cross works 
with the military ambulance organization. A 
wounded British soldier is cared for on the 
battlefield by the regimental surgeon and 
stretcher bearers. They dress the wounds with 
the field dressing. From the field he goes to 
the collecting station, is put in an ambulance 
ancl is taken to the dressing station. Here he 
is given any necessary attention, and sent by 
ambulance to the field hospital. 

Copyrig/1t by Tl1e Keystone View Con1pany 







18657 
TAKING AWAY THE WOUNDED IN 

MOTOR AMBULANCES 
The wounded soldiers being so ca.refully put 

1n the motor ambulance are more fortunate 
than the soldiers who fought in many of the 
previous wars. 'It was almost the nineteenth 
century before any sp.ecial provision was made 
for removing the wounded quickly from the 
battlefield. The modern ambulance system 
was first used in the Civil Viar. Today every 
nation of any size has its ambulance system. 
The French and German Ambulance organiza
tions follow the same lines. They consist of 
sanitary detachments, field hospitals, flying 
hospitals, hospital reserve depots, commit
tees for the transportation of the sick, 
and railway hospitals. The British system is 
slightly different. Each British regiment 
has a doctor and every company has two 
stretcher bearers, who wear the Red Cross 
armband. The wounded are sent to collect
ing stations. clress\ng stations, field hospitals, 

base hospitals, and if necessary are sent '5ack 
to England in hospital ships. 

Civilized nations are supposed to follow the 
agreements of the Geneva Convention as re
gards the wounded. In 1862 a book was pub
lished describing the sufferings of the wounded 
on the battlefield. So much public interest 
was aroused that two conventions were held 
in Geneva, one in 1863, one in 1864. As a 

·result of these conventions we have the Red 
Cross Society. A later convention was held 
in 1906 and the terms decided on then gov
erned the treatment of the wounded in the 
European war. According to these terms the 
field medical units and· the fixed hospitals 
should be respected by the belligerents of both 
sides. When Germany bombed hospitals she 
was violating this agreement. 

Copyright by The Keysto'.tle v;ew Compa1iy 







18608-French Field Hospital-Locating Bullet with X-Ray Machine. 

W-e are looking at one of the most common a mechanism working on the plan of the tele
scenes of the great war. Day and night phone is used. One end of the circuit is at
streams of wounded trickle back from the tached to a bell and the other end is fastened 
front, ~nd after a big battle the streams be- to a silver thread attached to the probe. When 
come torrents, thousands of men, with wounds the probe touches the bullet the bell ring3. 
of every description-faces shot away, ribs Many lives have been saved by this invention, 
caved in, legs torn off, lungs inflamed by which enables the surgeon to locate the bullet 
poison gas, bodies burnt with fire-a sad and quickly and to extract it through a small orifice. 
terrible procession. Notice the tube at the surgeon\; ear, leading 

Before us surgeons are using the X-Ray to to the bell on the X-Ray apparatus, so that he 
locate the bullet in a wounded soldier. His can hear instantly the first faint vibration. Ob
life depends upon finding it promptly and with serve the wire bringing the current from the 
little probing. For this the X-Ray is invalu- ambulance. We have before us no crude emer
able-it projects a shadow of the bullet in the gency outfit, but the latest and most complett 
wound. As a further aid in locating the bullet, scientific device for saving life, 

Copyrigls# by The Keystone View Com;•"~ 



















Prisoners after the 













1808/ 
INTERMENT OF THE FALLEN BRAVE 

IN THE CEMETERY AT VILLERS 
AU BOIS, FRANCE 

Villers-au-Bois, which means Town of the 
Woods, is appropriately named, as we can see 
by the woods in the background. It is a tiny 
village a few miles northwest of Arras and 
close to other villages, now of melancholy 
fame, such as Ablain-Saint-Nazaire, Souchez, 
Mont-Saint-Eloi, N euville-Saint-Vaast, and 
Vimy. All this region was the scene of ter
rible fighting on the part of the French in the 
early months of the war. By heroic persist
ence in attack they gradually pushed the Ger
mans back and brought the entire area, ex
cepting Vimy Ridge, within the Allied lines. 

It is during this period of early fighting, as 
we may gather from the old regulation uni
forms of the soldiers, that we are looking into 
the open trench wherein a daily quota of un
fortunate poilus is interred, each one receiv-

ing, before a handful of his comrades in arms, 
the final tribute of a brief burial service by 
the chaplains as he is laid to rest. In hun
dreds of places behind the lines throughout 
northern France lay such burial trenches dur
ing the war, partly_ filled and partly open .to 
receive the unceasmg flow of dead, while 
thousands of other soldiers who made the 
supreme sacrifice, less favored, found un
known graves in shell holes or shattered 
trenches. 

The region of Villers-au-Bois was finally 
freed entirely of the German invaders by the 
heroism of the Canadian troops when, in 
April, 1917, they swept up over Vimy Ridge, 
nine miles northeast of the point where we 
are standing, and swept the enemy eastward 
into the plain beyond. 

Co/>)•rig/zt b:v The Kc)•stone View Company 

























V18827 
BRITISH TRANSPORT WAGONS 

IN FRANCE 
One of the marvels of the Great War was 

the manner in which huge armies numbering 
millions of men were provided day by <lay not 
only with food and ammunition, but with all 
of the necessities of life. This involved not 
alone an immense amount of routine work, 
performed by a small army of clerks, but the 
most careful foresight. The staff of the sup
ply departments was as thoroughly organized 
as that of the combat branch of the army. 
Through maps which showed every foot of the 
front and every method of transport, by an ar
rangement of differently colored wooden pins 
which could be stuck into this map at any 
point, and a telegraph and telephone system 
of daily reports, the officer in charge of each 
section of the supply department knew at the 
close of every day exactly where his supplies 
were located. 

The British supply system in particular was 

a model of efficiency. Transporting supplies 
in huge trucks like those on this splendid road 
was one of its functions. Every day long 
lines of such trucks loaded with food, clothing, 
and articles of repair for every conceivable 
purpose, left a common center and sped along 
diverging lines to the front. Seen from an 
airplane they looked like ants crawling along 
the road. The cry was always, "Hurry, 
Hurry". By day and by night they thundered 
along, through mud, dust, rain or snow. Noth
ing must be allowed to interfere with the n. 
The roads might become blocked, often a scene 
of indescribable confusion; yet, swearing and 
cursing, the drivers must somehow untangle 
the disarray. And somehow they did it, al· 
though it often meant doing the impossible. 
In this war the impossible was <lone time after 
time. 
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18755 
AUTO ARTILLERY TRANSPORT 

The army mule is still with us but the day 
when horses dashed up to position w.it1i light 
artillery, unlimbered, and stood near by wnife 
the shells flew, has been relegated to the for
gotten limbo of the past; likewise the day 
when long strings of horses struggled with 
enormous pieces of heavy ordnance along the 
country roads. The auto truck and the cater
pillar tractor have taken their place. 

During the World War, scenes like the one 
before us could have been witnessed in Erance 
any time, day and night. Autotrucks hawed 
artillery from the base to the front. Long 
strings of them could be seen streaming alo1~ 
these wonderful French highways, smooth, 
clean, well drained, bordered by trees. And 
single caterpillar tractors, little fellows, 
rambled along six miles an hour, with a dozen 

3-inch cannon tied behind-the famous 75's. 
A single true~ could do the work of four 
4-hoT'se teams, and but one driver was needed, 
instead of four. And they could go almost 
an)l-\vhere-:--off the highways, up the hillsides, 
along narrow by-paths, through sticky mud, 
through deep sand, dragging their ponderous 
loads with them. The trucks were of all sizes 
-20 · tons, 5, IO and 20 tons. Thousands 
were in use. After the armistice they could 
be seen at selected depots in long, straight 
rows, covering acre upon acre. The truck 
6ef6re us is French, the soldier leaning on his 
elf)Qw is French-one can tell it from his cap 
and by the cast of his countenance. French 
trucks were excellent, as were all French 
mechanical implements. 
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18640 
FRENCH GUNNERS ADJUSTING 

LARGE CANNON, MOUNTED 
ON RAILWAY TRACK 

The soldier with his back to U$ is regulating 
the point of aim of this gun by turniQg the 
wheel at his side. By a series of cogs this raises 
or lowers the muzzle. This is one of the larg
est of the French cannon. Guns of this size 
must have a very solid platform owing to the 
terrific recoil. When possible, the platforms 
are built of concrete. It is seldom fired point 
blank at an object because should it strike a 
glancing blow a great part of the initial velocity 
and force of the shell would be lost when the 
target is reached. The muzzle is tilted up and 
the shell describes an arc, striking with the 
added impact of its ·weight as it falls through 
space. This is known as indirect or plunging 
fire and is a development of trench warfare .. 

The trajectory (tra-jek' t6-re) is the path or 
imaginary line a shell or bullet follows from 

the point of discharge to the target. Direct 
fire, or flat trajectory, is shown in rifle and 
machine gun fire where the bullets fly in a 
nearly straight or horizontal line. Men in the 
trenches are not harmed by this type of fire, 
as it simply passes over their heads. This fact 
led to a greater use of plunging fire delivered by 
mortars or howitzers, which drop the shells 
into the trenches. 

Such monster guns as the one looming above 
us, which could deliver their shells accurately 
at a range of many miles, made every form of 
s t e e I and concrete fortifications useless. 
Trenches and deep dugouts excavated in the 
ground were the only effective protection, and 
even these were, of course, demolished by a 
direct hit. 
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V18912 
FEEDING "GRANNIE"-TWELVE MEN 

LOWERING SHELL INTO BREECH 

"Grannie" is being fed by her attentive 
friends, the "Tommies." You can see the 
huge shell at the breech of the gun but when 
the men pull on the cables the little projec
tion which can be seen at the base of the shell 
will move up the trough and shove the pro
jectile far into the bore of the howitzer. Just 
above the shell at the breech of the gun you 
can see the pulleys and chains on the crane 
that are used to raise the shells from the 
ground to the wooden rack and then into the 
trough. After the shell has been placed there 
the soldiers give a tremendous tug 09 tlie 
cables and the shell slips far into the gun. 
Then follows a sack of powder. The breech 
block is closed, the muzzle tilted to the proper 

elevation and the missile sent on its way, the 
Charge being set off by an electric battery. 

In the row of shells on the ground you can 
see two that show plainly the copper bands 
that fit the rifling of the barrel and help to 
give the shell a rotary motion as it emerges, 
thus tending to keep its flight straight and 
true. Others still have a protective covering 
of rags wrapped about them. 

This was the twelve-inch howitzer which 
was considered one of the most effective 
weapons that the Great War produced and 
was used for bombarding enemy trench sys
tems and so-called "Strong Points." 







V18~05 
TRENCH MORTAR IN CHAMBER

VIEW LOOKING DOWN 

Huge mortars like the one iq,. thi& hea\tlly: 
hnbered pit were used to demolish enemy 

trenches. Located miles behind the frOP1;, 
carefully screened from prying eyes, tliey sent 
great shells high in the air to fall like some 
meteorite from outer space, explo<iing with 
a terrific concussion that loosed tons of earth 
upon the unfortunate men in the trenches. 
The men who fired these mortars could not 
see the trenches at which their shells were qi
rected. They aimed their guns by mathe
matical calculations. Observers in stations 
sometimes as far as a mile away reported 
through field telephone the result of theiP 
shots ; or airplanes directed them by radio, and 
sometimes by a preconcerted system of ffolu
tiops. 

The enemy was always e~er to lQ£!1:t& the 
observation stations, for if located they could';; 
be destroyer1 ~111.-'I without its observation sta-

tiollS a. great gun was like a man striking rn 
the dark. 

99Ps like the one whose gleaming muzzle 
we glilttpse here had to be effectively con
cealed, for they could not be readily moved 
and if the enemy learned where they were 
mounted, a shell from another such monster 
sp,eedily smashed the gun and annihilated its 
q:ew. Aviators with high power lenses often 
flew directly overhead, scanning every yard 
of the ground. The slightest abnormality in 
its surface aroused their suspicions and 
brought a shower of shells directed by their 
sUiriiils. Should one of those shells fall into 
tll's~ pit the hea'!Y timbers we see would be 
sliiifshed like match stems, the sandbags which 
flank them would be scattered like chaff, and 
the men below: snuffed out as a bubble bursts. 













18651 
A FRENCH 155-MM. GUN TRAINED 

ON THE GERMAN TRENCHES 
This particular gun is not of the most mod

ern type, for it has no mechanism for taking 
up the recoil of the barrel but must recoil on 
the whole carriage which rolls back and then 
forward again on the big wedges made of plank 
which we see, so as not to be carried clear back 
into the mud by force of each discharge. The 
French had many 155-mm. guns of improved 
pattern and these, though of great power and 
range, were mobile enough to be classed as 
field artillery and were drawn about by tractors 
or horses almost as freely as the handy "75s." 

To those who know but little about guns, the 
extremely short life comes as a matter of sur
prise: Guns are sometimes useless after 3 day's 
hard work. A three-inch gun is worn out by 
the firing of 3,000 rounds and a gun of larger 

caliber is useless after a fewer number ot 
ro11nds have been fired. The guns are worn by 
the erosic,n of gases and by the copper bands on 
the shells. In the early part of the war when 
the opposing forces had reached the Marne, 
both sides had practically worn out their heavy 
caliber guns and used up their ammunition. 
They, therefore, dug in to await repairs and 
supplies. 

The allies at the close of the war were turn
ing out aeavy artillery three times as fast as 
the Germans. The United States alone ex
pected to furnish at least 30,000 guns of all 
calibers, and in addition a reserve supply of an 
equal number of gun tubes. 
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18705 
FRENCH 75-MM. FIELD GUN IN FIRING 

POSmON 
We are looking here upon a fine example of 

the famous French "75," about which volumes 
could be written and countless thrilling stories 
told, for it is the most wonderful piece of artil
lery that has ever existed. The French them
selves give much of the credit for their final 
success in the war to their beloved 75s, or the 
"soixante-quinze", as it is in French. 

American artillerymen soon became as much 
attached to the 75 as the French themselves, for 
early in the war we discarded our own 3-inch 
field gun and adopted the French weapon, 
with which all our battles in Europe were 
fought. Since the close of the war the 75 has 
become the regular equipment of the American 
artillery. 

Some lines from a war time poem called, 
"Mlle. Soixante-Quinze" (Miss Seventy-Five) 
express something of the feeling which their 
hardshooting weapon inspired in our field artil
lerymen:-

Oh, a mistress fit for a soldier's love 
Is the graceful 75; 

As neat and .slim and as strong and trim 
As ever. a girl alive. 

Where the steel-blue sheen of her mail is seen 
And the light of her flashing glance, 

In the broken spray of the roaring fray 
Is the soul of embattled France. 

Her love is true as the heaven's blue
She will fight for her love 'till death; 

Her hate is a flame no fear can tame, 
That slays with the lightning's breath. 

For the sun of day turns fogged and gray 
An.d night is a reeling hell 

When she swings the flail of the shrapnel's hail 
Or looses the bursting she11. 

Oh, a mistress fit for our soldier love 
Is the soixante-quinze, our boast, 

Our hope and pride, like a new-won bride, 
But the dread of the Kaiser's host I 
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Vl8857 

GERMAN "PILL BOXES" 
The section of white cylinder in the fore

ground is what is left of a German machine 
gun shelter. The top has been knocked off 
by a direct hit. Our soldiers called these 
shelters "Pill Boxes", and had a wholesome 
respect for them. They were made of con
crete usually two inches thick, and the tops 
were rounded so that shells striking at an angle 
would glance off. Rifle bullets made no im
pression upon them. Unless attacked by 
artillery fire, or rushed by numbers, the gun 
crew within was safe from harm. ·The Ger
mans constructed thousands of these pill boxes, 
hiding them in hollows or behind rocks or 
under brush whenever possible. They formed 
one of the strongest features of their system 
of defense, impregnable except to a direct hit, 
and so cunningly hidden that it was difficult 

for the gunners to locate them. 
The crews which manned the guns in these 

"pill boxes" were picked men, who in thou
sands of instances stuck by their weapons unto 
the end, fighting until our men burst in and 
bayoneted them at their posts. They were 
men stationed their to delay the attack, to 
break it up if possible, but in any event to 
stick to the last so that the balance of their 
army could get away. It was shelters such 
as this, and tactics of this type that made the 
Argonne battle the bloodiest of the war. 

This particular sector has been under ter
rific fire. Even the trees stand gaunt and 
bare, !ike stripped poles, the ground is pitted 
with shell holes and strewn with debris. 
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Vl8853 
SCOUTS, OLD AND NEW, FRENCH 
CAY ALRY AND ARMY AIRPLANE 

Perhaps nothing more clearly illustrates the 
difference between war as it was conducted a 
generation ago and war as it is conducted in 
these days than the scene before us. Gone 
are the days when a screen of cavalry could be 
thown before an army to conceal its disposi
tioas and movements. The aii;plane has 
changed all that. It flies above the hostile 
army, notes the disposition of the troops, the 
emplacements for artillery, the position of 
supplies and ammunition dumps, the strength 
of the different arms of the service. It is 
quick to note the direction in which troops are 
marching or are being transported and to guess 
at their destination. Aay change of position 
in masses of troops is noted on maps and 
carried to Headquarters. Daily observations 
are taken. Nothing can escape its prying eye. 

Cavalry was used in the early days of the 

Great War for scouting but its usefulness 
was soon limited. Sixty thousand Uhlans 
(mounted lancers) screened the advance of 
the Germans into France, but these soon fell 
before the storm of shot and shell that greeted 
them. Thereafter cavalry fell into disuse, 
save on rare occasions, as for instance when 
the Germans were thrown back at the battle 
of the Marne, and at Cambrai, where General 
Byng's huge tanks opened lanes through the 
barbed wire for them. The airplane became 
the eyes of the army; the airplane scouted the 
movemeats of the enemy. From scouting it 
passed to attack, dropping bombs upon am
munition dumps and convoys, flying low and 
turning its machine guns upon columns of 
marchi!'tg troops. 







(18ooo) 
ZEPPELIN FLYING OVER A GER

MAN TOWN 
The only lii;hter-than-air machines that have 

been made that can be directed and controlled 
are the dirigibles ( d'fr'i-ji-b'ls). Count Ferdi
nand von Zeppelin (zep'e-Hn), a German, 
$pent much of his life trying to make the 
dirigible a success. Largely due to his work, 
Germany stood first in the developmeTlt of 
dirigibles for many years. In fact, his name 
was commonly given to these German ma
chines. For a number of years Germany had 
regular <::arrying routes for the Zeppelin. Pas
sengers and mails were carried from point to 
point. Some of these huge machines were 6oo 
feet long and 50 feet in diameter. They are 
long, cigar-shaped, rigid balloons. The large 
gas bags, made into compartments, support 
cars swung beneath. These. cars carry pas
.sengers, merchandise, or guns, and also the 
large motors which propel the machine. 

During the Great l<:uronean War, the Ger-

mans used the Zeppelins to terrorize the pea-
pie of England and France. They frequently 
crossed the English Channel to bombard Brit
ish cities. From thousands of feet in the air, 
bombs were dropped on peaceful towns, kill
ing men, women and children. The British 
and French used airplanes and anti-aircraft 
guns as a means of defense. Many Zeppelins 
were thus brought down. In a running battle 
the large airplanes were too speedy for the 
cumbrous dirigible. 

The French and British have also perfected 
large dirigibles. These were used in the Great 
War for observation purposes largely. Our 
own army is similarly supplied. But the Allied 
armies depended largely on airplanes to re
port enemy movements. Airplanes are far 
more important as engines of war than are 
rlirigibles. . 
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v 19279 

THE DEED OF A ZEPPELIN 
Southend is an open port on the coast of 

Essex, near the mouth of the Thames and 42 
miles from London. It was chie~y a seaside 
resort and its military value was nothing but 
that fact did not render it safe from th~ ~1ds 
of German Zeppelins, airplanes or warships. 
Under the terrorizing policy of the German 
G~veri:ment, any human being, man, woman or 
child, m enemy territory was regarded as a 
prol?er object for attack, and any town, whether 
fortified or not, as a legitimate target for bombs 
or shells. So Southend came in for its share 
of "straffing". 

':!'here . is no detail of th~ scene bef qre us 
which might not be as well m an Ameriean as; 
in an English city. Such a scene brings lieme 
to us vividly what might have happenetl""ffi 
many of our own cities had the United States 
faced Germany alone, atid unprepared as we 
were at the beginning of the war, or had Ger-







We are looking down from a speeding air-
plane, at no great height, as airplapi!9"'l1t'9~ieR-.,....*81saia..-
a small portion of the endless 
trenches and countless acres of sh 
which made up the Western fron 
glance we can comprehend one of 
uable services performed by the ~a~e"""lf"" 
for this photograph which he has ta~<·~~m 
more exact and detailed map of the g'b jt y's work". 
covers than could possibly be made by sco tS iHere below us even unpracticed eyes can see 
walking over it, or even by surveyors with e t _serpentine twists of the trenches, outlined 
best of instruments. Moreover~ they coj ld the white clay thrown up from them, the 
never approach it because the enemy h--ces to dugouts and shelters in the sides of 
these trenches would drive them back. B rench extending from left to right across 
here by the click of a camera shtt~er, t ew, and the shadowy outline of a belt of 
man secures the map of the whole area a stretching along in front of it. Craters 
carry it back to be examined at leisure by countless 







18632 
FRENCH TROOPS INSPECTING A 

WRECKED ZEPPELIN 
Zeppelins are rigid frame, dirigible balloons, 

invented by Count Zeppelin of Germany. The 
frame is of aluminum, the gas cells are made 
of goldbeater's skin, while the outside cover 
is made of gummed waterproof cotton cloth. 
The newest ones are 540 feet long, carry a 
crew of 18 men, two tons of explosives and 
8 tons of fuel and ballast. The gondolas are 
of plated steel and are armed with machine 
guns, bombs and aerial torpedoes. Zeppelins 
are lifted by hydrogen gas, fly ordinarily about 
7,000 feet high and can cruise 1,000 miles. To 
Germany they have been one of the supreme 
disappointments of the war. Covered with 
invisible paint, fitted with wireless equipment, 
these great airships were to hover above the 
British fleet, signal its position to the German 
ships and aid in its destruction by a rain of 
bombs. They were to lay London in ashes and 
brinli?" Great Britain a suppliant to the feet of 

Germany. 
Zeppelins did fly over London, in a score of 

attacks, killing 169 and wounding 388 men, 
women and children. But means of defense 
were rapidly devised. Anti-aircraft guns bom
barded them from below. Inflammatory bul
lets from airplanes sent them to earth in a 
burst of flame. So mai1y were destroyed that 
by 1918 the Zeppelin was practically aban
doned as an engine of war. Its greatest serv
ice will be performed in time of peace. Be
fore many years Kipling's "Night Mail" will 
become a reality. The air will be marked out 
in lines of travel as the ocean is today. From 
New York, London, Paris and otber metrop
olises huge liners of the air will fly to all points 
of the compass, ships 200 yards long, travel
ing 100 miles an hour and carrying tons of 
mail and scores of passengers. 

Co/lflri#ht lo;y Tll' K11:1ston• Vino Comf11nr.v 













l9l9I 
U. S. OBSERVATION AIRPLANE ON 

WEST FRONT 

Here, waiting the call to action, are two 
of our observation airplanes. Airplanes of 
this type perform services of the utmost im
portance. The development of modern fire
arms has made cavalry reconnoissance impos
sible: the daring raids which this branch of the 
service made in former wars to discover the 
enemy alignment, disposition of reserves, sup
ply depots, and to secure other needed infor
mation, are no longer attempted. Today the 
observation airplane is the eye of an army. 

Observation planes carry two men, a pilot 
and an observer. The pilot runs the machine; 
the observer, telescope in hand, scans the 
enemy trenches and the terrain for miles in 
their rear. The observer is ever on the look
out for enemy troops on the move, or for any 
indication of reserves strategically hidden in 
forest or trench. Sometimes he will see, far 

off in the distance, long columns of soldiers 
moving along the winding roads, sometimes 
he will see batteries changing position under 
his eyes ; and sometimes long trains of troops 
pulling in on the enemy's interior railways. 
This information he must carry at once to 
headquarters for there, after comparing with 
reports from other observers, the information 
received often gives a clue to the foe's inten
tions. 

The observation plane supplements the work 
of the observation balloon. The latter, from 
its stationary position, obtains a general idea 
of the disposition of the foe's forces. With 
this as a basis, the airplane is sent to make a 
detailed reconnoissance, in the course of which 
it will secure information which the balloon 
rould by no means obtain. 

Copyrigl1t by Tlie Kev.<totte View Company 













19049 
UEUT. LeMAITRE EXPLAINING 
MECHANISM OF "'NIEUPORT" 

AIRPLANE 
Brig. Gen. George 0. Squires, the chief Sig

nal Service officer of the army said: "Air
planes will put the Yankee punch in the war. 
The way to beat Germany is to flood the air 
with airplanes. Take the war out of the 
trenches and put it into the air." 

The Allies looked to the aerial contribution 
of the United States as the most important 
that could be made. Both England and France 
sent some of their aviation specialists to the 
United States for the purpose of instructing 
American officers. Famous French aviators 
arrived here to help in the training of the 10,-
000 men needed to conduct aerial operations 
against the German fleet and U-boat bases. 
Many of these men wore decorations received 
for exploits in naval battles and some bore 
scars from encounters with · German air
planes. 

LeMaitre is here seen explaining the mech·· 
at.ism of a Nieuport airplane. The Nieuport 
is the smallest, fastest rising, fastest moving 
biplane in the French service. It is a one
passenger machine, equipped with one 110 
horsepower LeRhone motor, and can trave1 

150 kilometers per hour. It is equipped witl~ 
a Vickers or Lewis machine gun, which is fired 
by the pilot with one hand while he controls 
his machine with the other hand and feet. The 
French call the Nieuport pilots the "aces" of 
the air. 

Tests of the first standardized United States 
airplane motor were very satisfactory. The~e 
motors were designed and built under direc
tion of the Aircraft Production Board. 

Copyright by The Kc., •• , ... . "iem C o"'Pan:v 













v 18920 
BOMBING AIRPLANE READY TO 

ASCEND 
As the science of aerial warfare developed 

planes were built larger and larger, with more 
power, speed and carrying capacity, and finally 
they were armorplated. The plane before us 
was one of the best products of French fac
tories, thoroughiy up-to-date in every partic
ular. · France turned them out in great num
bers and they performed notable service in 
the later battles of the war, not only bombing 
rail heads, ammunition dumps and supply de
pots, but attacking troops on the march, de
railing railroad trains, and putting artillery 
out of commission. 

Not only France, but Britain and Germany 
also were engaged in a feverish race ,for su
premacy in the air. Airplanes, those hornets 
of the blue, had to be reckoned with in every 
major engagement. The army which had the 
better service in this branch of warfare was 
secure from surprise. and us•mlly well in-

formed as to the disposition of the enemy's 
forces. Consequently, during the latter years 
of the war thousands of planes took the air. 
Battles in the blue were of daily occurrence, 
not only between single opponents but between 
whole fleets of planes. Germany, her Zeppe
lins and Super-Zeppelins a failure, built the 
Fokkar and later the A viatik, one of the most 
powerful and destructive of planes. It had 
two engines of 150 Horse Power in separate 
frames, with a propeiler in front of each. Its 
cabin, placed between the engines, was 
armored and contained two machine guns. 
Wherever possible it was encased in steel 
armor, and its fuel capacity was enormous, 
sufficient to carry the machine 1000 miles. 
Great Britain built an even larger machine, 
the Canada, with a wing span of 100 feet, a 
machine which could carry a ton of bombs. 

Co/''vright by TliP Ke-vstone View Com/Jan'?.' 



















V18923 
OBSERVATION BALLOON FATALLY 
PIERCED BY INCENDIARY BULLETS 

FROM AMERICAN PLANE 
Oftr't>f his bullets has penetrated it, less 

nte ago, for within a few seconds 
ill be entirely consumed with the 

the observer will have attempted 
e,~ if e by jumping with his parachute. 

lgJ:h~ ength of time that it takes you to look 
~thl loon with its finlike projections at 

"'St~ to add to its stability, the highly 
• ammable gas will have burnecl ::ind the tew 

s of charred wreckage dropped to the earth. 







18 36 
A'ITACHING OBSERVATION BALLOON 

TOWINCH 
This huge, whale-like balloon has been filled the word given to "cast off". Half a mile 

with gas and is ready to ascend. The time above the earth the balloon will come to a halt, 
has come to fasten it to the wiI\•tow..Jt..t.o.-~~~e car below, and the observer will 
position and allow it to rise. A few. minutes;; u.ie his escope, surveying for miles the 
ago this swelling monster was ind the enemy's line. His map 
bag, lying in folds on the groun . location of railroad lines, roads, 
car brought steel tubes containw a dumps, supply camps, battecy 
gas at a pressure of 150 degrees. ~jp'Cs oY."'ffenches, as they were the day before. 
attached to valves in these tubes and ~e 91it2J i his business to note on this map 
gen was passed into a cloth sleeve 1 ~ ~anges that have been made and to 
valves in the balloon. As it swelled out ntl;_ omptly phone the news to the grcund station 
began to rise, soldiers grasped the ropes we; ence it will be relayed to headquarters. 
see h~nging from it to prevent the balloon f ~ rveillance by captive balloons must be 
escapmg. . nuous. One hangs at all times, during 

Under. the m~ddle. of. the huge ght, over the American headquarters of 
observer 1s a~ching. hi~ wicker baske~. rmy of occupation at Coblenz. When a 
then take ~is seat m it, .see that his t bfows they. must be hauled down ore 
telephone is properly adjusted, and they will be. tom loose and blown away. 
map and telescope are at hand. Then the 
thousand yard steel cable will be attached an<h 







V19216 

DIRIGmLE R-34 AT MINEOLA 
During the war great airships like this were 

sent long distances into enemy territory, some
times to discover and report the location of 
supply depots and manufacturing plants, some
times to hover in the enemy's rear, miles be
hind the firing line, and observe the number 
and disposition of his troops. Sometimes they 
carried a cargo of high explosives, to blow 
up rail heads and other bases of military ac
tivity. Painted a light gray, and with muffled 
engines, they sped silently, like ghosts, through 
the heavens. Often the first indication of 
their presence was a deafening explosion, fol
lowed by falling roofs and collapsing walls. 

Their journey through the uncharted 
heavens was attended by constant peril. The 
currents of the air were often as unstable as 
those of the sea and these airships, huge though 
they were, were tossed about and buffeted as 

the waves of the ocean batter vessels during 
a storm. Eddies, squalls and swirling cur
rents of air carried them out of their course. 
At any time they might spring a leak and the 
escaping hydrogen gas, mixing with the air, 
cause an explosion that would send them flam
ing to earth. Searchlights might pick them 
·up and shells destroy them. 

We can plainly see the outlines of the ribs 
of the ship-the structural frame which stif
fens the gas bag. The "lines" of an airship 
are just as important as those of a vessel which 
sails the ocean. If correctly designed the ship 
will glide through the air without friction ; but 
if the design is faulty, currents of air will cling 
to the vessel and impede its progress, as weeds 
and grass do to a boat forcing its way through 
the water. 

Copyright bJI The Keystone View Com"11111111 







1lf8 
THROUGH SICKLY SHRAPNEL SOWN 

MEADOWS REAPED BY 
DEATH ALONE 

In this deserted trench, with the dead 
sprawled above it as sheII or bull\!t left them, 
we see summed up much of the grisly hor
ror, the unspeakable filth of the ·intrenched 
battlefields of the Western front. No one 
~an faintly imagine the hideous squalor of 
tt all who has not actuaIIy existed in such 
ditches as this one, afloat after weeks of rain 
and snow with vile water tainted with dead 
flesh, or plunged and slipped across those 
fields of slimy mud beneath the lash of bul
lets and bursting sheIIs. 

Conceive, if you can, what it would be to 
stand and sit, to eat and sleep, to fight at 
times with rifle and bayonet, for day after 
day and night after night in such a place as 
this, with no possible escape from it save by 
death or wounds until the relieving division 
came in. Imagine crawling past that clammy, 

water-soaked blanket and down dripping steps 
into the depths of the dugout below to "rest" · 
into a place slimy with mud and swarming 
with vermin, where big gray trench rats prowl 
and the air is dank and steaming with the 
body odors of the poor fellows who cannot 
help 'being fi1Jthy in such ·surroundings. 
Imagine standing in that trench, against 
whose wall you could not put your hand with
out having it smeared with mud or polluted 
by a piece of decaying flesh plastered into the 
parapet. 

Yet for four initermina;ble years millions 
of Frenchmen and Englishmen, and Germans, 
too, for that matter, lived and fought and 
suffered in such infernos. The wonder is 
that any of them retained either health or 
reason for future days and peace. 

Copyright b)• Tlac Kc)·.uonc View r.ompan-v 







811T7 
WATCHING "THE CRIMSON CHORUS 

OF THE GUNS" 
Artillery played a most important part in all 

tbc:: major operations on the western front. 
As the war continued, this branch of the army 
grew steadily in strength, efficiency and import
ance. Both sides possessed terdfic \V'eapons 
but on the whole the allies could claim to be 
superior in their gunnery. The ~er.mans had 
an advantage in their semi-mobile howitzers 
and the long-range guns, of which "Big 
Bertha" was their super-giant. But the allies 
scored in other pieces. The British introduced 
drumfire at Neuve Chapelle; the Frcnt11 devel
oped first the stationary and then the creeping 
barrage at Verdun. The French also discov
ered a means of locating the guns by ~ound, 
and •the allies were the first to make qse of 
long-range guns mounted on railroad cars. 

Out of every 82 days that the Am~ri~ 
combat divisions were in line. in active s~teES 
in France they were suppotted heir own 
\"livisiom1l artillerv for 75 days, l5 riti~b artil-

lery for 5 days, and by French artillery for 10 
days, and for one-half of one day they were 
without artillery supp9rt. This does not mean, 
however, that our Allies were not furnishing an 
immense arµount of support in corps and army 
artillery. For example, the Frend1 supported 
the attaC'.k of the 1st American Army at St. 
'l\iihie~ with 580 75-mm. guns and 793 heavy 
cannons and mortars, and at the opening of 
the Meuse-Argonne offensive on Sept. 26th, 
1918, 456 French 75s, 1,002 heavy guns and 
254 trench mortars were placed at the disposal 
of the American forces. 

Copyright by The Ratvstone View Co~any 







Dead Germans amidst Wire Entanglements. 







V1~898 

SHELLS BURSTING IN RUINED 
FRENCH VILLAGE 

This was a scene of almost daily occurrence 
.::luring the Great War. France suffered ter~ 
ribly.. Hundreds of villages were completely 
blotted out. Literally scarce one stone 1eft 
standing upon another. None can compre
hend how complete the destruction save tliose 
who have seen it with their own -eyes. Even 
the village streets have in many instances dis
appeared, buried under a mass of ruins~ 
Fragments of stone wall lie everywhere in 
confusion. Stucco has been ground to powcler · 
and covers everything like finely sifted snow. 
Tile roofs have been scattered to bits. N:ot 
even a cat is to be seen in these deserted V-il
lages which dot the fields of northern F~nce. 

Early in the war the inhabitants of fthese 
villages, unaware of the atrocities they 1w'r:!~~ 
to endure, and attached to their homes ass o 
but'the French are, remained in their 'htnfses 
a.s th,. German hoi:;t ovtrflowed. the land. But 







V19280 
HUGE SHELL HOLE BESIDE A HIGH

WAY, FRANCE 
Long range artillery fire was a factor of 

tremendous importance in the World War. 
Huge high explosive she1ls, bursting miles be
hind the lines and wrecking roads and rail
way junctions, villages, great buildings or 
supply dumps, introduced an element of un
certainty which added much to the difficulty 
of supplying an army. 

If every heavy shell sent ov~r could have 
been counted upon to fall accurately on its 
target, the army suffering under such a bom
bardment would have been speedily defeated. 
But the element called by artillerymen "the 
probable error,"--that is, the slight error to 
which every shot is subject, due to defects 
in material and to atmospheric conditions,
prevented this, and by far the greater num
ber of shots fired failed to hit the center oft: 
their targets. We see before us the result 
of such a slight error in the shell hole into 

which we are looking. This gigantic pro
jectile was aimed at the road running a few 
yards this side of the crater. Had it struck 
there, the road would have been made impas
sable until a large detachment of labor troops 
could come and repair it. But the shell burst 
a little to one side and the hole it has made, 
as large as the cellar of a good-sized house, 
has done no damage in a military sense. 

But when such a shell did find its target, 
the effect were terrible. Only one of count
less instances was the burial of 19 members 
of Company E, 165 Infantry, 42d U. S. Di
vision, in a dugout which suffered the direct 
hit of a great German shell in the woods of 
RP\lge Bouquet, east of Luneville, on March 
7.t;Jj, 1918. It was one of the first striking 

"'instances of battle fatalities in our forces and 
iill America was shocked by it at the time 
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18650 . 
GERMAN PRISONERS UNDER 

GUARD OF FRENCH 
SOLDIERS 

From the beginning of the war humane 
treatment of German prisoners by the French 
and British contrasted sharply with au
thentic reports of the cruel inhuman treatment 
accorded our men taken prisoners by Germany. 
The conditions surrounding the German pris
oners were as sanitary as possible. The men 
we1e given opportunities for shower baths and 
to have their clothing disinfected. Those with 
contagious diseases were segregated. The 
meals of the prisoners consisted of substantial, 
well prepar~d food, and special food was given 
to those who were ill in the hospitals.. At first 
German prisoners seemed surprised at the 
treatment given them by the Allies, but later 
seemed to expect the kind treatment. 

The Y. M. C. A. did a great work among 
the German and Austrian prisoners in the way 
of educating them. In one camp of 70,000 

prisoners one young American organized nearly 
2,000 of these Austrians and Germans into 
classes studying about twenty different sub
jects and using thirty-five teachers. The equip
ment consisted of three rooms, three black
boards, p~per, pencils, fifteen text books, forty 
wooden benches and twenty long tables. It 
may be needless to state thaf much of this in
struction was along those lines which would 
help to make the men better citizens. In relat
ing the story of the work that is being done to 
rebuild war stricken Europe, this great work 
of the Y. M. C. A. among the prisoners should 
be given prominent mention. German prison
ers were also made to work in the fields and 
to rebuild homes. In a measure, they thus 
help to repair the damage they brought to pass. 

Copj•riglit by Tire Keystone Viet.CJ Cnmpan.v 







'18b75 
CEMETERY, VALLEE FOl.'LON, 

FRANCE 
Northern France is dotted with cemeteries 

like the one in this sad and desolate cou!l.tT)' 
before us, graves of heroes who died in a noble 
cau~e. One sees them everywhere, as he 
travels over the battlefields. Sometimes there 
are but few graves, marked by simple pieces 
of board, perhaps bearing a few wild flowers, 
the simple tribute of the peasantry. Some
times a line of wooden crosses, a score or so; 
sometimes, hundreds and hundreds of them. 

One wishes that more honor might be done 
those noble dead who at their country's call, 
in the hour of its peril, rushed forth to defend 
it. One would have their last resting place 
near great cities, in beautiful surroundings, 
under soft skies, so that thousands might go 
out to do them honor, to decorate their graves, 
and thus keep in memory their great sacrifice. 
But it is not to be so. Grim war has decreed 
that they shall lie vv-here they fell, in i::olitary 

places, unknown, forgotten. 
The cemeteries in France mark not the 

graves of all who fell in that terrible war. 
Unknown thousands lie in common graves un
marked by so much as a simple board. They 
lie buried under tons of earth upheaved by 
high explosives. They lie scattered where 
they fell in copse and thicket. The rivers of 
France flow over the remains of thousands 
who fell in their waters during those bloody 
days. Great shell craters filled with rain and 
mud still hold in their slimy embrace the bones 
of hundreds who fell into them. Northern 
France is one vast graveyard, entombing mil
lions of men, friend and foe. Men of all 
nations lie buried in its soil, the swarthy son 
of Africa side by side with the fair-haired 
Saxon, French, British, Americans, Italians, 
Germans. 
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18603 
FRENCH ARTILLERYMEN ENJOYING 

REST FROM TRENCH WARFARE 
The World War was largely a war of artil

lery and every type of gun was in use in great 
numbers, from the little trench cannon of 37-
mm. (about 1.5-inch) calibre to the long range 
monsters of 16-inch calibre throwing a shell 
to distances approaching 30 miles. At the 
close of the war the French had 11,500 field 
guns and large calibres on the Western front, 
the British nearly 7,000, the Americans 3,000 
and the Germans about 10,000. 

The life of an artilleryman at the front was 
neither so dangerous nor so hard as that of the 
infantry soldier. The battery positions were 
ordinarily several thousand yards behind the 
front line trenches, where the men could make 
more comfortable quarters for themselves and 
move about more freely, since they were under 
the fire of the enemy's artillery only ancl wm-e 
not subject to trench raids. But for that ¥et'}h 
reasor. •batteries were apt to be kept in line 
for much longer periods than infantry organi-

zations. Often they were there for months at 
a time, supporting in turn the infantry of divi~
ion after division. So when an artillery organi
zation was finally withdrawn to the rear for 
rest and recuperation, the men were pretty sure 
to be very thankful for the respite. 

During the recreation period the life of. the 
soldier was far from unpleasant. He might 
then enjoy his letters and papers from home, 
"swap yarns" with his comrades, go, if he was 
a Frenchman, to the "Foyers des Soldats", sim
ilar to our Y. M. C. A. huts, or take short 
excursions to nearby places of interest. Because 
the war, with its severe strain on mind and 
body, was so long, the French high command 
also saw to it that, except in times of great bat
tle activity, the men got their 10 days every 
four: months to go on "permission", that is, 
leave of absence, to visit their families. 

Copvrir1ht by T he Kc;yslOH< V•n11 Compan~ 







18665 
F~CH LINES CAPTURED FROM Tl-IE 

ENEMY BY THE MARINE FUSILEE~ 
A more ga\}ant defense could hardly be 

imagined than that which was made by the 
French Marines in October and November, 
1914, when they held the town of ~qpoi:t, Qn 
the North Sea coast of Belgiunt against the 
furious attacks of the German army whiehk)Yas 
trying to force its way down the coasil?'.te Bun
kirk and other French ports on; the English 
Channel. These troops were rushed to Nieu
port to hold the line at a time when there were 
no other French or Belgian forces to Q.e s~red 
for the task and before the British Army 
had completed its transfer to the left of the 
Allied line from the positions near Soissorl.s. 

With a heroism not less marked than that of 
our own American Marines in the Belleau 
Wood sector a few years later, these Rrencli 
Marines, a few thousand strong, dug tl:ii.W~~sf; 
selves in along the banks of the sluggish~-w:-~1'2 
River, across the sand dunes of the coast and 
among the houses of Nieuport, crumbling CoJ>yrinht bv The KB'Ustone View Company 



















His Last Fight - "See He Lies, Death Stariac from HU E7•"
Somewhere in France. 

Whether lie is Bri~lah, French or German Here we have one of those pathetic and 
cannot be told for his helmet has been lost toucmnr scenes of which there were so many 
in the batt!e an~ there are no identifying in war times. While there were beautiful ez-
marks on his wufonn, but you cau see that 1 f • 
when death came he was not fighting the en- ~p es o hero11m .on. every hand lll!d abun~t 
emy. Instead he waged a battle for life evi4ence of devoao.;i and seli-sacrifice, ~s 
against an avalanche of concrete and beams to gladden the patriot's heart, there were il
tliat huge shells had dialodged and shattered. wa!8 these scenes-mothers' sons, dea~ or 
His legs were caught in the debris of timbers d)'lq, on the field of battle-cold and limp, 
and atone in the pool of water beneath tb.e bavinc done tb.eir bit. The terrible anguilh 
doorway. In bis Jut deaperate attempts to felt in human hearts during thole awful war 
free himself, he bad thrown aside hia ~and Y8'8 is beat understood when we rue upon 
equipment ao that he Illich~ me hia - auCh •cenes u tbia and th.ey make u1 feel that 
bettiel', 1liut tllle .... ,... .pimt llila. -.: Mftl', Mftl' can be nght. 







18748 
FRENCH MINE EXPLOSION 







V18852 
FRENCH FRONT 

If all the barbed wire that was used during 
the war could be placed end to end and ex
tended in one line it would go around the 
earth many times. Not only at the battle line 
in France was it used, ·but in Russia, Turkey, 
Palestine, Africa-wherever men fought, and 
they fought all over the world. It was 
stretched, not in single strands, but strand be
hind strand until the fence was twenty feet 
wide, and it was woven and interwoven from 
post to post, an inextricable tangle of sharp 
points which tore flesh and clothing. It was 
stretched not only in the open, but in forests, 
from tree to tree, hidden by underbrush. Cow
bells were hung upon it to give warning of the 
enemy's approach at night. Machine g,uns 
were trained upon it. It seemed an impassible 
barrier, yet men found a way through it. 
Stealthily, in the night, they crept up and cut 

the wires or pushed dart bombs under them. 
Before an assault, artillery opened upon it, 
firing shells and flat metal discs shaped some
what like a Maltese Cross, which revolved and 
cut the wire. 

The Dumezil shell was the most effective 
instrument in removing barbed wire entangle
ments. It was fired from small howitzers and 
a single shell would clear a space 100 feet 
across. Thereupon, instead of planting the 
wire as these men did, the Brun network was 
devised. In this, two coils of approximately 
four feet in diameter, wound in opposite direc
tions, were stretched out and the resulting 
loops tied together. Two or three rows of 
this before a trench became an obstacle that 
could not be disposed of by artillery. T)le 
more it was bombarded the more it tangled. 
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V?B918 
A DERELICT TANK NEAR CAMBRAI 
In such land battleships as this the British 

drove through the German lines time and again. 
T'his tank, however, has made its last tdp. 
.3hells have caught and smashed it, torn holes 
in its side, broken its sprocket wheels and tread. 
It is now no more than scrap iron. 

When this tank started to attack on that 
fatal morning at Camhrai, the wide caterpillar 
tread which we see trailing through the mud, 
ran over the broken sprocket wheel above it, 
an endless chain which laid itself down as an 
ever-renewing · road for the monster above. 
A shell broke it in two, and when that hap
pened the car came to a stop, a stationary target 
for the enemy's guns. From that moment its 
destruction was certain. There was nothing 
for the crew to do but to escape before the 
next shell penetrated its side, and the next sfiell 
was not long in coming. It blew the right freaa 
completely away. Evf'n the heavy iron rods 

of the superstructure have been bent and 
twisted by the force of the concussion . 

0n the side of the tank can he seen one of 
the turrets from which a deadly fire was 
directed upon the enemy while the tank was 
advancing. When the tank straddled a trench, 
these turrets commanded it from either side 
and soon cleared it of the enemy. 

The pitted field before us, torn with shell 
holes, was no obstruction to tanks like this. 
They waddled serenely across it, dipping into 
shell craters and climbing out on the far side. 
The only sort of ground on which a tank could 
pot maneuver was swampy ground. On this 
they were helpless, their great weight sinking 
th'.em deeply into the soil. Scores of them lie 
stranded in the bogs of Flanders today. 

Copy'rioht h'11 Tlza Ke~.rtotie Viett' CotnPnwv 
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HUGE TANKS CROSSING THE SOMME 

Probably no single implement of war con
tributed so largely to weaken the morale of 
the German soldier as these huge moving 
fortresses. He was familiar with high ex
plosives, wj.th shells great and small, with 
grenades, machine guns, rifles and revolvers. 
He even became accustomed to poison gas 
and flame throwers. These were the cus
tomary weapons of war. These he used him
self and these he learned how to meet ; but 
he never became accustomed to the tank and 
never learned how to meet it successfully. 
From that first day when, in the mists and 
fogs of Flanders it burst upon his astonished 
gaze, waddling clumsily ac!"oss the fields, 
ploughing its way contemptuously through 
his ,strong barbed wire defenses, straddling 
his trenches and belching fire and death from 
either side, he shrank from it in terror. Ma
chine guns, his main reliance in defense, had -----

no effect upon it. The iron monster crashed 
over concrete pill boxes which sheltered his 
machine guns, flattening out men and metal. 
It could be damaged only by a direct hit 
from shells, and since it was constantly in 
motion .direct h'its were few. Finally, lie 
took to digging pits for it as natives in India 
do for the huge mammals. He made a special 
rifle of large bore, which rested on a sort of 
a tripod when fired, much as our forefathers 
did when guns first came into use and were 
too heavy to hold and aim. But he never 
found a way to meet the tank and never 
overcame his terror of it. With her Zeppe
lins, submarines, gas and flame throwers, her 
monster cannon, Germany thought she had 
a virtual command of all warlike weapons, 
but here was one, a British invention, which 
burst upon her as a complete surprise and 
worked havoc with her armies 
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HUGE ARMORED TANK MAKING ITS 
WAY THROUGH A ·sMOKE SCREEN 
The gr~t .steel tank, of the heavy British 

model, we1ghmg about 30 tons and armed with 
powerful guns, is evidently not operating on 
the battlefield but is giving a demonstration, 
near some American city, as realistic as any 
on the fields of war. 
· ~f~er America entered the war she began 
bu1ldmg tai;ks for the expected 1919 campaign, 
and had finished 799 of the French model, light 
Renault tanks, by Mar. 31, 1919. At the same 
time, 1,500 of the heavy British type machines 
had been about half finished. Though none of 
these tanks arrived in Europe for action a larO'e 
number of American officers and soldiers we~e 
trained in France for the Tank Corps which 
consisted on Nov. 11, 1918, of about' 10,000 
men. These troops were supplied with 
machines by the British and French. 

Only one battalion of American manned 
heavy tanks took i)art ir, battle. This was the 

301st He3;VY Tank Battalion, under Maj. R. I. 
Sasse, which was attached to the 27th Division. 
The battalion had 40 tanks in action when 
with this division of New York National Guard 
troops it attacked the Hindenburg Line between 
Cambrai and St. Quentin on Sept. 29, 1918. 
Seventy-five per cent of these tanks were 
knocked out or seriously injure:d, but they went 
clear through the German defenses. 

Two battalio.ns of American manned· Renault 
tanks, together with a still larger number oper
ated by French crews, performed heroic service 
with the 1st American Army, both in the St. 
Mihiel Salient and in the battle of the Meuse
Argonne. They were the 344th and 34Sth 
Batt~lions of the 1st American Tank Brigade, 
commanded by Col. G. S. Patton and, after he 
was wounded, by Maj. Sereno E. Brett. At 
the beginning they numbered 144 tanks and 
made a particulnrly brilliant record. 

CotJvrinht bv 1 ,,, . I<ev~to,,,, 1nf!"I" Combanv 













The tank, which contributed so largely to 
the winning of the war, and in the use of 
which our allies were so superior to the Ger
maas, owes its being to English adaptability 
of an American idea. Benjamin Holt in
vented the caterpillar tractor to transport 
heavy loads over marshy ground. Instead of 
the broad tired wheel used on many of our 
farm wagons, he devised the broad tread con
tinuous chain which we see on tlie t~ks 
before us and which is a characteristic feature 
of all tanks. It is well named the caterpill~r, 
for in motion it is exactly like a caterpi~ar, 
following the contour of the ground on hill 
or in hollow, undulating as the ground un
dulates. The tread is made of recta; 
blocks of wood joined in a continuou 
by iron links. These blocks of wood 
fr.om< eight ieehes-te-;;g; foot OF mOfe squar-e, 
depending upon the size of the tank. In the 
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PRESID~NT WILSON ADDRESSING 

CONGRESS 
Early in his first term of office President 

\l\i ilson revived the old custom, long since 
abandoned, of addressing an occasional joint 
session of the Senate and House of Repre
sentatives. The Senators assemble in the lower 
House with its members. 

The most momentous occasion of this kind 
1>ccurred on February 3, 1917. At this joint 
session President \\Tilson announced thdt at 
that very hour Count Von Bernstorff was being 
given his passports to leQve the United States. 
This meant that all diplomatk relations with 
the German government had been severed. 
Congress and the country at large had expected 
this move on the part of the President. Just 
a few days betore Germany announced its in
tention of sinking neutral ships on the h.gh 

seas, contrary to its promise not to do s0 made 
to the Amel'ican government in May, 1916. 

The President is seen reading at the desk 
right in front of Speaker Champ Clark's stand. 
The galleries are filled with interested specta
tors. The foreign Ambassadors and Ministers 
have a reserved gallery, as do the newspaper 
representatives. In addition to the Senators 
and Congressmen, there were also present the 
Chief Justice and other members of the United 
States Supreme Court. That joint session of 
'tong:-ess addressed by President Wilson will 
go down in history. He found in response to 
his speech a unit~<l Congress and a united 
people. 

Col>'JlrillM by The Ke'Vstotte View Com~aW" 
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I:t'RE:NC.rl WAR COMMISSION AT LIN

COLN'S TOMB, SPRINGFIELD, 
ILLINOIS 

On April 6, 1917, Congress declared that war 
existed between the United States and Ger
many. We were thus made the a11i~s of Eng
land, France, and the other countries at yvar 
with the Central Powers of Europe. !At once 
England and France each chose a group of 
men to send to the United States. These war 
commissions were made up of wise political 
leaders and experienced officers of the army 
and navy of each country. Foreign Secre
tary Balfour headed the British group. Ex
Premier Viviani (ve-vya' ne) was the chief of 
the French commission, and Marshal Joffre 
(zhoff) represented the French army. These 
men came to tell our Government how w:e 
could be of most help in the conflict. 

The_ commissions arrived the latter pa'ft ot 
April. They went first to Washington, and 
later visited Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Cap:yriglil b:.o Tiie K11yna11e View ComPan" 







IQ064- For Five Hours New York's Citizen Army Poured by This Reviewing Stand, 
Twenty Men Abreast. 

Parades of men drafted for the new National that they be allowed to serve as the Mayor's 
Army, which were held in many large cities l:iody gyard. Next came the Spanish-Ameri
o£ the United States, Sept. 4, 1917, drew tre- can war veterans; then the drafted men who 
mendous crowds and showed to the world the marched twenty abreast. The units of the 
splendid material we have for our new army. National Army were headed by Reserve offi
The quota for New York City was 38,621 men. cers from Plattsburg, of whom there were 
These men formed three large parades, one about 200 present. A large number of bands 
on Fifth Avenue, Manhattan, one in Brooklyn added much to the occasion, with their patriotic 
and one in the Bronx. The Manhattan parade, music. The city was splendidly decorated with 
which included the Queens and Richmond the national colors. 
quotas, was the largest. After the parade disbanded, the men went 

At the head of the Manhattan parade to the Polo Grounds in Manhattan and to 
marched a fine body of mounted police. Then Eblietts Field in Brooklyn where, as honor 
came Mayor Mitchel with Capt. Boyce. of the guests of the Committee of National Defense, 
United States Reserves, the Grand Marshal, they witnessed games. In the evening, they 
followed by the conscripted men from the Fire were guests of honor at numerous banquets 
Department and Police Force, who requested and entertainments. 

Copyright l>y The Ke:yatone Vidtt1 Company. 







Looking from the summit of t 
can see almost all of Camp Uptop 
land, where thousands of men, c 
New York City, received their tram" 
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BARRACKS AT CAMP DEVENS, 

AYER, MASS. 

Camp Devens, near Ayer, Massachusetts, 
was one of those national a.rmy camps that had 
a miraculous and mushroom growth during the 
summer of 1917, when everything had to be 
done with a rush to train our boys forthe~-eat 
combat overseas. In ten weeks time, 5000 men, 
on a weekly payroll of $100,000, built l,400 
buildings, laid 20 miles of road, 400 miles of 
electric wiring, 60 miles of heating pipes, and 
installed 2200 shower baths. 

All of this work was accomplished in time 
for the cantonement to receive 40,000 men 
early in September, 1917, when the first selec
tive draft men were impressed into service, a 
service which the patriotism of most led them 
to embrace willingly and without a mttrmut. 
The camp was a veritable city, and a wel.J..»~ 
one for its purposes. It had a post office, tele
ffraph and teleµhone service, police station, 

guard house, fire department and hospital, all 
directed and manned by service men. The 
auditorium seated 3,000 men, and the base hos· 
pital treated at times as many as 800 men in a 
single day. 

Bare and uninviting as the camp was to men 
accustomed to the comforts, and in many in
stances to the luxuries of home, it provided an 
unusual degree of comfort to men in training 
for military service. The lau'!dries and central 
power plant with its great furnaces are in
stalled in the buildings with high chimneys 
which we see in the distance. 

The soldiers in the foreground were using a 
leisure hour to write home, for in the intervals 
of training it was to home that their thought 
iftt1tM, and at holll,e parents and sweethearts 
always eagerly awafted letters. 

C /"'''oft />\• Tlir Kc •slmrc VirtJ• Com1>a11v 

























VJ9219 
BAYONET CLASS PRAcrICING THE 

SHORT POINT STAB 
To take a raw civilian straight from the 

office, shop or farm and make him into .a. 
thorough-goi !lg fighting man in the period 
of three months was a task that req:ijirid 
aid of the best kind. Our country, :th~e
fore, called on Great Britain to $elid us 
hundreds of instructors who knew How the 
"game was played" on the western front 
and who could instruct our men how best 
to defeat the Germans and how best to 
protect themselves in battle. 

the kind 
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LEARNING TO USE GAS MASKS 
The officer before us is instructing his squad while the breath which a soldier exhales 

in the use of gas masks. Thorough drill in escapes from the mask through a rubber valve 
this is of the utmost importance, for a few opening only on pressure from the inside. The 
sf.conds delay in adjusting his mask in a gas mask is carried in a canvas case, ready for 
attack may incapacitate a soldier for service and instant use. A soldier, expert in the use of his 
11.tbject him to weeks of agony, if not dea.,th, mask, can put it on in about ten seconds. 

The Germans were the first to use poison gas Soldiers do not like to wear the mask am1 
in the·war, expelling it from metal tubes and will often take great :-isks rather than be an-
trusting to the wind to carry it down upon our noyed with them, for. even the best of them 
allies. This method was soon discarded in favor add somewhat to the difficulty of breathing. 
of gas shells, which they used extensively, Then too, moisture which acclimulates inside 
sometimes one shell in every three being filled the mask dims the eye glasses and it becomes 
with gas. It became necessary to equip every difficult to see. Throughout the war there was 
man in our army with a mask ancl. drill him in constant effort to produce a gas against which 
the use of it. These masks fit so closely t}\at air no mask would be effective. The Germans 
cannot enter the nostrils except through the u~ phosgene, mustard gas, lachrymal gas 
breathing tube. The general principle on whkh "3.f!i! others, but our chemists devised masks 
thex are constructed is this-that the inh~~~~~'.~~ljive against each 
air is drawn through certain substances wh:1c 
absorb the ~ hrfore it can gcr into he mask, 
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SOLDIERS ABOUT TO ENTER TEAR. 
GAS TRENCH, CAMP DIX, N. J. 

In order that these soldiers might be 
properly taught the necessity of having their 
masks adjusted, the army officers made use of 
this tear-gas trench where fumes that would 
irritate but not permanently injure the eyes. 
were used. 

The soldier nearest to you is testing his 
mask to see if it is tight all ~bout his face. 
With his hand he has removed the piece of 
rubber from his mouth and is exhaling his 
breath inside the mask. The mask, you can 
see, is inflated, proof .that the edges are tight. 
On the mask of the third soldier you can 
plainly see the circular spring just below the 
eye piece that is used to adjust and hold the 
nose grip in place to prevent breath entering 

the lungs except through the mouth. 
All of these men have their masks at the 

"alert," that is, strapped high on their ches!s 
with the lower part firmly tied around their 
backs. You will notice too that the flaps of 
the case fold in toward the body, to lessen the 
possibility of water, dampness and dirt getting 
into the mask. 

·when these masks are adjusted the chin is 
Snserted first and then the rest of the mask 
drawn over the face, being held in position by 
that rubber band which you can see passed 
over the top of the head and two rubber bands 
that pass around the head. 

Cnpyright by Tlie Keystone View Company 
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THOUSANDS MARCHING-OUR 

NATIONAL ARMY 
This is a sight to bring pride to the heart of 

every American-our National army, thou
.lands and thousaPds of stalwart men, from 
~very rank of lif ~. enlisted in the service of 
their country, sworn to defend its honor and 
its rights. These are the men who afterwards 
wtnt to France and on many a bloody field, in 
many a desperate battle, rushed like a cyclone 
upon the German ranks, smashed through their 
supposedly impregnable defenses, sent their 
troops reeling backward in defeat. Here our 
men are marching through the s~reets of one 
i>f our great cities. 

In these ranks were poor and rich, educated 
and uneducated, native and foreign born, un
dergoing the same training, eating the same 
food, united in a common cause. For months 
they drilled and marched and countermarched 
until their muscles became like steel bands ; 
learned to use rifle, grenade and bayonet ; 

were welded into a fighting machine fit to cope 
with Germany's proud battalions. 

These men went to war in grim and serious 
mood. They knew what hardships and hor
rors would be their lot. They knew that many 
of their number would fall on the soil of 
France; that many would return cripplc::d for 
life; that many would suffer agony from 
grievous wounds. Yet knowing all this they 
went, willingly, because their country was 
menaced ; because the liberties 1of mankind 
were at stake ; because all they held most dear 
was in danger. They went because they were 
patriots. 

America had for these "boys" a sacred place 
in the inner shrine of her heart. They were 
bone of her bone, blood of her blood, Sons ol 
Freedom, offering up their lives on the altar 
of their country. 

Copyright by The Kevsto•u• Tl'iew Com/Jany 







were in training, very few of our American 
soldiers had been tried on the fields of war
slri~fi 'Eui;ope. Thefr success in war was a 
matter of *'pjecture and hope. That hope was 
qui8ay realized and the American boys made 
splendi«} s:Qldiers. The Yankee ingenuity, the 
ftal;less fighting, and the splendid spirit shown 
by the .American soldiers were large factors in 
driving the enemy back and winning the war. 

When thousands of young men were drafted 
into the service of their country, it was felt 
to be a very solemn occasion. Every one felt 

Division, of New England, preceding it hy a that these young men were a sacrifice offered 
few days. The men of the Rainbow ~ve a tip, .for the safety of the nation, and while such 
splendid account of themselves in the ~~de as this was cheered and cheered, deep 
pagne defensive, the Marne counter-offe · hearts of the people lay a feeling of 
at St. Mihiel, in the Meuse-Argonne, a ana'! cwet fice and o'f high resolve that these 
other battlefields. · should not "suffer in vain." 

At the time the men of the Rainbow Division 
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SOUSA'S MARINE BAND, WASHING- POSITION 129 201 
TON, D. C. 

John Philip Sousa (soo'zci), popular band 
leader and composer, endeared himself more 
than ever to the American people when, at the 
outbreak of war with Germany, he offered his 
services to his country and set about training a 
superb naval band of 250 pieces on the Great 
Lakes. Just how this big band was to help win 
the war was soon evident when they began to 
take active part in Red Cross drives, war chest 
campaigns, and Liberty Bond activities all 
over the country. They are playing at the 
National Capital on the south steps of the 
Treasury Building. 

The man whose musical brain is responsible 
for this wonderful band is known all over the 
world. Sousa was born in Washington, D. C., 
in 1854, taught music at fifteen and was musi
cal conductor at seventeen. From 1880 to 1892 
he was band leader of the United States Ma
rine Corps, and has been director of the fa-

mous Sousa's Military Band since then. This 
band has traveled all over the world and Sousa 
has been decorated by many foreign nations. 
His musical compositions including several 
operas have been very successful. His collec
tion of "National, Patriotic and Typical Airs 
of All Countries" has been officially adopted by 
the U. S. Navy Department and forms part of 
the musical collection of service bands all over 
the world. 

Sousa always included the "Star Spangled 
Banner" in his repertoire abroad and it is due 
to him that foreign nations know our national 
hymn so well. He likes to tell how he has 
"played the 'Star Spangled Banner' around 
the world." Of course this is always a favorite 
with Americans and when played by Sousa's 
famous band instills in every hearer true loy
alty and patriotism. 

Copyright by The K eyst11n 11 V ier1 '""ompany 
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ONE LOAD FOR A 12-INCH GUN 
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A SAILOR'S SEWING DAY 

Each sailor is expected to keep his clothing 
in good repair. Perhaps when he is sewing 
up a rent in his trousers or darning his socks 
he appreciates more than ever before the nim- ~ 
ble fingers and loving heart of mother at home. :3' 
It is needless to say that mother would be l· 
more than glad to be able to perform these l' 
little services for her boy at sea. .: 

Very likely she has provided him with a ~ 
"comfort bag" for his use at sea. These >I 
"comfort bags" were made for our soldiers } 
and marines under the supervision of the Red 

10 Cross Society and other organizations. 
The bags were made of washable material, r 

measuring 10 to 13 inches with a draw 
string at the top. They contained as many as J 
possible of the following articles : Khaki color- I 
ed sewing cotton No. 30; white sewing cotton .; 
'No. 30; gray darning cotton; package of 
needles No. 5 ; darning needle ; needle case; 
buttons, bbck and whitt:. aledium size, in bag 

,__s_E_RI_Es ____ l_75 I 1001200 300 l 
PosmoN 1 133 20s · 

3 by 5 inches; large thimble ; blunt pointed 
scissors; soap; safety pins, medium size; com
mon pins; small comb; tooth brush; small, 
round mirror: handkerchief; lead pencil; 
writing pad ; envelopes ; post cards; pocket 
knife; shoe laces. 

The Navy League supervised the making 
of other articles for the comfort of the sea 
men. These were sweaters, helmets, mufflers 
and wristlets knitted of gray yarn. Units of 
this league were formed all over the United 
States. These units gave out the knitting 
material to all wcmen who would knit for the 
soldiers at sea. 

If women could not go to war, they could at 
least do their bit at home as long as the 
Navy League, Red Cross and other organiza
tions were in need of artid~·; which would 
add to the comfort of the so•oiers. 
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THE BUGLER CALLING THE MARINES 

AND SAILORS TO ASSEMBLE FOR 
INSTRUCTIONS 

The bugler on a battleship is a very busy 
man. He opens the clay with the "first call 
of reveille" at S :4S, followed by the "re
veille" at S :SO after which comes "turn to." 
Then comes the "recall." After any call 
which brings the men into action comes the 
"recall" which excuses them. At 7 o'clock 
is the "mess call." At 7 :SS is the "first call 
to the colors", which is the same thing as 
"guard mount" in the army. This stations 
the men for their watch duty. At 8 o'clock 
the "colors" is sounded. The flag is raised 
while the band plays "The Star Spangled 
Banner" and all the officers and men stand at 
attention. 

At 9 :lS comes the "call to inspection" and 
the "call to quarters" when the men are 
inspected, a division at a time, on the quarter 
deck hy a captain. 

f SERIES 
POSITION 

: 75 I 100 I 200 I ~~j] 

At 12 o'clock comes "mess call" again. 
After mess there is a "band call" and usually 
call for regular drill, though the time for 
regular drill varies on different ships. At 
supper time is "mess call" again, followed 
by the "call to the colors" and the "band 
call". After the flag is lowered, the band gives 
a concert. 

The "first call tattoo", "tattoo" and the beau
tiful call of "taps", when all the lights must be 
out, end the day. 

Besides the regular calls there are many 
·extra ones coming unexpectedly at any time. 
These are "fire alarm call", "collision drill", 
"abandoned ship drill", and "torpedo defense." 

The bugler we see here is calling "atten
tion" at the approach of a ship. If it is a 
foreign boat, our band will play their national 
air, while their hand plays ours. 

Co/J\•ri11/it b\1 Tire Kc.\1s touc View Com{Jawv 
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DECK OF THE UNITED STAT.es 

BATTLESHIP PENNSYLVANIA 
Our picture shows the deck of one of the 

giants of the ·0nite<l S~ates Navy, the battle
ship Pennsylvania, one of the largest and 
most powerful battleships afloat. The Pennsyl
vania is modern in every particular and its 
armament and equipment are so powerful .as 
to make her a very effective fighting machine. 

The Pennsylvania is one of the advanced 
types of sea-going battleships. At the begin
ning of the late war the United States Navy 
had 361 ves$f!ls ready for service, including 
twelve first-line battleships, twenty-five :>ec
ond-line battleships, nine armored cruisers, 
twenty-four other cruisers, seven monitors; 
fifty destroyers, sixteen coast torpedo vessels, 
seventeen torpedo boats, forty-four subma
rines, eight tenders to torpedo boats, twenty-
eight gunboats, four transports, four supply 
ships, one hospital ship, twenty-one fuel ships, 
fourteen converted yachts, forty-nine tugs, and 

twenty-eight minor vessels. The growth of 
the Navy in one year from our entrance into 
the war may give some idea of the efficiency 
of otir Navy Department. In April, 1917, the 
regular Navy contained 4,366 officers and 64,-
680 men. In April, 1918, it contained 7,798 
offic;ers and 192,385 men. In the Marine Corps 
in 1917 there were 426 officers and 13,266 
men, and in one year its figures had increased 
to 1,389 otficers and 38,629 men. In the 
Naval Reserves, Naval Volunteers, and Coast 
Guards there were in 1917, 24,569 men; in 
1918, 98,319 men, and 11,477 officers. 

During the time we were at war 123 new 
naval vessels were completed and about 800 
craft were taken over and converted into 
transports, patrol service boats, submarine 
cliasers, mine sweepers and mine layers. 

Cop:yrighl l>:y The Ke:ystone View Compan:y 
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SUBMARINES, BA'ITLESHIPS AND 

TORPEDO BOATS IN SAN DIEGO BAY 

Europe, and but three on the way home. 
The submarine is t!he weakest, n::ost help

less of fighting craft. It cannot fight under 
the rules of warfare laid down by interna
tional law. Its only safety lies in swiftness 
and surprise. All the great nations now have 
submarines. They are here to stay. 

A submarine may travel on the surface or 
under the water. It has a system of engines 
for surface running and for charging storage 
batteries. These storage batteries are the 
motive power when submerged. Notice the 
€all periscopes. In each one is a vertical sys
tem: of lenses and prisms by which the ob
sewer down below is C1Jble to see on every side. 
T~re is also a sound detector which indicates 

'th-e apprQach and motion of a ship. 

Cot>Y•ioht by The [(eys•nnn ";ew Coml>any 

Among the many terrible things used for 
the first time in the great World War, .the 
airplanes and submarines attracted the most 
notice. On February 4, 1915, the German 
government proclaimed a war zone about the 
British Isles and declared its intention of 
sinking without warning any enemy mer
chant ships found within this zone. On May 1, 
1915, the Lusitania was sunk. On February 
1, 1917, Germany hegan her "ruthless sub
marine warfare". Immediately, friendly re
lations were broken off and on April 6, 19171 
the United States declared war. At first it 
seemed as if the Germans would win. Then 
it was found that the submarines coul<l be 
seen from airplanes directly above; also;, v.er-y 
swift tropedo boats, destroyers, were able to 
drive them away. As a matter of fact, not 
one U. S. transport was lost 011 its way to 
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CAMP AT BREST 

Here we have a great port of embarkation 
for American soldiers. At times 8o,ooo men 
were camped there, the harbor crowded with 
shipping. In the early months after we entered 
the war, when everything had to be done witb 
a rush and we· were new to the job, conditions 
were very bad at Brest. As we se~ it is a 
dismal, unattractive spot, cluttered with build
ings, railway spurs, and raw, stark bar.tacks. 
It rains most of the year at Brest, and the 
roads, firm underneath, are coated with slip
pery, semi-fluid mud which endless lines of 
motor trucks whirl viciously to every side. 
There is nothing to see but dismal wet: bar
racks or soaked. and bedraggled tents. Alt firsf 
thousands of our boys had to camp in tH~se 
tents, sleep on the damp ground, waoe m
terminably through thick, sticky mud. One 

who had the misfortune to be at Brest in those 
d~ys will never forget the place. 

But Ame:rican energy and enterprise trans
forwed Brest before the war ended. Enough 
tiarracks were built to accommodate every
boqy, board walks were laid everywhere. The 
camp wa:s made as comfortable as a camp 
could be in such a moist climate. 

Brest is at the head of a magnificent land
locked bay on the northwest coast of France. 
For centuries it has been a great port, Riche
lieu, in 1631, constructing the first wharves 
that were built there. It is the capital of one 
of the five naval arrondissements of France. 
3:'~te . are gun factories, great workshops, 
>llil.agazmes, docks and yards, employing thou
§'a:tltlS of men. 

Copyright by Tire Keystone View Compa11y 
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U.S. TROOP KITCHEN AT BREST 
This is a real kitchen; under a roof, first 

class cooking ranges of the best type, com
plete equipment of utensils, tables with white, 
clean oilcloth covers, electric lights, ample 
space-an instance of the way Uncle Sam took 
care of his army, the best fed army on earth. 
And a fighting man deserves to be well fed. 
Our boys in France were kept on the jump, 
what with drilling, maneuvering and fighting. 
They used up a lot of energy and needed 
plenty of good food to build up more. They 
were always ready for mess call-often one 
saw them lined up half ·an hour in advance, 
mess kit in hand . 
•. This kitchen is at Brest, the great embark
ation port on the northwest coast of France. 
It was only at permanent camps like this, and 
like those in the S. 0. S. (Service of Sup-

SERIES 75 100 200 300 
----,_ 

POSITION 141 216 

plies), and at permanent training quarters that 
completely equipped and commodious kitchens 
like this could be established. At such places 
food was abundant, well cooked, appetizing, 
and of excellent quality. At the front the 
commissary department was operated under 
every handicap. It was lucky to have tents, 
supplies often failed to arrive and the men 
had to subsist on canned beef, salmon and 
hardtack. \Vithin the range of fire even coffee 
often could not be made, the smoke from the 
fires drawing shells from the enemy batteries. 
Often the field kitchens were up and in the 
midst of their preparations when a shell would 
snuff one out and compel the hasty abandon
ment of others. 

Cnf>)•riglrt />.\' Tire Kc.\'Slo11c ViMI' Company 
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AMERICAN BARRACKS AND RAIL· 

ROAD YARDS NEAR BORDEAUX, 
FROM TOWER NO. 2 

From the top of this immense tower, 250 feet 
high and built of American steel, we command 
a wide view over a part of the constructions 
which were made by the American Expedition
ary· Forces in and around Bordeaux dudng our 
occupation of this region, beginning on June 
20, 1917. What we see is but a fragment of 
the immense work performed here by our sol
diers, and which other forces duplicated on 
almost as great a scale at the General Storage 
Depot at St. Sulpice, 15 miles east of Bor
deaux. 

At St. Sulpice were actually erected J08 
warehouses with a total floor surface of 2,-
500,000 square feet. These, together witj.j:) 
6,000,000 square feet of open storage, pr<;>,vig,~~ 
space for the supplies required by l,O©G,tl00 
men for 30 days. One hundred and tep miles 
of standard gauge railroad track served the 

depot and at the close of the war about 800 cars 
were being loaded and unloaded each day and 
5,500 tons of freight were daily shipped toward 
the Advance Section. 

At Bassens, near Bordeaux, where 25 per 
cent of the supplies for the A. E. F. from 
America were unloaded, our engineers built 
new docks, one of them 1,340 feet long and 100 
feet wide, which doubled the unloading capac-
ity of the port, so that 20 ships could be 
unloaded at the same tim€. Near Bassens, al&o 
was the great Refrigerating Plant No. 1, com
pleted exactly five months after construction 
was begun. Up to April 5, 1919, 65,000,000 
;p0fjnds of refrigerated packing house products 

:¥.1),ad been received here and 55,000,000 pounds 
.. have been shipped out to American troops in 
France and occupied Gem:lany 

Copyright b:v The Keystone View Comt>all::i 
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"LAFAYETTE, WE ARE HERE" 

In the latter days. of June, 1917, the 1st 
United States Division, amounting to about 
25,000 men, arrived in France. The co.ming of 
these splendid troops of the Regular Army, who 
later fought so magnificently and •;ictoriously 
1,Jn many fields, was the first visible evidence to 
the French people of the aid which America 
was to send. On the 4th of July a battalion of 
the 16th Infantry, 1st Division, matched 
through the streets of Paris, as part of a 
parade by which the French were celebrating 
our Independence Day. The wildest enthusi
asm prevailed. Here at last, before the very 
eyes of the Parisians, were American fighting 
men. General Pershing and his staff had been 
in Paris for some days. At least one American 
hospital unit had been there. At last the fight
ing men, so long hoped for, had come, and the 
joy of the people knew no bounds. 

These men were regulars, trained soldiers, 
bronzed by the sun, strong and hardy. As they 

swung through the streets with the assured 
stride of veterans, men, women and children 
cheered until they were hoarse. French sol
diers on leave fell into step and marched be
side them; young girls threw flowers at their 
feet ; women ran along and pinned bouquets 
on their coats in a delirium of enthusiasm; 
thousands waved American flags. The streets 
were choked with people, the pavements 
packed, windows and balconies full-a welcome 
beyond words to describe. 

Paris had witnessed the march of many types 
of soldiers through her streets : English. Scotch 
Highlanders, Australians, Canadians, Algerian, 
Zouaves, Hindus, Senegalese,· Arabs, a varied 
and picturesque panorama, but to none were 
accorded the spontaneou~ enthusiasm that 
greeted the men from the young giant over the 
seas, America. We came in the darkest hour 
of the war, and ·our help chan_ged defeat and 
despair into victory and triumph. 







5 
Y. M. C. A .. STATION AT BADON

VILLER 
Badonviller is a town of 1700 people about 

15 miles southeast of Luneville. After the 
French had been drivel] back from Alsace, in 
the early weeks of the war, it remained for the 
next four years just within the entrenched lines 
of our Allies. The fighting on this stabilized 
part of the front never flared up into any great 
battles, but there were many trench raids and 
constant slow artillery fire. 

\\Then the Americans came to France, the 
Baclonviller sector was occupied successively hy 
the 42ncl, the 77th and the 37th DiYisions when 
they first entered the line to learn the lessons 
of trench . warfare. The "Rain hows" were 
there through April, May and most of }tine, 
1918, the "Metropolitan" Division from June 
21st to Aug. 3rd, and the "Buckeyes" from 
Aug. 3rd to Sept. 15th .. 

The Y. M. C. A. hut before us, arranged in 
a deep dugout, is an example of the sort of 
structures that had to be used by this 
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great welfare society when carrying on its work 
near to the front. But much more familiar to 
the doughboys were the Adrian barracks, used 
in the billet villages and rest areas further to 
the rear. The Y. M. C. A. operated no less 
than 1252 recreation huts for American soldiers 
in France during the war, in addition to its 
many otl1er lines of activity for the troops. 
It also continued to conduct until the encl of 
the war many "Fovers de Soldat" for the 
French soldiers, which were practically the 
same as the Americans recreation huts. There 
was scarcely a soldier, especially among the 
.Americans, whose lot was not made easier at 
times hy the wide-spread activities of the "Y", 
whose secretaries provided them with books, 
maga>zines, games and writing materials, dis
~ ed hot chocolate and were helpful in many 
otheP ways. 

Copyright by The KP.vstP•ic cw t;om1>rmy 













We are looking at a typical war-time scene 
in the picturesque mountain region of the Vos-
ges, which stretching north and s;.mmsm.iJJimW..-~Rlli'.!~illlll"tJW.&.,. 

the western part of Alsace, forme 
ary line between France and this "l 
from 1870 until the end of the 
Then Alsace, and German Lor 01 
were regained by France under the 
Versailles. The recovery of these t~c 
inces was one of the chief objects of ~H 
for France, not alone for sentimental reas 
but because Alsace is very rich in agricul 
and timber products, potash and oil wells, 
Lorraine contains the richest beds of ira 
in Europe. 

So in August, 1914, at the very beginnn[!l!!~fll~ 
the war, strong French forces crosse 
Vosges (vozh) Mountains and invaded both 
provinces, nearly reaching the Rhine at sev-
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WRECKED BUILDING IN AMIENS, 

FRANCE 
The effects of aerial boinbs and high power 

shells upon steel structure buildings may be 
vividly realized in the scene before us.. Steel 
structures seem to withstand modern projec
tiles less well than stone or brick buildings. 
Imagination shrinks from the thought of what 
would have happened to the towering steel sky"'. 
scrapers of New York had German Gothas or 
Zeppelins been able to bomb them. 

Amiens (a'myan') was one of the principal 
objectives of the German drive of March, 1918. 
It was the chief railway and supply center 
behind the right flank of the British armies. Its 
fall would have badly crippled those armies 
and probably have broken the connection 
between the British and the French, south of 
them. The attempt would have succeeded, too, 
but for the efforts of General Hubert Go11gh, 
commander of the defeated British 5th Army, 
and the men whom he called to the rescue to 
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fill the widening gap between the flanks of the 
British and French armies and check the vic
toriously advancing Germans. 

On March 25th, Gough, 9-Ccording to John 
Buchan "had begun to collect a motley force, 
made up of stragglers, details returning to 
units, the personnel of the machine gun school, 
army troops, tunnelling comJ_Janies, and Cana
dian and American engineers ; and on the 26th, 
under· the command of Major General Grant, 
the Chief Engineer of the 5th Army, they pre
pared the old line of the Amiens defenses. 

Among those who fought gallantly in this 
thin line of defense were detachments of the 
6th U. S. Engineers, who successfully held a 
position near Villers-Bretonneux, directly east 
of Amiens, and were thus the first American 
troops to be thrown into battle against any of 
the German offensives of 1918. 

Copy1·igltt by Thc: Krvstonr View ComPa11y 
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GERMAN GUN GUARDING THE MOLE, 

ZEE-BRUGGE, BELGIUM 
The latter part of April, 1918, was probably 

the darkest period suffered by the Allied cause 
during the war. The first great German drive 
of March had been very successful. ;fhen had 
come the attack south of Ypres on April 9. 
Everywhere along the Western front a sense of 
suspense and depression prevailed. 

Then there came a deed of heroism on the 
part of the British Navy which electrified and 
cheered the Allies like a tonic, ~ven though it 
had no direct bearing on the land fighting then 
in progress. Between midnight and dawn of 
April 23; a little British squadron of 5 vessels 
under Sir Roger Keyes made a dash into the 
harbor of Zee-Brugge, which had been since 
the early ·days of the war the most imp01i:ant 
base of German submarine operations along 
the North Sea coast. It was defended by num
erous troops with machine and field guns, 
together with many batteries of heavy guns all 
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along the shore. 
The Zee-Brugge Canal entrance, from which 

the submarines operated, lies within the curving 
mole which we see before us. Under an intense 
fire from the Germans, British blue jackets and 
marines landed on the mole from two Liverpool 
ferryboats, the "Daffodil" and the "Iris." 
Though suffering terrible losses, they cleared 
the mole, blowing up the buildings on it and by 
their activity distracting the enemy's attention 
while three old cruisers, the "Intreped", the 
"Iphigenia" and the "Thetis," packed with con
crete, were run into the canal entrance. Here 
the two first mentioned were neatly sunk across 
its mouth so that no submarine could possibly 
pass them. This brilliant exploit greatly crippled 
German submarine operations and showed that 
the British Navy was still master of the sea. 
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WRECKED SUBMARINE AT ZEE

BRUGGE 
Here, reduced to scrap iron, lies ·what is 

left of one of the Kaiser's sea pirr,tes. vVho 
shall tell how many ships she sunk; how many 
human beings she sent to the bottom of the 
sea! The bones of 50,000 men, women and 
children lie bleaching. on the ocean's bed 
through the inhuman use of these vessels. 

By April, 1917, when our co1mtry entered 
the war, the submarine menace dwarfe all 
i>tl:ers. Unless some way could be fP 
defeat the U-boat, Germany would surel 
the war. The keenest scientific minds of four 

-great nations attacked the problem. Steel nets 
were hung in the sea to trap them ; drag nets 
with bombs attached were hauled through 
infested waters; seaplanes hovered overhead; 
patrol hoats 5kimmed the seas. Finally Uncle 
Sam's navy closed the exit from the North 
Sea between Norway and Scotland by a bar
rage of mines. At that point the sea is 450 
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miles wide. Sixty-seven thous~nd mines were 
suspended in the water at th1 ee different 
depths. This mine field was fifty miles broad 
and extended from coast to coast. The doom 
of the U-boat was sealed. German crews re
fused to serve in them, for several submarines 
were destroyed arid others, terribly damaged, 
retw;ne<l to port with the news of this new 
peril. 

In removing these mines after the war, occa
sional submarine wrecks like the one before 
us were hauled up by the grappling irons. 
Swift was the fate of their crews; in the 
silence of the deep a sudden, terrific explo
sion-and death; Once in the mine field there 
was no escape, turn which way they would, a 
mine was before them, a mine so sensitive that 
the slightest contact with its trailing wires 
wrought destruction. 

CnJ1"riplit by Tlu> KP'>ld .1-k~ View Companv 
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ONE OF THE NOTORIOUS U-BOATS 

STRANDED ON THE SOUTH COAST 
OF ENGLAND AFTER SURRENDER 
Before us, stranded, helpless and already 

partly demolished, we see one of those furtive 
"assassins of the sea" ·with which Germany 
vainly hoped to sweep the commerce of the 
Allies from the oceans and to starve England 
into surrender. The German naval authorities 
came perilously near to accomplishing their 
purpose, but the British Navy, aided by the 
French Navy and later by that of the United 
States foiled them. The effort to accomplish 
such an object as Germany's was perfectly 
justified in war, but the means which she 
employed were not justified, for nations have 
never before resorted to the code of pirates in 
shelling unarmed ships, sinking them with tor
pedoes without warning, setting their crews 
adrift in small boats or murdering them in cold 
blood. 

Probably the most notorious single feat of 
German U-boats. was the sinking- of the Cun-
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ard liner "Lusitania" off the coast of Ireland 
on May 7th, 1915. The ship was bound from 
New York, to Liverpool and carried over 2,000 
passengers of whom 1,150 were drowned, 
including 124 Americans. This "victory" was 
also probably the most costly that Germany 
ever won, for it brought down upon her the 
wrath and loathing of the people of the United 
States and did more than anything else to set 
the popular mind toward entering the war 
against her two years later. 

In front of the conning tower may be seen 
one of the big guns, lowered within the hull 
when the boat was under water but raised when 
she was on the surface and used for shelling her 
victims. Under -the forward encl of the boat 
ate two of the torpedo tubes from which those 
great cylinders filled with high explosive were 
latmcht>rl :ig;ii1y·t thE' ._;de of a 'hin. 
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VIEW OF THE FAMOUS BRIDCE OVER 
THE MARNE 

I 1s 110012001300~ 
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The town of Chateau-Thierry lies on both through a gap in the Allied lines to the left 
~anks of the Marne. This view, tak~n from of the town, they advanced down its streets 
the south side of the river, looks toward the intending to establish themselves on the south 
city hall and the heights beyond. The bridge side of the Marne. The American machine 
is in part a temporary structure with ruins of gililners, who were 100 kilometers to the rear, 
masonry at one end. The temporary structure were ordered into motor-trucks and after 
replaces part of the bridge blown out to hinder travelling all night reached the south bank of 
the advance of the Germans. This was the the Marne at Chateau-Thierry early in the 
famous iron bridge, where the ~erittan morning of June 1, in time to place their guns 
troops first met the enemy at Chateau-Thtel"ty. a'rfd to prevent the Germans from crossing. 
Many of the American soldiers engaged here When the Germans under the protection o.f 
had been called from quiet sectors, and smoke from smoke-bombs, did attempt to cross 
although this was their first exper;ence at real thiS bridge, the Americans were equal to the 
fighting, they proved superior to the veteran em rgency, part of the bridge was blown out 
Germans who opposed them. q the enemy was held to the north bank of 

~-~~the.i ~farne until the great American and 
On May 30, 1918, the Germans reach.6Jl..;,uu;i....,.,._.'.Frt!ffch drive in July, 1918, swept them far 

Marne, east of Chateau-Thierry, and advanced back in rapid retreat. 
along its north bank on the city. Pouring c ""'" Id z,., Th• Kev1tone Vinv Com1>atty 
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IN BELLEAU WOOD WHERE AMERI· 

CANS GA VE GERMANY HER 
FATAL CHECK 

it was in this dense tangle of trees and under
brush, slashed by storms of machine gun and 
rifle bullets and uprooted by shells, that the gal
lant Marine Brigade, of the 2nd Division, 
fought for a month and earned immortal glory 
for its name. Here these redoubtable fighters 
forced backward foot by foot some of Ger
many's best troops and finally ousted them alto• 
gether from the wooded hill and hurled them 
back northward across the valley which we can 
see down yonder beyond the splintered tree 
branches. 

Throughout the 30-mile front from Chateau
Thierry (sha'to'-tye're') to the Aisne River 
west of Soissons ( swa' son'), the enem}l' w.as 
struggling desperately to approach neartr to 
Paris. Everywhere the veteran French troops 
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eventually stopped them, but it seer.ied that 
their most sensational che,~k was administered 
by the hitherto untried Americans of the 2nd 
and 3rd Divisions at Belleau Wood and 
Cliateau-Thlerry, where the invaders had most 
closely approached the French metropolis. 
Here, in a very real sense, the fortunes of Ger
many r.eached their high tide. When they 
reeled back from Belleau Wood on July 18th 
before the furious attack of the 26th 
("Yankee") Division, which had relieved the 
2nd in this sector, that tide of German fortune 
was beginning to ebb, and it continued to do so, 
mor~ and more rapidly, until the final cataclysm 
whicli extinguished the hopes of German mili
tarism on Nov. 11th, 1918. 

Copyripht by The Keystone r.'icw Compa .. M 
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UNHARMED CRUCIFIX AMID TOTAL 

RUINS, LUCY-LE-BOCAGE, FRANCE 
The ruined church of Lucy-le-Bocage is an 

object which will always dwell vividly in the 
minds of the thousands of American soldier~ 
of the 2nd and 26th Divisions who were accus
tomed to pass by it on their way,, te or: 
from the front lines in Belleau Wood or , 
around Bouresches during the never' to be 
forgotten days of June and July, 1918. Lucy 
was the nearest village behind the American 
battle front. 

Before the Germans broke through to 
the Marne in May it had lain in a peaceful 
region, far behind the fighting line. So it was 
altogether during the American occupation of 
little more than six weeks that its destruction 
was accomplished by the German artill~,0J~""'v-"»-~ 
which sought to destroy in its street§,_ an<:l 
houses the American convoys of foocl an'Ci>=-•~>-"'"·"'""° 
arr>mttnition, posts of command and billets. Co(>:yright b:y Tiie Keystone '"iew Company 
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RUINS OF LONGPONT VILLAGE 

.AND ABBEY 
The graceful, ivy-clad ruin of Longpont 

Abbey Church was an object of pilgrimage 
to admirers of mediaeval architecture for 
many decades before the World War. We 
see it here more severely damaged by shell 
fire than by the ravages of time, but still 
erect, towering above the debris of Longpont 
village and with the trees of the Villers
Cotterets ( ve'lar' -ko'•te-re) Forest in the back
ground. 

The Abbey Church of Longpont was 
founded by a Count of Crespy in 1131. For 
centuries until the time of the French Revo
lution, it was the center of a powerful relig
ious house of the Cistercian Order. After 
the Revolution it fell into disuse and decay, 
remaining, however, a lovely relic of ~he pa9t. 
But. like so many of the beautiful ol~ 
churches and castles of northern France, 1t • 
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suffered terribly during the German invasion. 
Longpont was captured on May 28, 1918, by 
the 28th Reserve Division of General Von 
Boehn's army. But the French fought fiercely 
and recaptured it two days later. On June 
3, the Germans made a determined effort to 
gain ithe Villers-Cotterets Forest and suc
ceeded in retal.dng Longpont and other vil
lages at its edge, but gained no foothold in 
the forest. They were finally driven from 
Longpont on July 13th. Five days af.terward, 
before the great counter-offensive they fell 
back rapidly f.rom this whole region, the 
dashing attack of the second American Divi
sion being delivered only about a mile north of 
Longpont. A storm center in such terrible 
backward and forward fighting, the almost 
total destruction of the once charming vil· 
lage may be readily understood. 

Co/J)•righl-by The Ke3••to11e View Compa11y 
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Ruins of Soiasona and lb Two Great Cathedrals. 

Soissons, ~pread out atong the sloping banks bombardment has destroyed almost every ves
of the Aisne, peaceful, and beautiful with its tige of the delicate stone work that framed the 
magnificent cathedrals, its parks, schools and windows and covered the tower. 
busy industrial life is before you, in ruins. Beyond you can see one of the towers of an 
Early in 1915 the first German shell came old, old abbey, highly revered by the French 
hurtling through the air and crashed through people because of its association with the re• 
the roof of this splendid old cathedral. In ligious history of the nation. Both of its 
spite of the fact that the heads of the church \o·w·ers, there are two of them, are splintered 
had given their word of honor that the tower and broken by the shelling which the Germans 
was . not being used for military purposes the considered necessary. Opposite the cathedral 
Germans made it the target of their guns. is the wreckage of a dwelling. And near it 
Since then it was shelled intermittently until stands one of those French soldiers who did 
the Spring of 1918 when the deluge of enemy his share toward punishing the enemy fos his 
steel thoroughly completed the dastardly work. monstrous treatment of these once beautiful 

Look well and you will 1ee that the terrific ~difices. 
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GERMAN PRISONERS 

German prisoners were invariably well 
treated by our troops. Not only were they 
well treated but they were well fed aad com
fortably housed. Even here, at Cha.teau
Thierry, in the rush and swirl of a 30 days' 
battle we found time to build good barracks 
for them. 

Far different was the treatment of allied 
prisoners in Germany. This was so well 
known that our doughboys have been heard 
to declare that they would die before allowing 
themselves to be taken prisoners. On the con
trary Germans surrendered in groups during 
our drives of October and November, 1918, 
glad to exchange the horrors of the field of 
battle for the humane treatment which they 
had come to know would be accorded them in 
our camps. Often in the heat of battle a. 
whole drove would be e!>corted to the rear by 
only a few men Somefr 1es. eager to be in 
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the fight, our men would go forward ordering 
the priscmers to find the way to the rear. Here 
hundrec;ls of . prisoners would be confined in a 
barbed wire enclosure until they could be trans
ferred to the regular prison camps. In such 
camps ground was often enclosed for gardens, 
the prisoners given tools and allowed to divert 
themselves by growing vegetables for their 
own use. They were given carpenters' tools 
also, and wood, from which they made furni
ture of every conceivable type. In our own 

· count;r:y in the alien detention camps, they 
built kitchens, chimneys, mess halls, put in hot 
water pipes and did much other useful work. 

Prison camps were always of course coR
stantly patroled, for men long for freedom no 
matter how well treated and attempts to escape 
were ~ways being made. 
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REPAIRING FIELD TELEPHONE LINES 

DURING A GAS ATTACK AT THE 
FRONT 

To look upon men actually carrying on their 
duties at the front in the midst of clouds of gas 
so deadly that they would be killed or writhing 
in agony within a few seconds were it not for 
the protection afforded by their gas masks, 
makes us realize how numerous were the lives 
saved hy these devices. A weapon so obnoxious 
as gas to all ideas of civilized peoples, and one 
which had been so strictly forhiclclen by the 
Hague Convention, would probably never have 
heen utilized during the World War had the 
Germans not introduced it in their attack on 
the Canadians at Ypres, April 22, 1915. In 
that case the poor fellows subjected to the gas 
cloud were entirely ignorant of its nature or of 
any means of protection against it. In conse
quence the casualties were appalling, amounting 
to 25 per cent of those subjected to it. 

Tims forced by the enemy to adopt the same 
methods, the Allies eventually excelbl the Ger-
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mans in the amounts and deadly quality of the 
gases used. ':'hey were employed in many 
forms. To produce gas clouds, the vapor was 
generated by setting fire to materials placed in 
"stinkpots" or by releasing compressed gas held 
in containers. Later, more accurate and intense 
local effects came to he produced hy throwing 
into the enemy's lines bombs, hand grenades, 
rifle grenades or artillery ·shells, loaded with 
gas. The artillery projectiles had all the range 
and accuracy of ordinary shells and were most 
effective for neutralizing batteries far behind 
the lines and for producing confusion among 
marching troops or trains. 

The American soldiers working before us, 
safe from the gas hanging thickly around them 
because they are wearing the very effective 
American gas masks, are performing a task fre
quently demanded of military linemen. 

CoP\•riq/:t b,, Tiu• f(l'vstouc Fic-zu Com(tanv 
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GERMAN BATTERY OF 150MM. GUNS, 

CAPTURED BY AMERICAN TROOPS 
NEAR MONTFAUCON 

The guns before us belonged to one o,f the 
huge array of German batteries which protected 
their 20-mile front between the Meuse River 
and the western edge of the Argonne Forest. 
These formidable howitzers, throwing a shell 
nearly six inches in diameter, lay in their 
snugly concealed emplacements in front of 
Moritfaucon, a great hill with a village on its 
summit, rising abruptly above the surrounding 
country to a height of 175 or 200 feet. l\Iont
faucon was a perfect natural observatory mid
way between the Meuse River and the Argonne 
Forest, and from its summit the whole sur
rounding country for miles in every direction 
lay outspread like a map. One building in the 
town, made by the Germans out of steel and 
concrete but cleverly disguished to appear as 
merely one of the ruined houses, contained an 
observatory with a great periscope extending 
down to the basemPnt, and from this safe spot 
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the German Crown Prince watched the bloody 
and unsuccessful attacks of his troops on the 
hill of Mort-Homme .and other defences of 
Verdun, in 1916. The periscope was captured 
by the American troops of the 79th ("Lor
raine") Division when they took Montfaucon 
in a dashing early morning attack on Sept. 
27th, 1918, and it is now at the United States 
Military Academy at West Point. 

It was probably from artillery observation 
posts in nfontfaucon that the fire of these Ger
man lSOmm. guns was directed on Sept. 26th, 
1918, when the 1st American Army jumped off 
in the great attack which opened the 7 weeks 
battle of the Meuse-Argonne. The 79th Divi
sion was charged with the capture of the 
supremely important height of Montfaucon and 
they did it in spite of the tornadoes of fire 
poured upon them from rifles, machine guns 
and dozens of batteries of artillery. 

Copyri(lllt b~ Tiie Kc::;stonc Viciu Compan-r 
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AN AMERICAN DIVISION HEADQUAR

TERS AT THE FRONT 
Sometimes in an old building, partly wrecked 

by shell fire, sometimes in a dugout among the 
trenches, sometimes in an ancient chateau sur
rounded by all the luxuries of an aristocratic 
French home; such were among the widely dif
ferent surroundings in which the headquarters 
of American divisions were likely to find them
selves during war time. More often than not 
the office arrangements were of the crudest kind 
as may be seen in this headquarters of the 3rd 
Division. 

But such primitive accomodations never 
reduced the efficiency of our fighting divisions, 
of which the 3rd was one of the most illustrious. 
The 3rd Division was severely tested in all 
kinds of warfare. It won its well known nick
name, "The Rock of the Marne," in the fighting 
from the end of May to the middle of July, 
1918. It was the 7th (Divisional) Machine 
Gun Battalion of this organization which held 
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the famous bridge in Chateau-Thierry and 
stopped every effort of the Germans to cross the 
River and advance toward Paris. Afterward 
for six weeks the entire division was in line 
along the Marne from Chateau-Thierry east
ward to Varennes, a distance of 7 miles. 

Some hours before daylight on July 15 the 
Germans, following an intense bombardment, 
came across the river in their last great offen
sive. Everywhere on its front the 3rd Division 
met the enemy and threw them back across the 
river with heavy losses, writing into history the 
names of such scenes of heroic struggle as the 
Jaulgonne Bend, the valley of the Surmelin, 
Mezy, Fossey and Ru Chailly Farm. A few 
days later the division joined in the pursuit of 
the Germans and drove them across the Ourcq 
at Gierges. The division crowned its record by 
nearly a moi:ith's fighting in the Meuse-Argonne. 

Copyright by The Keystone View Comt>any 
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AMERICAN FIELD RADIO OUTFIT 
Here we have an American field radio 

outfit in operation; science, the handmaiden 
of war. Cars of every type have been used, 
even as small as a three-quarter ton truck. 
And over ground which a car cannot cover, 
motorcycle outfits are run. The two and one
half ton chassis has however proved to be one 
of the most satisfactory types. All types have 
a special body in which is built the apparatus 
for wireless transmission and receiving. 

The current for the wireless is supplied by 
a generator connected with the gasoline motor 
which propels the car. 

In the two and one-h::i.lf ton chassis truck 
the antennae are usually of the umbrella type 
mounted at the top of a sectional mast which 
can be erected in six minutes. The sections 
are ten feet long and made of artificial bam
boo-hollow, semi-circular gutters of spl'uce, 
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glued together, and wrapped with wire at the 
joints. These outfits have a sending radius of 
about 200 miles and can receive from almost 
any distance-2,500 miles has been registered. 
As a rule there are ten men to an outfit of this 
type-one chief, a driver and mechanician, at 
least two skilled operators, an cl the others 
Grilled in erecting the mast. This latter ser
vice is of great importance, for on the battle
field seconds mean lives. Squads are trained 
so that they can dash up to a given spot, erect 
the mast, and get into communication with 
headquarters in six minutes. 

Before us a motorcycle outfit using short, 
slender, readily portable masts is at work. 
Messages are being sent while an observer 
watches the sky for hostile planes. 

Co{>)•riglrt by Tire Ke)'slo11e View Conrt>ony 
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GERMAN PILL BOX IN THE BLANC 

MONT SECTOR, CHAMPAGNE 
Although one section of the ancient province 

of Champagne, bordering the valley of the 
Marne River between Chalons and Epernay, is 
so fertile that it is clothed with the vast vine
yards which produce the most famous wine in 
the world, "champagne;" by far the greater 
part of the country is almost as sterile as a 
desert. 

During the \Vorld \Var thousands of acres 
of this land were ruined for generations to 
come by having the underlying chalk thrown 
to the surface by the digging of trenches and 
the explosion of shells. 

T his German machine gun emplacement, or 
"pill-box," built of steel and concrete, is one 
of many which helped to make the deeply 
organized German front between Somme-Py 
and St. Etienne-a-Ames, 22 miles east of 
Reims, the strongest sccl inn hetwecn that city 
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and the Argonne Forest. Early in October, 
General Gouraud requested the aid of Ameri
can troops in capturing Blanc Mont. 

General Pershing sent the 2nd and the 36th 
Divisions. In four days of terrific fighting, 
Oct. 3 to 6, the 2nd Division forced its way 
through all the prepared German positions, 
penetrating to a depth of 40 miles, cleaning up 
Blanc. ]\font and capturing St. Etienne. The 
enemy was thus forced to fall back from Reims, 
yielding ground ·which he had held since Sep
tember, 1914. On Oct. 7 the 2nd was relieved 
by the 36th, composed of Oklahoma and Texas 
troops. The division had never been in action 
before but it gave a splendicl account of itself, 
participating vigorously in the pursuit of the 
enemy to and beyond the Aisne River. a distance 
of 13 miles. 
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GENERAL PERSHING AWARDING CON

GRESSIONAL MEDALS TO BRAVE 
AMERICAN BOYS, CHAUMONT~ 

FRANCE 

Co{Jyrigl1t b.ll T11e Keysto11e View Com{Ja11~ 

























lb stripes of white and crimson 
!\re blazoned forth on high : 
Its starry field of azure 
Seems part of God's own sky; 
By winds that touched his eagles 
When Caesar's legions came 
The flag on Ehrenbreitstein 
Is fanned to rippling flame. 

••••••• 
What make ye of that banner 
Ye folk of Coblenz tOWIJ.? 
What think ye of th~ field guns 
That from the ramparts frown? 
And know ye all the meaning 

Of the blue and red and white 
That waves from Ehrenbreitstein 
And read ye it al'ight? 

Ye dared us to the combat 
And we stretched ye in the dust. 
But touch no more our sister 
Whose lord ye hoped to be, 
And goad no more our brother 
Of the islands of the sea. 

Of you creed of blood and iron 
The world has had surcease; 
Mankind is over-weary, 
To walk its ways in peace. 
Lift up your eyes, ye people; 
Mark well that high-fiung sign; 
The flag on Ehrt'nbreitstein 
Above the German Rhi:te, 

••••••• 
Selected verses from a poem by 

Major Joseph Mills Hanson of the 
Historical Branch of the Head
quarters Division of the A. E. F., 
ir.spired by the si¥ht of tlie "Stars 
and Stripes" ftoatmg over the Ger-

We take nee; man Fortress, during his first visit 
Nor gold nor gear nor c:rust; to the American Bridgeliead. 
Ca{lyriohl by Th• K~daH V1eu1 Cam{lony 







mentioned cities. A kilometer is five-eighths 
No armed German was permitted 
territory, and guards were placed 

leading into it. Two of these 
efore us. It is their duty to pre

e from passing this point unless 
written permission by our military 

files. The signboard under the trees 
tlis clearly, in both English and German. 

[' ese men are sturdy American soldiers who 
::will perform their duty. The precaution is 
rtake!l to keep out spies and undesirable char
a-c~:v . The guard is maintained day and night. 

ne attempting to pass without permission 
e arrested, or if tliey resist, summarily 
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ON THE MOSELLE-89th DIVISION 

DOUGHBOYS RESTING BEFORE 
REVIEW, TREVES 

It is an inspiring reflection that these sturdy, 
well-groomed soldiers of the "Mid-\Vest" 
Division, trained by Major General Leonard 
Wood and seasoned in victorious battle under 
the leadership of General William M. Wright 
in the St. Mihiel operation and the gruelling 
grind of the Meuse-Argonne, are here awaiting 
a military ceremony on the very ground where 
perhaps the legions of Julius Caesar stood for 
review before their great commander 2,000 
years ago. 

We have here a good opportunity to study 
at short range some of the fighting equipment 
of · our American soldiers. Their rifles are 
stacked, held together in the form of a tripod 
by the steel stacking swivels near the muzzles. 
The leather slings are drawn tight as they 
should he for a review. In action they are fre
quently loose. "'~'"le.c:ial1v uu1 ing sniping opera-
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tions. It is then that those slings are used on 
the left arm, to steady the aim. 

Near the second stack of rifles you can see 
one of their packs with a gas mask strapped 
on its top. On either side, you can see one of 
them. are the steel shod shoes that the govern~ 
ment designed to make easier the bumps and 
ruts of field and road. And there is a c-anteen 
in its wadded canvas jacket, filled with water 
that will be needed and appreciated on the 
hike. The handle of an entrenching shovel 
peeps from be?eath the gas mask, . but these 
men will have httle real use for that implement 
from now on for they are occupying this terri
tory peaceft~lly; but, if that "doughboy" 
nearest to you could talk he would tell you 
how valuable a shovel is in war. 
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f 'RENCH AUTO MITRAILLEUSE WITH 
U.S. ARMY 

300 
259 

Co/>\ri lit bv T/11: fC<'yslclnc View Com{>any 
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OBSERVATION BALLOONS NEAR 

COBLENZ, GERMANY 

These observation balloons that look some
thing like great marine animals wil:li funny 
little mouths and clumsy flippers are called 
"blimps," a name that was perhaps coined by: 
some one who thought of the word "limp" 
and the letter "b" of "balloon." 

The number of thin cables to be seen under 
each of the balloons is two, one under each 
of them, that are taut and straight. These 
are connected to a large drum on the rear of 
a heavy automobile truck. They allow the 
balloon to rise to a certain height and, when 
its day's work is finished, or when a German 
tries to attack, the motor of the engine turns, 
the drum, drawing the huge gas bag down tQ 
earth. 

The observers in the balloon nearest to you 
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SALVATION ARMY HUT 

Ask any doughboy who was at the front 
what he thinks of the Salvation Army and he 
grows enthusiastic. Nothing but praise is to 
be heard from all. Other welfare organiza
tions have their supporters and their critics, 
but everybody has a good word for the work 
of the Salvation Army during the war. Quietly 
and unobtrusively they went into service--one 
scarcely knew they had started until he felt 
them at his side. There were no high-sound-

. ing claims ; no photos in the public prints ; no 
great campaigns for money ; no riding around 
in expensive automobiles ; no chartering of 
palatial hotels; no parade; no display. There 
was no cumbersome machinery. They simply 
crossed the ocean and got to work, confining 
their efforts principally to the front, where 
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they w.:;n:: must needea. · 
The Salvation Army's creea was "simple. 

helpfulness." They had no other-all creeds, 
all races, any color, looked the same to them. 
Unselfish devotion marked their service. They 
shared the hardships of the men they served. 
Whatever was good enough for the doughboy 
was good enough for them. Without pre
tense, with simple, unaffected, good fellowship 
they gave what they had to offer. And the 
doughboy understood them, and liked them. 
We can see all this in the little group before 
us. Good fellowship is in the very air. Every
body smiles. The Salvation Army was the 
soldier's friend and for it our boys l}ave a 
warm place in their hearts. 

Copyright by The Keystone Vinu Company 
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AMERICAN SOLDIERS ON BANK OF 

RHINE 
American soldiers on the Rhine ! Half a 

-century from now Germans will still talk of 
those irrepressible, incomprehensible Amer
ican doughboys, who flooded into the Rhine
land during the great war; of these men who, 
thcugh victorious, were not overbearing, mo
lesting no one who interfered not with them; 
of these men whu fought like devils during the 
war, yet like children played strange games 
with sticks and balls after the armistice; of 
these men who paid for what they bought 
instead of seizing it as spoils of victory. 

And some of these men are here before· us, 
in an hour of leisure, pup tents up, band play
ing, nothing to do but enjoy the sunshine and 
fresh air and view the noble river whose banks 
have been for ages the battleground of Eur<>pe. 
This is the sto11ed Rhine. with its legends and 

.· 
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folklore. Oft have Uncle Sam's boys heard 
of it, long have they wished to see it. And 
now they are here, a part of that army which 
watches with suspicion the Prussian Eagle 
while his talons are being drawn. 

In the distance powerful steamboats are 
towing barges up the river. This is a char
acteristic .Rhine scene,· for the traffic on the 
river is enormous. It i::; not unusual to see a 
steamer towing five barges laden to the rails. 
Villages like the onP. across the river are 
scatte;ed at intervals of four or five miks 
throughout the entire course of the river, from 
Mainz (mints) to Cologne. They are pic
t9r.~sque at a distance, but often dirty and 
un~ractive close at hand. 
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u. s. ARMY INTRODUCING BASE-

BALL IN GERMANY 
Before us officers and men of the famous 

Second Division are watching a ball game at 
Neuwied (noi'vet), Germany, headquarters of 
the Third Brigade, Army of Occupation. 
These games, held in May, 1919, were for the 
army championship, division pitted against 
division. They were as cleverly played and 
hard fought as national and league games in 
the States, for nearly all of the players were 
professional ball players enlisted in the army, 
each team the pick 0f 30,000 men. Officers 
and men swarmed to the games with the en
thusiasm of real fans, traveling many kilo
meters in huge army motor trucks. Hundreds 
of these trucks were parked near the diamond, 
and after the game, in wild con fusion, from 
5,000 to 8,ooo doughboys streamed over the 
level fields, each seeking the one particular 
truck that would carry him back to his bar
racks. 

-
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111 11 ... : torcgroun<l, on the right, sits a group 
of officers, captains, first lieutenants and 
"shavetails" (slang for second lieutenants). 
Behind them, on the bank, are grouped pri
vates. Note how intent they are on the game
there must be men on bases. In the rear we 
see the players' shed, and back of it the grand
stand. True democracy is in force on this 
grandstand-officers and men sit side by side, 
first come first served. 

There was always a fringe of German civih 
ians at these games-middle-aged men, youths 
and maidens, observing with stolid amazement 
the actions of those "mad" Americans, those 
husky men chasing a little white pill over the 
ground, running around a circle a.nd going at 
the whole inexplicable business with the same 
"pep" they went "over the top." 

Copyright by Tlie Ke3<stone "iew Com/iany 
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AMERICAN BOYS ENJOYING A RHINE 
EXCURSION 

Shortly after the armistice a portion of the 
American army moved up into the Rhineland, 
to keep a watchful eye over the Germans and 
to insure the performance of the obligations 
the latter had accepted. The headquarters of 
these troops were established at Coblenz, on 
the Rhine, about midway between Cologne and 
Mayence. The Y. M. C. A. followed within 
a few weeks, in order to conduct welfare 
work among the soldiers of the army of occu
pation. Perhaps the most popular of all its 
activities were the Rhine excursions. Fast 
and comfortable river steamers were chartered 
and daily trips made, lasting from about nine 
o'clock in the morning until five in the after
noon. Each boat carried several hundred of 
our doughboys, happy to be released for a day: 
from the monotony of camp life and eager to 
see the beauty of this noble river, rich in legend 

I 75 I 100 I 2~0 I ~~: I 
and famous in song and story. 

Scarcely had Coblenz been left behind when 
the mighty battlements of the ex-Emperor's 
castle of Stolzenfels, on a jagged mount 200 
feet above the river, came into view. In 
fancy it transported our soldiers back to th~ 
Middle Ages, an impression heightened by its 
towers and massive walls. From then on, 
one object of interest succeeded another: 
medieval castles thrust their battlements to 
the sky every few miies; historic towns lined 
either bank of the river, their red tile roofs 
glinting in the sun ; Bacharach (bak'a-rak) 
nestled at the foot of mighty rocks, above it 
the castle of Stalech ; and finally the Lorelei 
(lo're-li)' the home of legendary maidens who 
lured mariners to their death. 

Copyright by The Kevstone 1'iew Com1>an:11 
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GEN. PERSHING DECORATING OFFI- 7 

CERS OF 89TH DIV., TREVES 63 
The Commanding General of the American highest number was the 2nd, which had 673 

Expeditionary Forces, John J. Pershing, is here crosses and 13 oak leaf clusters. 
pinning ttpon the tunics of these youthful war- In addition to the decorations of our own 
riors the ribboned Distinguishi:!d Sen•ice government, many other decorations for brav-
Crosses which are their reward for "extraor- ery in action were confen-ed upon our men hy 
dinary heroism in action." How extra,ordi- foreign governments, particularly by France 
nary their heroisrJ.J. had to be in every case in and :Great Britain, while not a few French and 
order to win this high honor is proven by. the Briti$h.. soldiers received our Distinguished 
fact that of over two million American sold~ers Service Cross for acts of gallantry performed 
in France, nearly all of whom did their best to while fighting shoulder to shoulder with our 
perform their foll duty, only 5,133 had been men. Thus were exchanged between the Allied 
awarded the Distinguished Service Cross up to armies those tokens of mutual admiration for 
November 11, 1919, and only 93 had been valor which we may confidently hope will help 
given an oak leaf cluster to wear on the ribbon to keep alive in coming years the comradeship 
of the Distinguished Service Cross, equivalent 9£ c.ommon service in a high cat between the 
to a second citation for the medal itself. thcee great nations whose continued friendship 

The 89th Division stood well up among tk,e is the best, indeed. the only, guarantee of the 
American combat divisions in awards of th'~~·~l!;~iltftre safety of civilization. 
coveted distinction, 137 of its officers ancf men 
having received it. The divb10n rece!vi110- t e 
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FRANCE DOES HONOR TO THE GAL· 
LANT SONS OF BRITAIN-VIC

TORY PARADE, PARIS 
Here come the sons of Britain, bands play· 

ing, banners snapping in the breeze. It is the 
day of Triumph, July 14, 1919,-Bastille Day, 
the equivalent in France of our Independenc_e 
Day. The treaty of peace had been signed at 
Versailles on the 28th of June, not three weeks 
before. The war was over, the victory secure. 

Then, on the morning of July 14, a day 
bright with sunshine and balmy with the breath 
of midsummer, there marched through the 
streets of Paris, under the Arch of Triumph, 
down the Avenue des Champs-Elysees, across 
the Place de la Concorde and along the mag
nificent boulevards, that Victory Parade which 
was perhaps the most significant and inspiring 
triumphal procession in all history-not in 
numbers, but in composition and symbolism. 
For through streets ablaze with bunting and 
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the intertwined flags of the Allied nations and 
between sidewalks packed not only with most 
of the three million people of Paris itself but 
with nearly two million visitors from other 
parts of France, there passed that day the 
massed battle flags of the Allied armies which 
had won the war, borne by contingents of 
troops representing nearly al! of those armies. 

The gallant British troops whom we see here 
are passing across the Place de la Concorde. 
The shaft, draped with garlands, rising behind 
the spraying fountain, is the obelisk of Luxor, 
brought from Egypt in 1831, and just beyond 
it but across the Seine (sin) is the facade of 
the Chamber of Deputies, corresponding to our 
House of Reiiresentatives. 

Cop,•rin/,t bl• Tl:e Kr\·stonc l'icw Cvmpan~ 
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PEACE CONFERENCE DELEGATES 
VISITING DEVASTATED ARRAS 

The Grande Place and the Petite Place, 
adjoining it, are the two most interesting spots 
in the ancient city of Arras, the town in which 
during the early Middle Ages, the famous 
Arras tapestries were woven. The city, at the 
beginning of the World \¥ar, had a population 
of about 25,000 and was the center of flourish
ing manufacturing industries. But, like so 
many French and Belgian cities close to the 
battle lines, it was sadly wrecked in the fight
ing. 

The Grande Place suffered like the rest of 
the city and the curious old houses, whose 
arcades overarching the sidewalks are a relic 
of the days of Spanish occupation of the Low 
Countries, were in great degree ruined. 
Though the British armies managed always to 
hold the cit1• it"<· If, the lmttletlelds lay all ahout 
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it leaving Arras in the midst of the new desert 
of Europe, a desert which one writer says is 
more terrible than the Sahara ; the border of 
France devastated by the ravages of the Ger
mans. In the dozen or so departments into 
which the Germans came were found the larger 
part of France's industries. Germany deter
mined to injure these industries as much as 
possible. Machinery is essential to manufac
ture. Most of the machines were taken from 
the French mills and shipped to Germany, 
where they were installed in German mills. 
What was left was deliberately injured. For 
such wantonness Germany must make repara
tion. Delegates from the Peace Conference 
visited the ruins and the cost of restoration is 
part of the inclemnit~· which Germany must pay. 

C0Ji\'1·it:lit b\' Thr l(r_\'.~toun flif'w Companv 
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ATTH 
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E UNIVERSITY OF LOUV AIN 
Towards the close of June. r9r9, President 

Wilson and Mrs. 'Wilson left Paris to visit 
Belgium. King Albert and Queen Elizabeth 
met them at Adinkerke and the party pro
ceeded to Brussels by automobile. Later, a 
visit was made to the devastated regions 
around Charleroi and nearby places, among 
others Louvain. Before us, within the scarred 
and blackened walls of the University of 
Louvain, deliberately and unnecessarily de
stroyed by the Germans in the early months .:>f 
the war, stands President Wilson reading an 
address. On his right is the Queen of Bel
gium, in a simple white dress, and to her right 
Miss Wilson. At the near side of the plat
form we see Mrs. Wilson, in a rich blue dress, 
and between her and the President we can 
distinguish the manly figure of the King of 
Belgium. 

Potted plants anrl shrubs have been hastily 

-· - ·-·---
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arranged in the rear of the simple platform, to 
shut off the view of bare, smoke-blackened 
walls, all that is left of this once splendid uni
versity with its priceless treasures of books 
and manuscripts. 

Throughout the President's hricf trip he was 
greeted by the grateful plaudits of the Re1gian 
people. For Belgium knows that A1--er :a is 
her friend, in deed and in word. ' Vivt. 
l'Amerique !" resounded from the lips of chil
dren excused from school as the distinguished 
party passed through the streets of cities not 
entirely demolished. 

But it was not through ordered streets and 
welcoming citizens that most of the trip was 
made, it was through devastation and desola
tion indescribable. Even forests had been 
shot away. _The Angel of Death seemed to 
have blasted the land. 

Cof'yrir:,Trt b:.1 Tire Kr.v.don1 Virw ComPnny 
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PRESIDENT WILSON' AND BRAND 
WHITLOCK AT NIEtJP.ORT, BELGIUM 
Perhaps the most interesting figure of the 

group before us is that of the slender American 
with sensitive, intellectual face who is engaged 
in earnest conversation with the President, 
This man is Brand Whitlock, our fearless U. S. 
Minister to Belgium, from the beginning of 
the war until April, 1917, when we entered th~ 
conflict against Germany. In 1914, Brand 
Whitlock, though only 45 years of age, was. 
already a distinguished man in America, having 
been four times elected reform mayor of 
Toledo, Ohio, and having made a nanie for 
himself as a journalist and author. 

When the Germans invaded Belgium, instead 
of retiring to France he remained in Brussels. 
Here he became the chief organizer and admin
istrator of the Commission for Relief in Bel
gium, which undertook to care for the nearly 
7,500,000 destitute people in the occupied terri
tory. This Commission during the war expend-
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ed upward of half a billion dollars for relief 
work in Belgium and shipped into the devast
ated areas of Belgium and France 4,500,000 
tons of food. But far more than that, Whitlock 
made himself, frequently at grave personal risk, 
the champion of the helpless people against the 
overbearing and often brutal or stupid German 
military government. While maintaining official 
neutrality he was able by his fearless demands 
for justice from the invaders and his restraining 
influence upon the hot-headed Belgians, to save 
the latter from countless indignities. Brand 
Whitlock is a man of whom his countrymen will 
ever be proud, one who embodies all the best 
qualities of American manhood. By the Belgian 
people he is more loved and honored, probably, 
tfui.n any other man after King Albert himself. 
The Belgian Government conferred upon him 
the highest honor within its gift. 

Cop:yriolzt b:y Tiie Keystone View Com{Ja11;y 







PALACE OF VERSAILLES 
This marvelous palace is one of the sights 

of Europe. Tourists who visit France inevi
tably go to Versailles, where the gay court of 
Louis XIV disported itself in pro<l1gal mag
nificence in bygone days. Versailles is a city of 
considerable importance, about I 2 miles south
west of Paris. The palace was built by Louis 
XIV, the Great King. It contains lobbies, 
halls and galleries almost without number and 
all of the greatest magnificence. It has withii~ 
its walls a theatre and a chapel. The lobbies are 
full of statues, busts and tombs of kings and 
warriors. Tapestries cover the walls. There 
are eleven halls of historical pictures; seven 
halls of famous war paintings-campaigns in 
Italy, Africa, Mexico and the Crimea. There 
is the Hall of the Crusades, filled with ~I.mli 
carried by the crusaders. There are hallsdilie<t 
with sculpture, there are gallerie!i of war and 
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peace, and there is the Galerie des Glaces, 
the hall of 300 mirrors, used by Louis XIV as 
a throne room on state occasions. It was in 
this hal1 that the King of Prussia was pro
clai01ed Emperor of Germany on January 18, 
r871. 

Acres and acres of gardens surround the 
Palace. In profusion in these gardens are 
marble statues and basins, and bronze groups 
o( charming statuary. In these gardens is the 
celebrated Grand Canal, 200 feet long, lined 
with marble. There, too, are the picturesque 
Swiss Lake and the Orangery and the massive 
Basin of Neptune. The Orangery is con
sidered the finest piece of architecture at Ver
sailles. It was built in 1685, is 500 feet long, 
~ feet wide, and contains 1200 orange trees 
and 300 trees of other varieties. 

Copyright h" Tire Kevstone Vietu ConifJatsY 
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PLENARY SESSION OF PEACE CON

FERENCE 
Here we witness one of the most impres

sive assemblages of modern times. Before us 
in this magnificent chamber sit statesmen, 
diplomats, ministers, politicians, delegates 
from allied countries in every part of the 
world; men of diverse personalities, represent
ing every shade of opinion. They have met to 
establish what the world hopes will be the 
basis of a lasting peace. Here sit some of the 
foremost figures of our times-Clemenceau, 
Lloyd George, President Wilson, the trio 
whose words carry the most weight; Orlando, 
Venizelos- the great statesman from Greece, 
delel5ates from faraway China and Japan, 
from Australia, Canada, South America, from 
every one of the 28 nations allied against Ger
many and Austria. From the welter of their 
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conflicting national interest they hope by com
promise and concession to reach a lofty com
mon aim, a just peace for all nations. As \Ye 
now know. but partial success has attended 
their efforts-the Peace Treaty has become a 
compromise, dictated by force of circum
stances, and satisfactory to but few. Y ct in 
its observance lies the hope of the world. 

Dailv, for 11101~ths, these men met in the 
Palace- des Affaires Etrangeres, or Foreign 
Office, on the Quai d'Orsay, Paris. Hanging 
on the outskirts of this august assemblage 
were uncrowned rulers, speculators, would-be 
statesmen and politicians hoping to snatch 
something for themselves from the redistri
bution of a world. 

C 01>:;riglit by The Keystone View Company 
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We are looking at the magnificent chamber 
in which the Peace Treaty was signed. At the 
ornamental table in the foreground, with its 
bronze and gilt decorations, the German dele
gates in silence and in bitterness of spirit 
affixed their names to the fateful document. 
Forty-eight years before, German officials had 
required France to sign, in this same chamber, 
.a treaty far more humiliating and far more 
drastic in its terms. 

June 28, 1919, wa" a momentous day in the 
history of the world. At two o'clock on that 
Saturday afternoon an endless chain of motor 
cars bearing distinguished delegates from the 
Allied Nations, rolled through lines of French 
soldiers to the grand entrance of the Palace of 
Versaille$. Their occupants passed up the 
marble stairway, through the "Queen's Apart-

ments" to the Galerie des Glaces (Hall of 
Mirrors), while a dozen airplanes wheeled and 
circled above, and innumerable thousandE. of 
men and women packed the spacious parks and 
gardens. Double lines of infantry, with fixed 
bayonets, guarded the entrance to the palace. 

The Allied delegates were seated at the large 
U-shaped table which we see to the right of 
this vast chamber, from whose walls gleam 
more than 300 mirrors of finest plate glass. 
At 3 :15 p. m. the first signatures were affixed 
to the .treaty, those of the German delegates, 
who were then escorted to their seats. Presi
dent Wilson .then signed, followed by the 
Allied delegates in alphabetical order, and the 
cerem9ny was over. 







at Versailles, an occasion -at which the fate of 
millions yet unborn was determined by the 

'·~-.-;:lt!; 1},S.,,: f a pen. Notables from all nations 
are aoou hem, but these three men are the 

all eyes. See them in the back 
t~g forward to follow with their 

:..tm~"f;1wgress of these three. And count
~sands are in front, packed around the 
elf this ancient palace <?f Louis XI\\ to 
them. The civilized world is on tipto~ 

r ts occasion, for it brings to a close the 
ost terrific and blo diest war the wor1d has 
er seen, a war: fought in the air, on land, on 

ea and under its waters; a war which cost 
ives of 8,000,(X)() men, wrecked millions 
omes, and destroyed property beyond 
utation. 
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ENTRAINING FOR THE RETURN 

HOME, GERMANY 
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These men are veterans of Chateau-Thierry, other places east of the Rhine. The 2nd Divi-
Soissons, Saint-Mihiel, Champagne and the sion saw some of the fiercest fighting of the 
Argonne-what is left of them. The world war. It suffered heavier casualties than 
will never forget how they stopped the Cierman any other American division ;-4,478 killed and 
at Chateau-Thierry and Belleau Woods in 17,752 wounded; captured more prisoners, 12,-
Ludendorf's final great drive on Paris. Six 026, ~nd more pieces of artillery, 401, and won 
weeks later this same division, together wjth more American decorations for valor in action, 
the famous French Moroccans, delivered that 7 Medals of Honor, 673 Distinguished Service 
splendid counter stroke at Soissons, the turn- Crosses and 13 Oak Leaf Clusters equivalent to 
ing point of the war. Again we hear of this sei:ond citations for the D. S. C. The division 
division at St. Mihiel along the southern slde was also decorated with the Croix de Guerre by 
of the salient where the fighting was heaviest- the French Government. 
and they smashed through in record time. Here we see these brave men who have 
Three weeks later they were in the Cha~ne ex~enced every hardship, who have been 
wrenching loose the Kaiser's stranglehqld on thipttgh an inferno of horrors, entraining for 
Reims. And a month later they broke through the coast. They have been overseas nearly 
the German line in the Argonne. , .. .-·.,~,.."tWi,:-.o,.. years. Crowded in these little German 

After the armistice they were sent to Ger... can; they have a long and tiresome journey 
many as part of the Army of Occupation, before them. 
billeted in Vallendorf, Bendorf, Neuwied, and Copyright by Th• Keystone Vinu Company 
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SOME OF OUR TWO MILLION 

FIGHTERS READY FOR 
HOME, BREST 

These hundreds of men in their slickers 
and web belts have pa~sed through the rigor
ous routine of the embarkation camp which 
is located two or three miles beyond that high 
wall in the distance and are now tramping 
for the last time down the principal streets 
in Brest, past the drug stort:: and the little 
retail shops to the piers where they will board 
the ferry boats that carry the troops from 
the land to the transports at anchor in the 
harbor. 

By their flag you recognize them as a part 
of a regiment of field artillery. Their guns 
and all excess equipment have been turned _ in 

at the army bases, leaving them with light 
packs-and light hearts. 

For months the natives of the city hung 
out their flags each day and assembled in 
groups along tl}e side walk to bid a last fare
well to the thousands of troops that passed 
on to the piers. As many as 40,000 tror ps 
can be checked out of the camp in a single 
day, an operation that would be impossible if 
it were not for the splendid system and facili
ties which the camp has for bathing, feeding, 
clothing and checking up the records of the 
men. 

Copyright by The Keystone View Cdm/111~ 
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OUR BOYS BOARDING TRANSPORT 

FOR '-'THE GOOD OLD U.S. A." 
It is easy enough to see that these sturdy 

fellows, with the Indian head insignia of the 
illustrious 2nd Division on their left shoulders, 
have been through the Great Adventure and are 
now homeward bound, at last. Bt1t even if we 
C"uld not recognize their division, their equip
ment would show that they have been on 
Europe's bloody battlefields ; the steel helmets 
strapped on their packs, the "overseas caps" 
they are wearing, the "Sam Browne" belts of 
the officers. None of these things appertained 
to American soldiers until after they had 
arrived in Europe. 

1Though undoubtedly these men, are happy 
after two years of foreign service to be on their 
homeward way, they cannot look forward with 
much pleasure to the ocean voyage itserf. A 
trip on a great liner like the one before us is 
very delightful in peace times when one has 
luxurious accommodations and the best of ser-

vice. But when such ships were used as troop 
transports, life on board was as uncomforta
ble, barring the danger from submarines, on 
the homeward voyage as it was on the voyage 
to France. Most of the enlisted men were 
crowded far below the water line on decks 
where bunks three tiers deep filled every avail
able foot of space and where the only light was 
that of electricity and the only fresh air that 
which was forced down from the ventilators on 
deck. Many were always affiicted with seasick
ness, and the resulting nauseating smells, com
bined with the odor of oil and other undefined 
stenches of the 'tween decks, coupled with the 
~olling of the ship, the wrenching of the screw 
and clatter of machinery, <;:reated a little world 
a:E disagreeable sensations which seemed infin
"if~ly removed from the fresh air and the com
fortable solidity of dry land. 

Copyright by The Keysto11e v:-.w ComPany 
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SKYLINE BRINGS A THRILL TO I l rll THE HEART OF EVERY RE-

TURNING DOUGHBOY 
"Whether it be seen by day, with the sun

light glinting on its huge buildings, or by 
night with thousands upon thousands of 
electric lights glimmering like huge fireflies 
through the darkness, and showing the out
lines of its skyscrapers against the dark 
sky, ]'\ ew York City from the harbor is a 
wonderful sight. 

Thousands upon thousands, yes, millions 
of hearts have thrilled as the marvelous 
skyline of the world's greatest city first 
appeared to their vision. To the immi
grant, leaving behind him the monarchical 
institutions of the Old World, the skyline 
of New York has seemed the promised 
land-the land of Washington and J effer
son and Lincoln. Surely, many an immi
grant's heart has thrilled at the prospect of 
equality, freedom. and opportunity. T( th~ 
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returned tourist, tired out with visits to 
other lands, the myriad lig-hts of New York 
have seemed like friendly candles to light his 
way back to "home, sweet home." To the 
foreign visitor, New York promises many a 
thrill of wonder and delight, and how his 
heart must beat in anticipation of new sights 
and pleasures ! 

But what heart-thrills could compare with 
those of our returning soldiers, as they once 
more saw the skyline of old New York. To 
them this land of liberty had taken on a ne\V 
meaning. In giving of themselves to their 
country's service they had come to know in its 
fullest meaning the love of home and country. 
To every returning cloughboy the first sight of 
the New York skyline brought a thrill that 
will live alwavs in his memorv. . . . 

c.,/)_\T t11if by The Kc".«tour y:ew Comj1a113• 







V192.37 
U. S. TRANSPORT LEVIATHAN 

LARGEST SHIP AFLOAT 
Half a dozen or more sturdy tugs are needed 

to nose this great steamship in and out oi her 
berth alongside a pier because of her huge size. 
Those ropes running from her bow lead to 
other tugs besides'those that you can see at her 
side, all necessary to keep the huge bulk oi tl:i,e 
steamer from crashing into the piers or drifting 
aground in shallow water. 

~ 
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war against Germany, whereupon she was 
seizeg and converted into a troop transport. 

Her length is 920 feet, almost as great as the 
height of the Eiffel Tower in Paris. Her huge 
stacks are large enough to accommodate rail
way trains, and she is capable of carrying more 
than 14,000 soldiers and officers. The spars 
which you see slung from the masts are used 
to raise and lower the cargoes into the holds. Before the United States entered the war, 

the "Leviathan" was known as the "Vaterlano." 
]tis the largest steamship in the world and was 
in New York harbor at the time that WIJI be
tween Great Britain and Germany was. declared 
in 1914. s:1e remained there safe fro .~r#j~·~tt 
British Navy, until the United States dei; are 

On the last trip which the "Leviathan" made 
as a U. S. Transport she carried General John 
~ rshing and his staff to the United States, 

their absence of two and one-half years. 

Co1>-vri11ht b" Thtt Kewtot111 View Com/JtJfl'll 
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U. S. BATTLESHIPS SERVE AS TRANS

PORTS IN BRINGING OUR TROOPS 
HOM& 

The participation of the United States in 
the ·world vVar was one of the most tre
~1endously ~ramatic episodes in all history. 
::iuch an achievement as the transportation of 
more than two million armed men with all 
their vast paraphernalia of warfa;e across 
3,000 miles of ocean, was never dreamed 
before. It was, in very truth, "The Great 
Crusade," and such accomplishments as the 
voyaging of the early Crusaders to the Holy 
Land in the Middle Ages was dwarfed by 
comparison with it. 

Between May, 1917, and November, 1918 
a period of 18 months, 2,025,000 men wer~ 
carried to France, and between November, 
1918, and August, 1919, a period of 10 
months, all hut 133,000 of them had been 
carried home again. 

7 100 I 200 I 300 
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Meantime, for the supply of our army in 
Europe, nearly :Z,500,000 tons of cargo were 
carried over from the United States between 
June, 1917, and April, 1919. Included in 
these shipments were 1,791 locomotives of 
100 tons each, 26994 standard gauge freight 
cars, and 47,018 motor trucks, while, above 
the tonnage mentioned, there were shipped 
68,694 head of horses and mules. 

In spite of the great efforts of the German 
submarines, only 380 American lives and 200,-
000 tons of shipping out of the total, 2,-
700,000 deadweight tons of the American 
cargo fleet, were lost through the action of 
submarines, and not one American troop 
transport was lost on its way to Europe, 
th~nks to the watchfulness and efficiency of 
our Navy. 

Co[J·yl"ig/it b,., The Kej1sto11c Vi.:w Company 







ship "Aquitania" as we see her 
n'to New York harbor, gives us an 

mple of the weird camoufl~ge 
sed on ships during the war to aid 

escaping discovery by German sub-
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U. S. SOLDIERS READY F'OR THE 

"ABANDON SHIP" DRILL 
Every day and sometimes twice a day, even 

Cln a homeward bound ship such as we are look
ing at here, the men were assembled for "aban
don ship" drill, or, as it was more grimly called 
in the war clays when they were eastward 
bound, "submarine drill." The purpose of the 
drill was to teach the men to "man the life
boats" with the least confusion and in the 
shortest possible time in case of disaster to the 
cohip. 

On the way over the men were required to 
wear their life belts constantly, both day and 
night; on the return voyage they usually 
donned them only for the drill but kept them 
constantly close at hand. Two types of life 
belt used ; one, such as we see here, like a 
wadded jacket with a big c.ollar, the other made 
of white canvas filled with blocks of cork. The 
former type was preferred by the men because 
it was more;. .;Onu0rtabie to wear and it made a 
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fine pillow for the bunk at night. 
In the days of the submarine one method of 

protection against their attacks, besides having 
a convoy of submarine chasers, etc.., was to 
have an apparatus on the ship which produced 
a smoke screen and hid it completely from 
view. This apparatus consisted of two drums 
of phosphorus at each side of the after deck 
which, when lighted, gave off a trail of dense 
smoke. 

At the left of the picture you can see one of 
the lifeboats, and above it you have a glimpse 
of the ladder that leads to the lookout post 
high up on the mast. The l~rge contrivan':e 
that looks like a megaphone 1s only a venti
lator which carries the fresh air clown to the 
engine room and other p:-rts of the boat far 
below the water line. 

Cotrvny1n o:v Ihe Kevsloue 'Vil!'lll ComllaH'Y 

























HOSPITAL No. 5, NEW YORK 
Anyone with a spark of feeling must be im

pressed by a scene like this. Similar scenes 
were enacted thousands of times during the 
Great War, not only in this perfectly ap
pointed hospital far from the menace of burst
ing shells, where the surgeon could operate 
calmly, unpressed by haste, but close behind 
the front, in rudely constmcted shelters 
crowded with patients, exposed to the incur
sions of enemy planes, wonderful surgery was 
performed by the oYerworked surgeons, who 
operated with feverish haste amid the smell of 
blood and iodoform; where the floor was lit
tered with torn bandages, and tubs of ampu
tated limbs stood here and there. 

These are the terrible by-products of war: 
suffering. pain, mutilation; patients moaning, 
muttering in delirium; in sleep fighting their 
battles over, shouting, cursing or pathetically 
resigned, weak and hclpiess. 
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Here, in this fine hospital, every care wa]> 
lavished upon the patient. Sympathetic nurses 
ministered to his every want. Near the front 
it was often kill or cure; so many thousands 
waited the surgeons' hands. In rows they lay 
upon the floor-he had no time for the refine
ments of his profession. The nurses worked 
to the limit of human endurance. They hur
ried from case to case and had little time for 
gentle ministrations. 

Here was to be found every appliance of 
modern medical science : operating rooms, 
X-Ray rooms, dental offices, diet kitchens, all 
co-ordinated to the single purpose of restor
ing health. Marvelous results were obtained, 
wonderful operations performed, health re
stored where death seemed to have set his seal 
upon the patient in advance. 
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FIGHTERS WHO BROKE THE HINDEN

BURG LINE PARADING DOWN 
FIFTH AVENUE 

Well do these splendidly marching troops, 
swinging down 5th A venue, deserve the 
applause of the thousands of New York men 
and women packed along the sidewalks and on 
the stands of the famous thoroughfare. For 
they are the sons of the Empire State itself, 
those gallant National Guardsmen of the 27th 
Division who sprang forward at the first call 
to arms and under command of General John 
F. O'Ryan, fought in the trenches about Dicke
busch Lake and Mount Kemme!, south to 
Ypres, and finally, with other American, Brit
ish and Australian troops, smashed through the 
Hindenburg Line at the Scheldt Canal Tunnel. 

The 2nd American Corps, under Maj. Gen. 
Geo. W. Read, consisting of the 27th and 30th 
American Divisions, was not with the main 
American army at the Marne and St. Mihiel 
and in the Meuse-Argonne (mftz-ar' g6n'). 
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It served throughout the war with the British 
armies. Consequently the work of the New 
Yorkers of the 27th and of the Carolinians and 
Tennesseans · of the 30th has been somewhat 
obscured in our histories. 

The Canal Tunnel sector of the German line 
north of St. Quentin was tremendously forti
fied, with passageways running out from the 
main tunnel to hidden machine gun nests. Into 
these nests the German gunners returned after 
the American assaulting waves had passed, and 
poured a destructive fire into their rear. But 
through everything the men of the New York 
and the "Old Hickory" divisions forced their 
way, supported by the Aus~ralians, until the 
fortified zone was conquered m one of the most 
desperate single conflicts of the war. 

Copyrig/11 by T/1e Ke:yslone View Company 







rl ::APPY REUNION FOR SOLDIER 
FATHERS 

Here are some of the men who stopped the 
German in his tracks at Chateau-Thierry and 
held him like iron for thirty-six terrible days, 
who smashed his right flank at Soissons 
( Swa' son'), drove him out of St. Mihiel, beat 
him from his famous trenches in Champagne, 
and finally saved the world in the murderous 
Meuse Argonne (mfts ar' g6n') forest, hack
ing their way with machetes (ma-cha' ta) 
through dense undergrowth, in rain and 
mud, without fire, often without food, but 
ever going forward, grim and determined, 
resolved to make the world safe for democracy, 
safe for the !oved ones at home. 

Now they are home again, among those 
loved ones, the gloomy days in France a fad
ing dream. In happy reunion they stand, 
proud fathers of babes horn during the war 
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-on the left, the Americ-.an doughboy, the 
finest type of fighting man the world has ever 
seen; to the right, the gallant officer who led 
him and who shared his perils, hardships and 
triumphs. By them stand the wives who 
bravely, yet in fear and trembling, sent them 
forth. In the arms of the soldiers are cradled 
the babes they saved from the tyranny of Ger
many. 

The pleasure the men feel in being once 
again in their home town, among friends and 
kindred, is reflected in their faces. Through 
many weary months they have looked forward 
to this hour. At last it has come. Their duty 
done, they are free to gather up the scattered 
threa:ds of life and weave them into a happy 
future, untroubled by thought of war. 

Cnpvrl
0
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THE AMERICAN CEMETERY AT BEL· 

LEAUWOOD 
Year by year since the war closed this resting 

place of our American dead on the gentle hill 
slope just to the east of Belleau vVood is being 
more carefully beautified. vVe see it here soon 
after it was laid out, th~ graves bearing wooden 
crosses which will eventually give place to 
more permanent stone markers. 

Better known, perhaps, to the American pub
lic in general than any other of our cemeteries 
in France, this one at Belleau Wood will ~e a 
place of pilgrimage for untold thousands of 
Americans of generatiops yet to come. There 
they will always find American caretakers, and 
the Stars and Stripes floating over the graves, 
borne up by the. breezes of a foreign but a 
deeply friendly land. And all around this rest
ing place of the infantrymen and Marines who 
fell in Belleau \i\Tood, Bouresches and Vaux; 
Monneaux. Torey, Belleau, Givry and the fields 
and hills between on those desperate days of 
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June and July, 1918, they will find the pleasant 
wheat fields starred with poppies, the dark 
green orchards and woodlands, the red-roofed 
villages and the gentle hills stretching away to 
the horizon, which the men lying here helped to 
redeem from the hands of alien invaders and 
to restore to "their rightful owners. 

Americans, reflecting upon the deeds of those 
countrymen of theirs lying asleep in the soil of 
France, will realize, as perhaps the French 
already do, that although dead they are still per
forming a vital function in the world in thus 
keeping before the minds of the people of two 
great nations the bonds, cemented by mutual 
helpfulness and self-sacrifice, which have con
nected them since the days of the American 
Revolution, now made doubly binding by the 
events of the \Vorld War. 

Co1>:vrir1'•t by Tiie Key.<lone View Company 













13365 
MILITARY HEROES OF WORLD WAR 

AT KANSAS CITY 
Rarely, indeed, has such a gathering of world 

famous men occurred as this assembled on the 
platform of the National Convention of the 
American Legion at Kansas City in 1921. 
Probably never again, will be brought together 
such a group of the great leaders of the World 
'Nar. At this annual convention of America's 
most powerful veteran organization these men 
gathered from half a dozen nations to do honor 
to the \Jnited States for her mighty aid in 
bringing the most tremendous war in history 
to a victorious conclusion. 

Here is General Jacques, the leader, under 
King Albert, of the doughty little Belgian army 
which dared first to throw itself across the path 
of Germany's invading hosts. I:Iere is the 
sagacious General Armando Diaz, who brought 
the Italian armies back to order and power of 
resistence after the disaster of Caporetto in the 
fall of 1917, and finally, 11 months later, hurled 
them forth like a thumlt>1·bolt and overwhelmed 
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Austria in the most stupendous military dis
aster of all history, taking more than 300,000 
prisoners and 5,000 guns in ten days of 'fight
ing. Here Vice-President Coolidge; Admiral 
Sir David Beatty; General Pershing, wearing 
on his breast the Grand Cross of the Legion 
of Honor, the highest distinction which France 
could bestow upon him who in the Republic's 
darkest hours led America's eager armies to 
the battlefields where the tide of war was 
turned to victory for the Allied cause ; and here, 
kindly of face stands Ferdinand Foch, Com
mander-in-chief of the armies of the Allies ; he 
whose patient firmness held those vast forces 
to their hard task through the terrible spring 
and early summer of 1918 and whose intuition 
of genius correctly gauged the moment for the 
mighty counterstroke and the unceasing ham
mer blows which followed it until the enemy 
was brought !o abject surrender. 

Copyright by T/Jc ·; ::vstom. Virw Compan~ 
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